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g Star,
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if paid strictly,
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‘the

whe

$2.20 if paid within
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not.
first thirty days, and $2.50 if

a

searching, spiritual ~and complete than
all that came before it. Hence- the
supersedence of the Old Covenant by

2

RO

t

~

The blow most dreaded falls to break *

From off ourdimbs a chain; |
~ And wrongs-of man to mau but make

The glaring Schon never knew!
— Whittier.
.
:
:

GEO, Hl. BALL,

church.

:
HE
Sh
An institution exactly . suited to. one
‘object may be entirely unsuited to angth-

‘Paul warned

not conflict with our - duty in the

new.

we

bountifully shall reap.adso bountifully.”

Perhaps,

the cause

of

the

early

‘all felt, in

is surely

portunities

If so,

for

making. small sacrifices’ mitted to its care.

which he has given us.

These
selves

.

thoughts "have presented them~
in connection

fully revealed. The fulfilled promises of
.the Old Covenant add power and wealth
to those made by the Lord Christ. His

of

promises gather up all the prophecies
past and

project.

large

with

them,

from:

additions, into the future ; they rise

the highest conception of Levitical intercession, to the heavenly and divine; they
pass from shadow to substance ; from blood
of beasts to blood of Jesus; from carnal

nrend

the

qld

with'the proposed

with new cloth, nor put new wine into
old bottles,

His kingdom and

laws

who can, the $1.00 solicited at this time.
If any one can not give a dollar, let him

are

give whathe can.’ Let those of us who
are able, give something for those who

new, entirely new, as to organization,

development;law and order, conditions
of citizenship,and methodsgf worship. If,
in any respect, the new garment contains
material like that in the old, it is no

a new garment, wholly new,

. the golden

and better

than the old. If any Judaizing zealots
insist that circumcision, the seventh-day
Sabbath,
slavery, polygamy, a priest- usefulness of the institution. formal
altars to the ‘mercy seat; from
0-0-0
Dan on on oo
hood,
hierarchies,
are lawful. .in..the.j......
righteousness to spiritual sonship;. from
existed
they
because
kingdom,
Christian
7
_. MISSION WORK.
national hopes to eternal life, CONDUCTED BY REV. G. C. WATERMAN,
Chifist arose fromthe dead, under the.law, Pauls’ words apply to

Before
“% Tife and immortality” were
vealed.

A dark shadow

dimly

re-

over

the

bung

tomb’ hope-trembled as it peered iuto
the future. But Christ made it all plain.
In the Old Testament little-is said- of life
Testa-

New

beyond the grave, while the

The

ment makes that its constant theme.

new life in Christ is treated as the be-

ginbing - of eternal lifey saints, sit in
« heavenly places,” they ave citizens of
« the Jerusitem- "which is above;” the

tem:

which

“+ I would they

were

even

cut

off

trouble

For,

brethren,

ye

you.

.

have been called to liberty ; only use not
liberty for an occasion to the flesh, but by

love serve one another.”
>

late.

Ba

re

THE

CENTENNIAL

BY 8. W,

How interesting and how touching is

soon.

Society

itis

He hoped™God

would

them from being like men.

ing upon.

THEN?

is compelled

and

deliver

Uni-

talbnté; and one hundréd thousand talents of iron. = And they with whom
helps
y
mightil
this
and
comes,
n
salvatio
belief. It is so much easier to believe | precious stones were found gave them to

in a well known, well defined,

fully re-

ideal

vealed person, than in a shadowy

advantage

shrouded in mystery. Our
above the Jewis immense.

The moral code of the gospel is supeto thd law of Moses. It reasserts
rior

adds

_ whatever has permanent value, and

the treasure of the house ofthe Lord.”

feared;

but

co-education

yet injured a man.

bad

been

men

a week.

income of which
on our work, |

Dr. Mayo, one

of the %ditors

of

His

See how the gifts came in. “There
were many who could give iron, compar-

ed with thenumber that could give gold,

but the iron was just'aé much needed

as

the gold, and those who could gi¥e only

ci

ii did not withhold it,

Of course, there may be

exceptions, but this will be true generally.

‘There are.some matters

in which we all

ought to take an interest;

some things be-

longing

to all ‘the churches and not

care of any one in particular,

the

First among

these stand our colleges and the‘theological schools .connected with them. They

"+ 00-EDUCATION.

the

chartas of the

fwo

covenants,

the superiority of the latter.

note

and

The former

is mostly negative, the latter emphatical-

1y positive ; the former relates to outward
acts, the latter to the heart,

the motives

. . and affections; thie former covers, only
a part of man’s duties, the latter sweeps

the whole diapason of duties
" Jeges.

The-ten

and

commandments

the needy,

norto

do

not

efforts to bless

saye the lost.

They

forbid. idolatry, but do not call to prayer
-_ and worship.

They faebid

and David, the king, also rejoiced with
great joy.” Listen to the wonderful
prayer of thanksgiving which he offered
on that occasion, not because. God had
made him rich, or powerful, or
or victorious over his enemies,

privi-. cause he and the people

+ require loveto God, nor love to man.
They forbid murder, but do not demand
forgiveness of enemies,

hedirt they offered willingly to the Lord,

adultery, but

had

honored,
but be-

‘ willingly

offered ‘these things.”. ¢ But,”,he continues, ‘‘ who am I, and what is my people, that we should be able to offer so

willingly after this sort?

period in its history. -Its floating debt has largely to its benefits in public schools.
grown to a size that makes it unsafe to car-. Separate and mixed schools he characteriahelp.

ed ag jointed and disjointed schools. In
Boston, the latter system prevailed, while

not
You know what ‘is proposed.
the 29th of Feb. pass by without’@strong

_just across the river,in cultured Cambridge,
the former is found. * The speaker believ-

ry it longer: ‘It must be paid. - It can be.

It will be if, if all

and decisive effort all over New England to

1ift this burden. It: Will be worth more than
the face of the debt, just now, a great deal.

The. influence of a noble deed quickly doné

at the right time is mere than can be reck-

for all things oned.

come of thee, and of thine own have we
ie
Kew
given thee.” ~
givhave:
could
else
nothing
Probably

wlip can help will

Now is the ‘time and here is the

chance to do-it.

i

Fl

love of enemies; labor to instruct and
save all; forbids-dfvorce-except for one

hands,”

for the building, of temples is past?

be solely for the paying of debts:

patt.of the house and the men

The en-

-sexes ;

1871

are 132.

but these fears had

thefe were

and

between

vanished.

34 women; now

the
In

there

Some have taken rank with

the

best men. Five graduates are instructors
-at Wellesley College,
3
* President

Barnard,

eof Cdalumbia

listened

many

senators:

.

by

to

upon

:

:

mous consent of the House that a rer 51s of the ~ Committee on Rereign affairs rega’ dip: it, be

Col-

lege, thought the question by no means
settled in New England. He has latel
become a strong advocate. Joseph Coo
favored the system if carried on under

ye

To jiine so ordered.

the customaly

1t purported to be a favor ‘ye report, provid- ~ %
stenographer,
.
ing for a Committee:— ,
y 3
clerk, 'stenograptl
“ an appropriation,” » &e. ‘s S&C.
oh 1X

It

now.

appears

overstepped himself,

"th

ry cuiciana

gentleman

|

74 being. done without the

6 ven the knowledge of -

chairman’s consent +

the said Committ’ ,o =~ yjr Acklen thereupon
T¢) co his steps and offered an
made haste 10
explanation” / 4, the Flouse, on January 20,.
asking to have / go motion withdrawn; that he
was laboring jor 4 mistake, &e: The House
instructed | 40 ahve Committee to investi-gate the 1 7 4ror and reported on Weanesdiy:

(vesterd' ‘ic that they found the main charge:
bu “et A motion was made to recommit the re=
Port ty establish whether Mr. A. was guilty of
COIT/ypt intentions or ‘otherwise, which after

she

rp debate, was substituted by referring the
_atter-to the Judiciary Committee for a furJher report. That he was not acquitted or some-

what whitewashed’ by a Demoératic Commits ,
tee, places that gentleman, it would seem, ynder a pretty heavy cloud. 1t wus, if true,
tampering with the National interests, a violation of his oath,and a grave offense to the
National House.
.
STILL

.

INVESTIGATING THE, EXODUS,

The investigation now foing on, conceived
for political purposes and
advautage, costing
the Governments in transporting
witnesses
from a distance, various expenses, &ec., some;
$5 or $10,000. so far, has been ‘devoid of any

interest, but withina few days it has been giv-

en out that one J.B. Syphax,
a well known
i
colored politician, just over thé river in Virginia, and opposed to this exodus, would
pre- |
sent charges and . proof that Senator Windom

was the originator of the movement, &e. © =

There was the usual expectant crowd of
Democrats and their kin assembled to see a
good time, including the démolishmentof the

unfortunate
general

Senator
Yo

and
Fed

eyerybody
Sih

else in.

*

The effort of Mr. Sypbax was a most; signal
failure after such a flourishof trumpets.
He.
said he knew nothing of the origin of the move-

ment beyond the Resolution offered and speech
delivered last winter by the Senator, except
that ¢ a man who sweeps the floor of the Sen-

ate told him that Senator W. had asked him to
originate something touching the status of the
colered
people in the South.”
Tiiis was all
that was
brought out regarding the * charges,”
&e.
Senator Voorhees propounded no questions.
Mr. Windom’s first ing
‘was, “* Have
they a lunatic agylum ih
Virginia?” and thé

~

v

witness answered in the affirmative; whereup-

aternal and maternal care, as at Oberlin.
on the Senator asked the second question:
ed in the jointed system because it is
When,and how did you escape from it?”
|": C. C. Coffin (Carlton) gaye graphic *~The
cheaper to build one schoel-house than early
upshot was a ridiculous scene aud a reexperiences ifi favor, Rev. Mr.
of the...
two, and the influence of one Sex over the | Peloubet,
the well-known. author,
auth
referred-|- cess for _more_lmportant._consideration
other is helpful in many ways. In India, | to the time, three thousand year§ ago, question.
|
Mr. Badger, of N. C., an infifential and in
the disjointed system is carried out to when the sons of God came together with- telligent man, said he ‘hud made close study of*
since “the war in his section, both in juperfection, where the women live in one out the daughtets pf men, and Satan got “affiirs
dicial-and legislative capacity. The race was,

gidst. + ©
in the ‘into
| Thetheirconviction
;
seemed to be

Then let the work goon through the
other. _ Agaeriea has not yet reached this
year. Let it be a year of especial sacrifice:

at that time, such a sense of to God and his cause as répresented in our
get up no Harrier / against plurality of en the Jews,
and the power and the ‘loeal and general institutions, and it will
They conden covetousness, but ‘the « greatness
wives.
majesty” of God, as the _be seen, at the year's close; that we have
the
aud
impliedly. sanction making. property. .of. glory
rhagnificent . temple. not lived a hundred years in vain.
“of this
men, and protect ownership of *‘ men- Building
OTHER THINGS. +’
:
After 3000 years, we know that *‘ the most
servants and maid-servants.”
Me
We dg nof mean to be understood as
in temples made with
The gospel coramands love to all men; J High dwelleth not
is to
but are we to think thatthe “time. ‘saying that the Centennial Offering

that there wouldbe trouble

were

and

‘referred ” ve the Committee of t' o ci and
printed (an important step “in ‘ne progress of
any report or bill), There bei' jo pelobjection,.

would not be equal to the work, that they=
could pot master the severer studies

to-day

galleries

it was, in

We find in the last. Christian Union a diplomas. It is said about 0'ae hundred:
for
admission.
report of the symposium recently in “Mrs. -have already applied
Those not able are helpe’ J pecuniarily.
Joseph Cook’s parlors to discuss the sub- Here is a good place for some woman to
ject of educating young gentlemen and put meney for her own sex.
A letter from President Angell, of Ann
ladies together. The report proceeds
Arbor, showed how
co-education had
ag follows:
wi
a.
worked in Michigan for nine years. At
Dean Gray, of Harvard Divinity School,
first they feared the health of the girls

presided, and President Warren, of Boston University, read a clear, scholarly

remarks

reference has been made, may not be quite unit is this: certain parties in the
derstood;
South ‘have presented before Congress, claitns,
against the Government of Nicaragua, W’siehe
.
involves money and a job. «
Mr.-Acklen of La. (Possibly. interested inthe .
matter), asked, on the 13th of Januar, ynani-

no

but ¢7,n have

es, the same professors,

‘the -

Committee of the whole up-

~~ WHAT MR. ACKLEN DID,
“ Mg 4 Acklen case,” about which so much

speaker

the

while

lion in recent years,

into

of the times.

did not know of one mixed college where
’
this had been the case,

:

are a necessity to our existence
and growth.
Consider the effect of this offering. | We can not do‘without them. We must paper
:
upon the subject. As co-education
Compare the tei commandments with “Then the people rejoiced, for that: they have them. Wemust make them better. in colleges had been quite fully discussed
the sermon on the mount, the two magna offered willingly, because with perfect Bates Collegé" is passing through a critical previously, the essayist confined himself

much that the old law does not - contain.

3

the floor. * These hot-blooded southern men
should emulate his sagacity and understanding

«New England Journal of Education,”
with over twenty years of experience in
mixed schools, believed heartily in them.
He sent hisdlaughterto a female seminary,
and he had never heard of so much silly
talk and so much planning to circumvent
teachers. It ia noticeable fact that of
several presidents who have opposed coeducation each has had to quell a rebel-«

somebody that will do what ought to be
done.” Let us-have done with short remittances.
¢/
:
:

few days, until - Thursday when

crowded

|’ Mr. John D. Philbrick, for many years
the Superintendent of Boston schools, believed that really first-class schools are unmixed, and that America will finally come
he
back to separate education

rare
men and ‘women, We mAy us
well step down and out, and give room to

STEADFAST CONVERTS.

there

woinen and now desired men to teach them,

It.

and give it the gospel quickly, and unless
‘we are ready to stand by our work like

has

In all this tipe

never had been one case of scandal.
Many of the women had been teachers,
and had come to the institution saying
from
they had learned all -they could

missionaries and teachers in India to wait
month after month fox the scanty stipend
which enables them to carry on their work
with some ghangesof success.
There'are
those who-will take this field off our hands

for, a good plan formed, and then let it be
taken hold of with a will, and it can hard-

ly fail of success.

;

4nd seated in his: movable chair, does not pregent him=elf to any impressive degree dsan orator, yet he is a man of large attainments, honest opinions, strong convictions and powers of
He endeavored to avert secession;
reason.
made efforts to stop bloodshed before the end
finally “cumie, and when'the Potter '* Fraud ”»
Committee was proposed, opposed it because
iia
it would either be a farce or a tragedy.

the remarkable account we have of Da- but, rather, to raise this amount of money
Our readérs will notice the great number % Professor Tucker,of Andover Theologivid’s preparation for the building of the tor the purpose of paying the debts already of conversions reported last year-among cal Seminary, formerly of the “Madison
: existing’ on meeting-houses and schools, the Teloogoous, in Southern India, under | Square Presbyterian Church, New York,
y
earth is camed” by one name and made temple.
‘and generally strengthening the things the labors of’ Rev. Mr. Clough. As might thought it a most important matter how
“The
work,”
he
says,
‘Lis
great;
for
|
first
"*
a
is
Lord
ified
the'glor
‘one family’;
that remain, To do the former would be have been expected,.a few have relapsed to train our daughters to meet the great
the
palace
isnot.
for
man,
but~
for
the
during
fruits” and guarantee that all believers
‘well
nigh impossible; to do the latter is into sinful ways; but no more than, nor questions of life which, especially
How consistently David
have compelled women
years,
ten
last
the
will live in him forever; the vail is rent; Lol God.”
“far within the limits of ‘possibility. Un- inde€d as many as, often do amohg Amerideeply®and seriousand heaven and earth united. Herein the acted. He.first:** set his affection” tothe fortunately, there are, in all parts of the de- can converts. The number of such cases to think about them as are
asking for™an
men. Parents
as
“his
ly
all
with
prepared
*
he
(he
then
work,
than
better
much
is
t
New Covenan
nopinatfon, churches burdened with debts, has been surprisingly small, In a recent equal education. The speaker had found
giv-.
of
example
the
set
he
might,” then
tis
:
old.
and’ too many of our schools are in the lester; Mr. Clough Says, ‘‘ the mass are more skepticism among young women,
Salvation is easier since the Saviour is ing largely of his personal possessions, same condition. Now, whatever is raised | sound to the core, and others are still be- and less foundation for it, than among
(Some of us quéried why a
revealed. The types and shadows sug- then he called upon others. ** Who" then to pay ' these debts may be counted as a lieving.” Not long since 111 were baptized young men.
course at Andover would not,
gested an unknown scheme of life, but is willing to consetrate his service this part of the Centennial Offering, which is to .at one time. There is mo: reason to believe theological
| then, be very helpful to girls?) Dr. Tuck:
be made up of monies raised.
in addition to
Christ solves the mystery as he ' bids us day unto the Lord ?”
that
conyerts
from
heathenism
or
Hinduism
er said he had a suspicion that Miss EastAnd this is the way they responded. that which, is needed for our ordinary cur- are less likely to hold out. than converts man’s idea of the morbidness of the inner’
"come to him. Havingthe substance we
for reat expenses. Many of these debts, most
:
can interpret the shadows, but what could They * offered willingly, and gave
from other forms of sin, in Christian Jands. “life of a girls’ school was correct.
coq
mi
in
gold
of
believed
God,
of
w
house
the
Withro
.
L
of
J.
service
the
Dr.
|
of
them,
indeed,
can
be
paid,
if
only
the
days
Go.. is able to Keep all them that commitwe do were we thrust back to the
Gi
schools only.
., when shadows only were the guide? No five thousand talents and ten thousand friends immediately interested will bestir themselves to him.
said’ the ~goung
Gilman
Arthur
Mr..
talthousand
themselves in good season. Let the matobo
doubt the Jews were saved, if théy be- rams ; and of silver ten
at-Harvard had the same entrance
woinenlieved. in.God and kept. his ordinances, ents; and. of brass eighteen thousand ter be well arranged, carefully prepamed
{ examinations as the men, the 8a"se cours-

We know how

wi

onthe union to hear what the Ex. viee-President of the Confederacy had to say upon the
subject.
Ce
Mr. Alexdnder Stephens, with his hat on

forward a | should be willing, for the system never

to send

if possible, within

the past

| versity, had taught in the Medical School
for seven years. He had at first doubted

Prince and SavLord Jesus is their
. iour;" ¢ the whole family in heaven and

but how, they knew not.

:

House went

:

Professor Heber Smith, of Boston

too

?

would b8 unwise and ruinous. ~ Make it up

The

should . bg used: for carrying

world.

short remittance this week, what shall we
do? © Wait till another quarter goes by and
try to make it up. then? Not at all. That

OFFERING.

to be kept, by itself, the

very Southern gentlemen are so loudly insist-

over-

If the Treasurer of the Foreign Mission | beneficial to women, and therefore

plan proposed
It is not to
is one not difficult to execute.
create a new and distinct fund of $500,000,
too

be:

nized author of |“ His Majesty, Myself,”
said the men had made such a disastrous
fature in life that he had trusted that, in
some way, the women would save the

will cost but little to send the balance, and
it is simply disgraceful to compel the

» The movement’ to raise; within our denomination,* during -tla¢ present year, a
fund which shall fitly express our gratitude fo God for his blessing upon us in
not begun

“before

:

at once;

this, the first century of our existence,

HOW A GREAT WORK WAS ACCOM_ PLISHED.

to

gaged in intellectual ‘work; which

indifference to seize

opportunity
WHAT

those who can not give on the day appointed, not forget to make an offering
later. Especially, let” those who can rot
give meney, give sincere and earnest
prayers for the increased prosperity and

less

is recorded against it.
!
Even the Confederate congress enacted 8 - :
provision inimical to a practice that these

the mat-

If the sexes are

separated, she thought there was the least
propriety in doing so when they are en-

Its work is lifiited onWithout doing less for

fail by negligence and

Let

are not nble to contribute anything.

Eastman said : “When

ter, it is settled.”

Emigrants from our churches will be absorbed . as thousands have already been in
other churches, unless . we provide for
‘them ' churches of our own.
Let usnot

logical - School by the New England
churclies. “iLiet us give, each one of us

garment

Miss Mary F.

can find out how God arranged

comes any emotional tendencies. In the | It will readily be seen that the Republicans
ly by its means.
University of California she found that the want the rule further wordedso as to absolutely
other objects, indeed, while increasing our question of sex was not thought of.. She
restrict such riders, while the Democrats are
gifts to the Foreign work, as we must do, “believed isolation
perilous to young determined ‘that it shall remain untremmelled
let us double our donations to the Home
women ; the inside life of a girl's board- that they may.renew the old threats of with '
holding the appropriations, and starving the
work.
What we do for the West we must ing-school "gave a tendency to morbidWovernment in case of Presidential vetoes.
ik
;
do quickly. -Other people are alert and ac- ness.
The Rev: William M. Baker, tte recog- T ~There has been alull upon the subject for
tive. The ground is fast being taken up.’

and** offer willingly ” to the Lord of that

gospel is violation of the Saviour’s avowed plan, not to

-

We ought to be
other denomination.
ready for such opportunities, and we may
be. The Home Mission ‘Society may be

worthyof all

for the advancemept.Qf that cause as may
be-0p
t us be ¢¢ wise hearted,”

in

‘* beggarly”

is

The Old Covenant

because the latter have

with our churches, less than fif-

let us be careful notto neglect such op-: safely trusted ‘to disburse all” funds com-

stowed on you labor in vain.” ..”

the

which

the labor and suffering it has cost.

kept under the law, shut up unto the faith

are excelled by promises from a Saviour

€

thinking

centuries after them, we have

were

we

came,

of Paul: ¢* Before faith

would come

Promises that a Saviour

the

in

disciples of our Lord, and of the innumerable host of martyrs of many successive

centennial offering, and especially the enLet us. ever keep this in mind contrast with the New; to go back to" it ‘dowment of a professorship”in the Theois loss ; to make it contemporary with the,
;
them both.

* while studying

two

House rules still ‘drags its weary length along,
and it is difficult to predict when snd how it is
to end. The-rule upon which they have sway- —
ed, to use a western term, is the 21st, and it is
easy ‘enough.
It merely states, in substance:
’ “ No appropriation shall be reported for any
expenditure not previously uuthorized by law, *
unless in continuance of the same, nor -shall
any provision in any such bill or report chang«
‘ing existing legislation be in order, except ©

while any legislation, germain to the same,is
come from more
active life. ‘The students are more uni- not prohibited,so thaf}in view of the practices
formly industrious and less tricky than under it for the past twé years and the evithose at the East. Thereis a decided. dent use to be made of it in coming’ legislation
there are tryingto carry. What is-true in improvement in manners,-and the faculty by the Democrats, marks the pith of the whole:
Srp
rh
that State is true in half-a-dozen other, is unanimous in its approval “of: the sys-. matter.
:
AES
It is pretty certain that mo appropriation
J
States. Into these broad lands population tem.
is pouring with gréat rapidity. Missiona-- ~ Professor Hiram Mead, ten years at bills will be acted upon, until this anruly body:
Oberlin, believes their plan of a women’s is ready to govern itself upder inore concise
ry work put forth now will bring returns
depattment, under:& suitable matron, has
and less cumbersome rules than have been its
such as can be gained in few localities advantages not to be found at Harvard, ‘guidance
in the past. The-Republicans are deelsewhere. Five hundred dollars. wisely Yale, or Amherst as at present organized. termined that no legislation, political or other--.
President Julius H. Seelye, of Amherst, ‘wise (called in Extra-session parlance,‘ Ridexpended now will do more towards planting and building churches than five thou- by letter stated bis favor of co-education ers n) , shall be put upon supply bills. The
sand will in a few years from this time. In in the lower ; schools, but not in the State constitutions of 30 out of 88 States of the
higher.
Union forbid" it,and all parliamentary history
many places we are needed more than any
E
connected

ty.” ‘He which soweth sparin gly shall reap
also sparingly,
and he which soweth

object

and

matter

lessons ; from liberty in' Christ to a ‘(yoke our fost axalted monients, a regret, that
of bondage.” Hear the emphatic words we have been required to do so little for

old,

as

as good

: This profitless discussion in regard to the

may be ableto push their work with greater hundred young men at Williams College
vigor and enthusiasm than ever before. “I'than where he had taught the sexes tother.
;
THE WIDE WEST. =
~ As an offsetto this, a letter was read
|
Few of ‘ns who live in New England re- from the present head of Wisconsin Unialize how wide it id, When “Bro. 8mith versity, President Bascom. . The institunow has three hundred and twentytells us that the.single State of Minnesota. tion
four students, of whom ninety-seven are.

creaseth ; and there is that withholdeth
more than is meat,but it tendeth to pover-

fault,” God made a new covenant through | which should afterwards be revealed, . . .
» Jesus Christ. It is ‘written, Heb. 8: 6, but now, after that yé have known God,
« But now hath he obtained a more ex- or rather are known of God, how turn ye
cellent ministry, by how much also he is again to the beggarly elements, whete" the mediator of a better covenant, which | unto ye desire again to be in bondage:
is established upon’ better promises.” . .. I am afraid of you, lest~ I have be:

and hence the old is not

few. "He found it easier to govern

WASHINGTON LETTER.

of giving. What do these precepts mean? teen hundred members,we begin {g'compre“There is that scattereth, and yet in-, hend something of the burden
our Bfetliren

a pure

against it, and

‘into the world,” to ‘shadows:

a
er. The Old Testament was wr
preparatory scheme, but faulty as a per* manent and universal law. So * finding

The new covenant is better than the

enterprises of the denomination, that they

have Kad, he will ‘surely expect our offer-

also should take heed. Every. step in
that direction is from a perfect to an imperfect standard , from ¢ the - true light
which lighteth every man which cometh

>

D. D:

.|

needed and do.

nations to these objects will be in order
under this plan. - It is desired to signafize
distraction of thought; the liberty of "all
the year by special giftsto the Christian Y mist be abridged for the safety of the.

as

been,

than material things, which they could not

to divers

and

gerfous foe to a pure gospel

THE OLD AND NEW BIBLES.
REV,

the

that encumber the Papal and the Protestant ‘churches spring from the same
source.” Judaizing has always been a

As through the shadowy lens of even
The eye looks farthest into heaven,
On gleams of stariand depths of hlue

BY

have

we have a conception, how much more
important are intellectual and spiritual

basis and many. conscientiotis souls” are
‘troubled thereby. Nearly all the errors

;

The love of God more plain;

recognition of
leads

Establishment are greatly

~~

A letter from Francis Parkman said: most kniowleige of all spheres, equal and
«1 do not believein co-educatjon, but in identical education will be asked for and
the broadest and most complete education granted. . It is only a question of time.
ar
for woman.” A letter from President
Chadbourne, who was formerly in the
WASHINGTON, D._C., Feb. 19, 1880.
University of Wisconsin, showed his obLITTLE DONE; LITTLE DOING.
~~
jections-to be that co-education - induced

. ten- ings to be made with a liberality, and
abuses. Slavery found refuge in the
willingness of spirit, which shall bear
commandments, and the customs df ap- some proportion to the greatness of our
proved men. Polygamy quotes ‘the oll
lat, and the habits of its leading charac- | privileges.
It is well for us to try, not only to ascontains an area greater than all New Engters, and those who hold that dispensa- |
certain,
but to accept the Jword’s view of, land, we begin to rub. our eyeg.and try to women. Although the women number
retion to be still in force have nd valid
one-fourth of the students,théy carry such as, being germain to th&"Subject, shall vethese things. ** The Lord loveth a cheer- let the idea into’ our minds; and when we ;only
old
the
to
return
off
one-half
the honors. There is less. trench expenditures.” ‘That is the point, matto
n
ply. ‘The obligatio
ful giver. In fact, our own interest does
sickneéss’than among the men, probably ters not pertaining to the bill are interdicteds;
learn that in all this small empire there are,
sgventh-day Sabbath is urged on the same

LIGHT OUT OF DARKNESS.

"nm

- Additions to the permanent funds of our
Benevolent Societies and ‘of the Printing

greater than theirs could

- is

and

standard. of duty,

{ ‘The olouds, which rise with thunder, slake
thirsty souls with rain;

service of God are not léss truly his own
than those of David and his people. More-

Old is harmful, for {tends to lower the

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1880.

Our

Indeed,

property; other than that which cores un-

over, as our knowledge of God is so.much

New

the

for

gain,

is

New

| “better.”

"The Borming St. -

4

heart

comprehensive,

more

broader,"

pects us to build for the-hendr of his name?

would fight its own battles. .

TR

:

ized divorce has heen effected.

THE

ing positions. For the placesof teacher,
editor,
etc., saying nothing of that =
of wife and mother, where they need

not desire to argue it at length, but truth

AR

ISSUED BY

She did. institutions will be mast sought for lead-

ward to the order of progress.”

dowment of our schools, or special depart-

ments in them, is also contemplated, and
in view the improvement of the race and the plan will probably include the enlargethe glory of God, the teniples that he ex* | ment.or improvement of school and church

unauthor-

though: such

| person a ¢rime

Rather, are not colleges, and Theological
schools, and other institutions, which have

Thr

MORNING

THE

;
oy
!
cause, and makes marriage to a second

Rm

Ne

0. ’

3

state, but may in a few centuries.

The

progress of co-education in Europe

was

of great interest to

all,

as

narrated

by

President Warren.
Mis. Julia Ward

quite
general among thie company that associa-

slowly and gradualty improving,and becoming,
more thrifty and self-reliant.
“When the war

tion with men, even

rupt, and when

fn

school

not spoil true women, and

life," can

that in these

days, when it is comifig to be the fashion
to fit women for. sélf-support

if reverses

come, thé best education is: most

Howe,

whose

recent

addresses abroad have been dn honor

to

ble for them.

desifa-

As the world generally acs

cepts the conclusion that colleges ‘where

men arg found ag teachers and scholars
woman, said: * This method is going are m@t advanced and thorough, those
backward to the ordereof nature and for- ~women who haye graduated from mixed
- i

¢

ended, they

offered

and

allowed

o
vw

the =

chances, made parallel progress -with
the
whites.
The blacks de not getestrict justice in
J the
courts
and ape
invariably
convicted .

on weaker

testimony

than the ‘whites.

He

thought,however,they would not be mueh ben:| efited
in- the change, but he was truthtul
to give a dark and ubpromising ace,
enough

count of their present coodition under southern customs and

=.

laws, as every intelligent and

fuir minded-man hus dong heretofore.

oils

:

¢

and the whites were both bank-

“

.

’

x

.
:

+

“

iad

Lend

ETE

ie

©

L.4
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now is, or Christian virtugs to

ence.
+

AND

‘(For

NOTES

BY

PROF.

&

is

Inconsistent Judging.

3

III."

2

.

Rom.2:1—12.

GOLDEN

TEXT:

;

~OHUROH BUILDING:

are

+

ui

V." In verses 13, 14, two ways and
their termination.

:

EE
a.

SUNDAY-SCHOOLS IN
3
SHIRE.

a]:

NEW

Mr. John G. Lane, State

HAMP-

secretary

pn

The organization of a ¢hurch is a matter of very great importance. It un<

of

nd careless manner.
a
It may be regardedas an axiomatic

truth, that the chuith which most largely
the New Hampshire Sunday-school * Assoengagesits membership in-active labor
ciation, in his report to the last State can‘will: be - most successful. - For active
|
vention,
gives statistics as follows: —
=“ Whatsoevér “ye would
effort not™only "accomplishes the direct
do to you, do ye even so to
Whole numbersof schools in . the State,
end of labor ; it also has areflex influence’
t
be
[482 ; whole number of schools reporting,
2 ¢ ;
upon the laborer, resulting in his develop; number of officers and teachers,
Matt, 7: 12,

PO
v - Notes and Hints.
“Judge mot.” This does not mean
that we are not to distinguish
- between

. the good-and the evil,

but that

we

are

5) .._ not to condemn others, and impute bad
motives to them; when not compelled to

3,995 ; number of scholarg, 36,777; total
| membership, 40,990 ; average attendance,

20,891; received” into the church, 608;
number of schools continued through the

ment. - As an

young lady
at one

illustration,” I asked

a

recently to read a Clog

of our

missionary

concerts; the

next day I happened to call upon her; in

In- ‘the couise of our conversation she said,"
ternational lessons, 253; average size of “I can’t help thinking about India ; it has
all schools reporting, 130. In regard to beén in my mind all day.” * The two ends
evergreen and mission schools, the sec- just suggested were both attained, er
retary says: ‘* The reports show that a reading ministered to our instruction and
year, 234; number

of schools using

besuti-

thiat has broken out among

the circumcision of the new

difficulty | of the heart.

covenant

Goedness,

: . benevolence, love, good “words,

will

repaid to us,’as we give them to

be

others.

months, and a few six

months.

‘I

ven-

for their own sakes,

How

ture the statement that this fact isean in-

can the membership be actively

dex of the state of Christian aetivity in: employed unless the church is organized?
See Luke 6: 37, 38. ‘Give and it shall
those places. - While there may be some Individuals may work here and there and’
be given to you.”
I
: excuse
for sparsely settled - meighbor- may accomplish’ great good ; they may
“¢ Why beholdest thou the mote?” The
nullify each other’s , efforts, one may tear
hoods, yet the advantage to be gained by
answer to this question is, ‘* we do it bea continuous.school the whole year more down what the other builds up. But
cause of our unkindness, our selfishness,
without, organization the great mass of,
than compensates for the effort. Misston
our want of candor,

our

willingness

build

by

pulling

ourselves

up

to

others

down, our want of holy charity.”

wilt

thou

say?”

That

. ““ how can you say this?” It also
*¢ tosay this is hypocritical.™ -

*« Thou hypocrite.” Because,

is,

means,
= -

in

con-

malignant and abusive spirit.
¢¢ Pearls before swine.”

- represent

low

and

The

debased

*‘ swine”

men

that could

be done

them.

¢ Pearls”

represent fe - precious truths “of religJoma
2
fori)
oe

** Lest they trample,” &c. Men maybe
in such
a state that they will not only

deride the gospel but abuse its advocates.
From such we are to turn away. .

ft
|

dsk,,,

Sek ,, , Knock."

Ex-

pressive terms inculcating prayer, and
. assuring us of its value, We are to ask

The

popu-

-wider territory, and

presence and commune

“For every oge,” &c. How encouragdng! “Every one” includes old and
:youpg, poor
sinner ' and
os

and rich, sick and well,
saint, “you and me. The

promise is to every one that prays.
_ * Whomif his son ask bread.” Here is
the reason for the #83irance that we may

. + ask freely of God." He is'our Father;

He

ig all about us;.He is able and willing.
‘For it an earthly father is willing to give

man is not only imperfi.ct, but evil.
“How much more.” The child

partment
of Sunday-school work we
commend to the county associations. ft
is legitimate for them to develop this

field of Christian activity.”
ND GP GIN
+o

SUNDAY-SCHOOL NOTES.
It

is

said

that

over

$1,500,000

is

invested in ‘mission buildings in; New
York City for Sunday-schools and preach-

ing services. Thé investment is a good
| ome. Wherever they are planted the
police have their duties , much
from the saving

they

are

lessened.

to its

bills

treasu--

=

:

ry.

that

not at all confined to- himself,

discourag-

ingly remarks: ¢ The most obstinate
malady to cure among church and Sun-

day-school workers is. that of the man

who can’t do anything now, because he
wasn’t consulted béfore.” The Teacher

says : “We have a number of portraits of
nd
x
that chap.”

school superintendents of that city were

country-born and bred.

The workers in

little country schools; then,

may

well

take courage. They do net know" for
‘what responsible . positions they are
training

*¢ Therefore.

all

things. whatsoever.”

shown by Luke who inserts them right
after the precepts ahout loving enemies.
uke6: 81. Here is a summary of the
treatmentto be given men, The one

causes:

break

are

remembered,

out, ~verything

moves.

the

youngsters

inqujrers

or

the pastor, if he can say, This is done,by
recommendation “of the Official Board.

of God being their. Father,

ering, in the Sunday-school and.
in the
missionary work of the church, the Offi-

did:its

appropriate

hanes
al:

as every.church ought to, and can
a
;

organized church;
work,

pastor

The pastor.is not only unable

or na

to care

for every detail ; it is also better
should not.

under

it

that he

While he is Aan episcopns, an
is

not ubiquitous and can not minutely oversee everything. Let him care for the
larger matter, and let others look afier

the minor details; so does he save his
strength for more necessary labors, while
they develop theirs.
The deacons in too many churches are
merely for ornament! They absolutely
have nothing to do, and do it!

And this

leads me to speakof that particular phase
of church organization which I'regard as
a matter of prime importance. The
pastor “and deacons, with perhaps the
clerk and one or two or three careful
men, mdy constitute an Official Board
upon which shall be devolved the over-

their ‘sight of the church. While the church has
a pastor, he will constitute a member of

sure to find its way to adorn

some

‘this Board ; but if the church is pastorless,
the Board does not cease its functions; it
coro-’

:

net.—S. 8. Teacher.

The Congregationalist does well in say-

day

‘schools

from

the

practice of memorizing a reasonable
amount of the choicest things, is a fashion that multitudes are already regretting
as they grow up.” In the-Sabbath-school

From a single lesson, well impressed
upon
the memory—what
numberless

and a grand helper in its.uphuilding.

the

basis, and anything short of this

» Preparations forthe

can an order exist unless

direct from the engine and distribu

it be

in the

does

in
speakifig of the *atonement of Christ, I
said, “ By. his death. and sufferings he

church

had purchased life,” &e..

Rev. C.

Keys,

now of Kentucky, very kindly criticised
my statement, by saying, “ You ought
that which ix first in order should be
spoken of first.
Christ suffered before

(-]

1.

;

Luke 22:19,

;-

°°

(1)° A

memorial

come. 1 Cor. 11:26.
forth our. fellowship
interest and trust in

as a sacrifice for us..

+

’

being

of our

life—‘* For

Noyes and mygelf.

A pleasant time

beginning :

was

He

5

:

“ From Burma’s shores, from Afric’s strand.”

when Bro.’S. led each of our wives to

her hoat, kissed her a good-bve, and so
we parted.
Soon our good friends were
gliding down stream, while our sturdy

boatmen were urging our crafts against

tke current up stream. . ..
We now began in earnest

to

=

quicken

s

our pace, as the cold season was advanc.
itig; and we had muchto do in order to
get ourselves sheltered by
weather.

the next

:

hot

Pleasant incidents we had Guring this
winter trip: “One I well recollect was
our celebrating our Lord's Supper under

a clump of bamboos on the bank
river.

.

of the =

With our boats moored

to

the

sand bank, we took our chairs, tables, &e.,
and on the first Sabbathin Jan,, 1837, re-

Once beforethis

ny

BY THE LATE J. PHILLIPS,

‘ghari.

D.D.

arotnd

her

couch,

moment to see the lamp of life become’
being many ate one bread and one body.” extinct, surprising strength was given
Our life, which is represented by ‘the her to converse, and her conversation
bread, is essentially one in Christ—** for was both heavenly and sublime, k ‘Was
we are all partakers of that one bread.” after a violent paroxysm of the fever, when
* That one bread,”is Christ. (see 1 Cor. she had become perfectly calm
and serene
10:16, 17, 21.) The oneness of believers and as we all thought completely
exconsists in their personal partaking of hausted, and in a sinking” state. But she
|
revived, and gave me
for her parents, and

America, and

wished

had myself and

dear

These were precious séasons, nor

were they exceptional, only ou account
of the small number of communicants
present, Here especially, at the table

+

‘of our’Lord, may ‘we claim the promise =~
that ‘* where two or three are met in
my name there am I in the midst.”
At Dhuma, a village. 16 miles below
Sumbhalpore, we found the water had

every’ become too shallow for our boats to pass.

expecting

we,

looks to and trusts in him for life and sal-

Psalm and led in prayer, followed by Bro.

wife satdown by our own selves at the
tuble of our blessed Lord and Master,
when we were at the seaside in Ballaram-

11.
aE
Lords death tilt’ he
It was during this iliness in Balasore:
(8) It is to show that my wife had some very singular exwith Christ—our full periences that made a strong impression
his body. and blood, on my mind.
When all hope of her re1 Cor. 10:16. "(4) covery had been given up. and we stood

To show forth our oneness in Christ, who

is the substance

inference

REMINISCENCES OF ITS EARLY DAYS,

of

Christ, * This do in remembrance of |
‘me.” Luke 22:19. 1 Cor. 11:24—25. (2)

To show’ forth the

order,

OUR FOREIGN MISSION.

8.
The time ?—The night of “his betrayal. 1 Cor. 11:23—25. 4. The design?

pects: Bro. 8, took occasion to offer us
some good advice, and then read the 91st

. 2. To such as bear the mark, seal or tired to the
quiet nook
the bamwitness of their heirship in Christ, ‘to " of- boos, and then and there under
fer no hindrance to their showing forth ion with our blessed Lord ‘held communthe Christ crucified, or the Christ buried other, in.the use of embl and with each
of his apand resurrected, I shall recognize their pointment, and enjoyed ems
duty in both, and urge all to obey Christ ‘son. About nine months a ‘precious sea- °
later, three of
rather than man.
:
i
us sat togetherin my solitary bungalow in
The Lord help us, brethren, ta. be- Sumbhalpore, for the-s
ame purpose ; one
come more and more Christlike, léss and was then missing,—h
aving
already joined
less conformed to the -world, and more
the general assembly he J church ofthe
and more conformed to Christ.
first born. ©
©
;
no

2. The occasion?—During the Paschal
supper. Matt. 26: 26228. Mark 14:21—

24. Luke 22:156—20.

established

both on sides, I propose,

1.-By whom ?— By Christ himself. Matt.

26 :26—28. Mark 14: 22—24.

There being no

except by inference, and

concérning: the

20. 1. Cor. 11:23—25.

attached. Having all dined together on
board Bro. Suttons bout, his being the
Jar gest in the fleet, we settled various
little secular accounts, conversed a while
in relation to our’ futyre plans and pros-

If there be order im-

to have said, By his sufferings and death,

Lord's Supper?
cod. ITS INSTITUTIONS.

The’

tism shows the - Christ ‘buried and the enjoyed though tears mingled with -our
Bro. Sutton’s hymn was then sung,
Christ resurrectéd,
Christ certainly was joys.

Pe

teach

circulated.

mountains en both sides the Mahanady,,
we took our leave of Bro. and Sister Satton, to whom we had become very much

so-estab-

BY REV. D. POWELL,

the Bible

~~

time passed rapidly and very pleasantly
and many seasons of rich enjoyment were
had by us, when we could get together
for the evening.
Se
«On Dec. 26th, with. qur litte fleet
moored to a sand bank and walled in by

his body broken and his blood shed>Bap-

THE Q0MMUNION
QUE STION.
»

We had

therefore

to

obtain

bearers

to

neg 2 gE

Mrs.
spi-

various messages
other friends in

me

to date

my

Of course: it is ot the utmost impor-- vation, the same as men look to and trust communications at- ** The Delectable:
Hills,” expressed her deep interest in the
tance that this Board shouldbe composed in bread for the present life.
In this, mission, but. not the first regret at hav-.
of good men. They should be wise, dis- Christ. becomés The” one Lread—the one. cing
parted
with-home and friends to
ereet, cautious; spiritual-minded. Indeed, | essent
ial af™ true bread which came engage in ihe, work.
“Bhe only regret
they are rightly characterized in Acts 6:
down from God. In the communion cf the expressed was, that of being calléd away
3,—** Men of honest report, full of the
bread and wine, whichis the communion ‘cre she had led a single heathen to about mile apart in order
Holy Ghost and. wisdom.” Doubtless it
of the body and blood of Christ, we show
Christ, ~ Assured me of her warmest af- ter influence over the pe
would be well to have some elderly and forth our onenes of fuith in the body and fection and
added, ‘+ If "departed spirits
e were ready to o
s
some younger men on this Board, so that
ficulties showed
bloodof Christ, who died for us. Not ‘are permitted to revisit this earth,I. will

the various ages. in the church nidy be’
represented ; but

the

main

thing

is to

choose wise and heavenly minded men,

little ones

only by this act do we remember Christ
ourselves, but we show him’ crucified to
others—we show our common faith in the
atonement of Christ and thas lead others
to embiace him. . In baptism, we manj-

certainly come to you, my dearest, and be

your guardian angel.”
i
This scene continued for half an hour
or so, and was most impressive and
sublime. We seemed on the_very verge
of

the

waited

hravenly

world,

around: to convey

while

angels

’

the liberated

fest or show forth ihe Christ buried, and soul of the dear sufferer to its final ‘restthe Christ resurrected ; and this al-o be- ing place. ** It was heaven begun below,”
comes 'to US a type of our own resurrec- a divine rea'ity, -a fit conclusion’ for the
tion from the dead. Th s is most beautiful- lifé of a saint. Itdid not seem like death

which
| thus be taught how to Work intelligently
Some and successfully. , But the main thing in
at all, but simply, guing howe.
|° But the tie was not yet. This prov.
nothing which we have no right to wish ‘ode taaght Luther a ‘lesson—how many an efficient organization,to my ‘mind, is ly symbolized in the ordinance of b apom
tism.
Ting
Ra
ed to be the turning pointin the fever,
:
\
b
for. ‘The conviet has no right to -demand times _he taught that. same lesson to the Official Board.
}
.
»
From that Hour she began to amend, and
" i
II.
WHO
CAN
PART
?
AKE
|
others
!
Edward
Kimball
impressed
releaseof the jailer, on this principle.
one
This Board may be 5
oven
my
‘dear wife wad spared to' me fourteen
It
matter
not
s
what
this
one
or that one” months
The law and the prophets.” - This is lesson upon D. L. Moody, which has in at least two respects. It
longer, and when at length her
may prevent says, what do the teachi
and
ngs
practi
ce”
‘changd came, she was ih an unconscious
sumof what is taught by the law and been reproduced thousands and thop- nearly every trouble that atises from: of Christ
and
his apostles say? . If we state and knew not until she had reached
ophets.
Remember that Christ sands of limes.—S. 8. Teacher.
entering the thurch and working confuwere to go butk to the Old Testament those shining shores. ‘Even so Father, “Joan.
s this.
the: second of the command
This is a time to push the Sunday- sion therein. Being composed of cautious, Scriptures and begin with the rite of cir- for so it seem~th good in thy sight.”
This removed oné difficulty, but. the
0
| school work with all possible
vigor: and | discreet brethren, in_whom the church cumeision, we find that it was a sign,
On our return from the sea, we im- perplexity and worry, the fatigue and exrait gate.” The narrow gate enthusiasm. The church that neglects confides, this Board is able to settle seal or evidence of God's covenant” with mediately prepared for our journey to posure of getting work done by ‘natives,
to rejoin’ odr colleagues the
4 pr Cuttack,

limitation to this rule is that we wish for gather round him every Sabbath.

Jike

ith difficulty.

* Broad is the this grand agency will be left far be- cases of difficulty,

a Wide avenue thronged

hind in the race, and it ought to be.
“To destruction.”
To Those who avail themselves to the ‘best
ndless rain. “That lead-: advantage of its opportiiities” will ~befe. The way to life is nai- come ‘the masters of the next century.
sasot of. the humility, self-dé- The Waterloo of thie Church will be

compobe differences
among the .membérship,
and care for the
thousand little things that would surely
make

frictionin the church,

These

little

efor the life to come to that which |

Messenger.

Abraham: and his seed.

The

seed

of

Abraham, and the servants of Abraham;

wereto bear this mark of God's covenant,
and those not sealed, were to bo’ exclud-

things, if suffered to enter the church, are ed from the covenant of piomise avd to

almost sure to generate strifs and divis-

lenge, purity required of us’ fought where the mastery.of the next ‘long. In’ the Bodrd, they. maybe talked
generation will be determined. If the over calmly: snd. prayed over fervently,
few, comparatively, are they Church does not. win, the Devil will.— un'il they are removed. Moreover, these
be saved.‘‘ Few there be,”

*

we new comers did what We 2ould, while”

books, tracts, &c., were

order of their institution. - The Lord's
Supper shows forth-the Christ crucified;

our God; is upon every soul in the church
for good.

3

)

morn
andin
eveni
gng among the people,

plied, that implication should be based
rather upon the order of the things they
are designed to manifest, than upon the

‘machinery ; aye, its hand, like the hand of
—

were at

{ and rambled through the villages on the
banks, of the river, where Bro. S. and
Ganga Dhar preached to the people and

lished ? By whom; when or where was
such an “order established? Does the
order ‘in which they are mentioned in the
Scriptures establish the order of, their

‘administration?

journey

We were to go by boat

and take our families with us. ~ Accordingly the 12th of Dec.,1836, found us with
bag and baggage on board our river boats.
Bro. and Sister Sutton oria separate boat, _
accompanied us 14 days up the river on a
missionary excursion. We were out both

Christ their

sults ; but, nevertheless, the hand of this crucified before he was buried,
Board is upon. every wheel, and every | In my first attempts to preach,

pulley, and every spindle

once commenced.

thaf is inferred and not commanded. How

This paper atrendy too long, and I
will close by suggesting, that this Board
is like the great wheel in ‘an immense
manufactory, which regeives the power

takes care that the chutch is fed, thatits | Christ, not in the mere symbol or likeforces are marshaled for the conflict, that ness of bread ; but in that falth which appropriates_ him as our Saviour :--that
its aggressive work goes right on.

In every. church there should be various’
committees, such as committees‘on baptimes is it capable of being, reproduced!” tisms, to care for the sick "fd" poor, to
The teacher in ‘the ‘Sunday-school, ‘if he promote the’ fellowship of the church,
does his work faithfully, is ‘instructing a’ ete., etd, and the younger members may
larger circle than

own

and ought of right to precede the I.ord's
Supper,is an assumption based upon mere
inferéhce. That baptisia should precede
the Lord's Supper, in order to. maintain
the order of the ordinances, is something

cial Boa
mayrd
becothe a mighty conservator of the spititual interests of the church:

growth all the while, and at the close of simple teachings of the Word of God:
there need not be ‘so much division and
the interregnum several
converts were
What
waiting for the pastor to come and baptize controversy among Christians.

It wasan

ate field in-which we might be independent and raisetup churches on. our

Saviour, the Holy Spirit their “sanctitier,
are entitled to all the rights'ind privileges

He ‘is not so liable to incur the dis

converts, the

them.

to co-operate

troduction of changes, the instituting of and inheritanceof heir, so those bearing
needed reforms, it is. of great service to in their het ts the seal, mark “or “witness

* [he'died ; therefore, you should have used
«the word ‘suffer’ first.”
This is correct,
It appears to me, if we. would leave It we let this illustrate and ‘fix the law
work in all departments falls into. a
of order in these ordimances,
the Lord's
state of desuetude. - I have in mind, how- out our denominational creeds, and all Supper comes: first.
:
titatrests upon mere inference, andeview
ever, a church that was pastorless forWithout further remarks of this charthe.
whole
upon. the most obvious and acter, I closé by stating,
:
;
nearly two years, yet it made steady
there are no

charge. ' No matter in what "obscure
place a valuable gem is found, it is pretty

ean ask of his parents any good, can
‘with more reason ask good of God.
©
Luke here'says, * give the Holy Spiritto those * memory verses,” onght to receive
. © them that ask him.”
a;
2 more attention.
The connection of these words ‘is better

benevolent

revivals

‘|-overseer, it is nevertheless true that he

Some one who has had an experience

that y5¢hools and the
or

means of grace are continued, the various

lected and given up, mission work ceases,

‘to his. children, how much more is God ‘ing that the children ought to be laying
whe gave to fathers their paternal in- up more verses from the Bible jn their
¢
" stinets.
ng
: memory, and more of th& best - passages
* “ Being evil.” Here we have ‘the nat- from oir general literature. *¢ The re‘ural character of men described. This action,” it says, ““ both in the Sabbath-

comparison of man with God shows

other and the church is disrupted.® While
th® church has a pastor, the ordinary

a people alive to
their Interests, and ready, wien the field’ forward auspiciously ; while the churchis
is’ only
occasional.
is' worked,to show results that shall not pastorless, there
‘preaching,
the prayer meetings are _negbe a whit behind those who have
- been’

when we need ; seek when we wish to ‘Rev. F.H. Wisewell, of
New York,
find Him ; knock when we want to enter States that 75 per
cent. of the Sunday“into His holy

with Him.

the ‘church will sink into a

to Orissa at the invitation of Bro. Suiton,

be-

heart of ‘the

The Official Board, with

‘too many cases the pastor is the orgamiza-. done without
ostentation; the memberversinns to report at this annual conven- tion; when he leaves, every wheel is | ship know nothing of it only by its restopped, or the wheels clush against each

who. The city could afford to foot all the

© would not regard any service of religion

and therefore

con.

had come

would be as unsatisfactory to our Frien
rare, liever,—‘‘ In whom also, after ‘that ye in Amerjca as it would be to ourse ds
lves
exceptions, can keep every such trial out believe, ye were sealed with the Holy here‘on the ground. .
fii
of the church, and so guard its younger Spirit: of promise, which is .the earnest | * But all the European stutions, with-an.
membership from the pernicious - and of our inheritance until the day of re- ‘English physician, inthe Province, were already occupied except Puri, and that
baneful influences arising therefrom.
demption of the purchased possession unto had been abandoned as a'snitable station
‘This, however, is negative work ; there the praise of his glory.” (Eph. 1:13, 14. for a missionary. In the mids
tof a. vast’ is positive work for it to do. Pastors are See Eph. 4:30.)
Who hath sealed us, field, we" Americans seemed for the time
*'
‘often young and inexperienced and need. and given the earnest of the Spirit in ou shut out.w However, after much inquiry,
consultation and prayer for divine guid.
the counsel of older and wiser brethren hearts™(2 Cor. 1:22).
.ance, it was decided that we should visit
as to their own duties. They would
This seal is the sign of our heirship, ‘Sumbhalpore, a large native town in . the
profit if they heeded‘it ofténer. I can «the earnest of our inheritance until the western part of the Province, . 200 . miles
testify from personal’ experience. 1 have day of redemption of the purchased pos- up the Mahanady' from Cuttack, - with a
view to settling there.
°
learned excellent
lessons from
my session.” As all who bore the mark or the time the capital of a nativ It was at that’
e Raja, said to
brethren ‘in the church relative tq my seal of heirship in Abraham, were recog- be frie
ndlyand
, the residence of an Engpastoral work. As to the conduct of the nized children of his, and as children lish indigo planter ‘and mail contr
actor
J
various meetings of the church, the in- were entitledto the ordinances, privileges but not under the: English government:
members.

their privilege to do, our number of con-

then

fell to the priests was considered ¢* holy.”
This is the basis of Christ's remark. Tt
means then, here, holy precepts, services,
privileges should not be offered to scoffers.
“The dogs” represent men of

the members -will do liitle or nothing,

most

cernedto have settled. © We

God puts to his own seal,

some, of its and he puts it in the

tes it
its neighborhood where -Christian werk.’ "state of indifference and deadness.away
hidden
is
“It
machine
the
all
to
ry.
Every church should be thoroughly or- | unseen,
ers may use the -Sunday-school as “a
but its hand is on every loom and
means to build up the cause of Christ. ganized with a view to intelligent, persist- every spindle. . The Official Board of the
ent and successful. Christian activity. In
When our churches occupy this field*as is
charch is out of sight and its werk is

field. While our populatioh is less than
that of Massachusetts, yet -we have a

right state of mind with «which to ‘help:
another: Having eonquered sin we can
help others to conquer it. =
“* Holy unto the dogs.” The meat which
which

State.

lation of our State, ‘a_little more than
three hundred thousand, gives us a- large

censure the same, or ‘a less defect in
others, we must give up our own defects.
¢¢ Seé clearly.” Then, one can have the

and

in our

tion will be much increased.

demniog others for a fault, we assume
that we are free from it; and if we are
- not, we are pretending to be better than
© we are,
:
+ % First cast out the beam.” Before we

* was offered in sacrifice,

needed

There is hardly a township that has not

By

“mote”
is meant the least defect.
. “ Beam." The far greater defect. A
want of love Paul makes the greatest
defect of character.
“Or how

schools are much

:

permanant

location was the one we were

is

j
do so by an obvious intent of evil on their
pleasure’ of brethren ; he is more likely of God’s children.
That a person, not a believer in Christ,
part. “ That ye be not judged.” = That largeportion of the schools of our State- “delight ; it also more “deeply enlisted her at once to secure their active
and heatt$ should partake of the Lord's ‘Supper, is
* we be not uncharitably judged- by men, ‘hold their sessions twelve months . of the: _Sympathies in thie great cause of missions. co-operation. Then, as to
the thousand ‘false and damning to the soul of such.
~¥8F be condemned of God.
2
year. Thisis as it should be. If the So is it essential to the largest and best and one things which ought to be done to But that one who fully believes -in ‘him
What
measure ye , mete.” The
work is desirable at all, it is desirable all growth of the church that its membership develop thé church—its membership, and is capable of discerning the Lords
body, should be denied the privilege,] see
Saviour here teaches that men will rethe work’s sake and in the prayer meeting, in the
the time. Some zeport sessions for nine be set to work,—for
social gath- no Scriptural reason. That baptism does

‘turn what we give to them.

ily meanwhile

whom they called Sara. “2
But the - question of our

- The seal of the new covenant is not
made in the -flesh— the sign of heirship

and foolishly

indeed,

had been added to their fam

were

with our General Baptist
fol young life has been destroyed,
be- is not made with hands in the: flesh; but Brethren, still, we “expected to hav
ea
cause the church needlessly
separ

has become entangled in some

many a church has no - orginized character. It may have a pastor, -a.clerk and
‘one or two deacons; but it has no con-’
stitution or rules of order, and its business is transacted in an’ altogether loose

Inverse 1% the golden rule.

phasesof chuich life.

- | has been ruined, and how manyva
& uric

doubtedly is often overlooked;

having handled the dead, &c.,-&c.,

eéxcluded from the passover feast; so
those morally defiled are excluded from
the Lord's Supper: (see 1 Cor, 5:11),

"How many a plastic Christivn’ charucter

7

4

:
;

‘these unpleasant

: BY REV. GEORGE: 8; RICKER.

In verses 7—11, the duty and the

IV.

The End of the Wicked. 2Sam.18:1—17.
« The Saviour’s Golden Rule. Matt. 7: 1—14,
S. ‘God’s Way of Giving. Eph. 3: 8—21.

that men should
them.”

we

reasonableness of prayer.

Erroneous Judging. Rom. 14: 1-23.
Healed by Prayer. Isa. 33: 1—22.
Psalmigt’s Prayer. Ps. 142: 1-7.

WwW.
T.

verses

approaching
men
©

.- DAJLY READINGS.

cM.
Se

*

five

them to repent...

exceedingly hurtful to young Christians
whose characters “are just forming, and
wlio, ought not to become acquainted with

;

Ii. In verse 6, to be wise in onr way of
in. order to persuade

J. A. HOWE.

Questions see Lesson Papers.) .

g

the first

Communications,

taught to beware of censuring udkindly.

THE SAVIQER'S GOLDEN RULE.
pA

fs

=

QUESTIONS

In

3

self-indul-

hie

PRACTICAL LESSONS.

‘I.

Sabbath-School Lessou.~-M ar. (8

:

be cut off from the

journey. was made by easy stages, with
‘horse und buggy, occupying a week. In
Cuttack ,we

busy

found

at work.

less interruption

privileges of an ‘heir 0 i Abraham, unless

diflicultivs and trials in the church are he wus ceremonially
«

defiled.

»

Those

our friends

Brother Noyes
in his

Studies,

well and

had

and:

had

had

aided by such overseers as we could

cure, one

must

understand.

experience in

We

order

applied to the
but -sharpers,

our

their

more

concerned to

eyes, and feather.

to

Rajan

He sent us overseers,

were

se-

wha

throw dust in own

nekts,

than they ‘were -to forward our work.
good progress ‘in the language, But there seemed no help for it Houses
while he had taught in the English school,’ must be hid, and this was our only way
assisted: Brother Sutton in -supplying the of building them, 80 utit we went, but
English pul he A had occasionslly “ac- the hot season bad passed, nnd “rain.

congregation of ‘the made

Lgrd. = But those having _the' sesl were
to be admitted to all the ‘ordinances and
»

Noyes's, settle on our future course. The

companied the

work

in the

Native Pr. achers

buzars,

to their

‘A little’ daughter

set in before we had anything ready te se
curely shelter * ourselves,

id

-
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. upihe grade all the way till the run ends | Haghi | been: preaching there a number of
-where the fountain head of: the: river be- evenings, then we would adjourn and go

THE BRAKEMAN AT OHUROH.

gins.

Yes, sir, I'll ‘tdKe
the tiver road into'tHe church, so we filled

the church.
On the road once more, with Lebanon
fading away. in the distance, the fat every" time fora lovely trip, sure coun- One evening a man drove up. He had a.
passenger drumming idly on the window nections und good time, and no prairie fine-looking carriage, and he had his. hat
* pane, the cross pas-enger sound asleep; dust blowing in at “the windows. And ‘on one side of his head and a cigar in his
the conductor came mouth, and he acted ag though he didn’t
and the tall thin passenger reading ** Gen. yesterday, when
Grant’s Tour Around the World,” and around for the tickets with 4 little basket want ahy one to know that he was attend-

' wondering why ** Green's

August. Flow-

punch, I didn’t ask him

to pass me, but I .ing the nieetings

paid my fare like a little yman—twentyfive cents for an hour's run; and a little
me comes the brakeman,snd seating him- concert by the passengers threwn in. I
{ tell you, Pilgrim, you take the river road
self on the arm of the seat says:
when you want—"
;
Shc
¢« I went to church yesterday.”
But just here the long whistle from
“Yes?” I said, with that “interested
inflection, that asks for more. ‘And the engine announced a station, and
what chitreh. did you attend ??
: the brakeman hurried to the doer, shoutmg:
i
“Which do you guess ?" he asked.
A Zionsville!
This train makes no
*t Some union mission “church?”
I
stops between here and Indiwnapolis!”
hazarded.
ae
5
:
:
« Naw,” he said, * I don’t like t6 run — Burlington Hawkeye.
TRENT
Jb ih,
on these branch roads very much. I

“er,” should be printed above the doors

A*”Buddhist temple at Benares.”

I do,

I'want
to run” on“ Tie™ main line,

where

tions.

wait

noticed that he was

| —he bad driven up and

Long, prosy prayers are wearisome.
But prayers whose only megit. i$ brevity

on connec-

are

I don’t like to tun on a branch.

pert.

Some

methods

which

seat, fast time, and only stop at’ the big
_ stations.
Nice line; but too exhaustive
for . a brakeman.
All train
-mén in

uniform, eonductor’s punch and lantern
- silper-plated, andl no train boys allowed.
Then the passenger are allowed10 talk
back at the conductor, and it makes them
too free and easy.
No, I couldn’ stand

the + palace cars. Rich road,
though:
Don’t often hear of a receiver being appointedor that line. Some miglity nice
. people travel on it, too.”
—
;
wT

“ Universalist?

I suggested.

* Broad
gauge,” said
a

akeman ;

¢
-

I

go
alon g well with the pas%
0, I don’t go to the Universa-

list, though I know

some awfully good

men who run on that road”

ite

*¢ Presbyterian?” I asked,

“Narrow
guage, eh?"
said the
brakeman, ‘¢ pretty track, straight as a
rule; tunnel right through a mountain’
-rather thango around it; spirjt level
grade; passengers have to show their
tickets before they /get on the train.
Mighty strict

road, but

the

cars

are

a

little narrow; have to sitone in a seat
and né room in the isle to dance.
Then there are no stop-over tickets allowed ; got to go straight through to the
station you're ticketed for, or you can't,
geton atall. When
the car's full no
extra coaches cars built at the shops to
hold just so many, and nobody else allow-

ed on.

Butyou

don't

often hear of an

accidenton that road, 1t's run right up
gt
0
to the rules.”
‘ Mayb
you joined
e
the Free Thinkers?”
.
brakeman,

:

1 said.
** Scrub.

road,”

said

the

“dirt road bed and no ballést; no. time
card and no train dispatcher. All trains
run wild, and cvery engineer makes his
Smoke if
own time, just as he pleases,

you want to; kind of a go-as-yqu-please
road. Too many side tracks, and every
switch wide open all

with

the-time,

the

switchman sound asleep and the target
~.Jamp dead out. Get oun as you please
and get off when you wunt "to. Don't
have to show your tickets, and thé conductor isn't expected to. do anything but
amuse the

passengers.

No

sir,

[

was

offered a pass, “but I don't like the line.
I don’t like to travel on a road that has no
terminus.
Do you know, sir, I asked a
division superintendent where thut road

‘run to, and he said he hoped to die if he
knew.
I asked him if the general
supérintendent could téll me, and he
sald he didn’t believe they had a general
superintendeat, and if they had, he didn

know anything more about the road than
the passeng®rs. [ asked him who he reported to, and he said ‘ nobody.’ I asked
a conductor who he got his. orders from,
und he said he didn't take ordersfrom
any’ living man or dead. ghost. ' And
“when I asked the engineer who he got
- his orders trom, he said he’ d like to see’
anybody give him orders; he'd run- that
train to suit himself,» or he'd run it into.
the ditch. Now you see, sir, I'm a rail.
road man, and I don’t care to run ona
road “that has no time, makes no oonnections, runs nowhere
and has no
superintendent.” It may be all right, but
I've railroaded too; long . to ndoratand
in

Sk SE Sl

“« May be§ you went to the Congregational church?”
I said.
‘ Popular road,” said

:
the

:
brakeman;

* an old road, too; one of the very oldest

-in the country,

Good road bed and com-

- fortable-cars. Well managed

directors

don’t

road, too;

interfere with division

Superimendens and train-orders. ade
mighty popular, but it’s pretty independent oo, Nes, didn’t one of the prs
tendents down east discontinue one of the
oldest Atations on this. line two or three

yedrs ago?

rE:

Y

rx

listened

for two

tryingto conceal - it:

You

know

some

men act very strange. They doa’t want
youto know that they are affeeted,. ‘and

your whole influence has
the church.”
£

There

been

may be imperfections in

shed a tear over his sins.

evening in a carriage?

Mr.

P——=-="

LIVER

woman,

tell them

¢ Well, that is

he trembled ; I knew the man

and

was

|

trem-

bling ; and there was a hush "cams upon

Buf it’s a, mighty pleasant

Sh

: _ 4nd not a side’ track from the round hotsg
‘19 the terminus. ‘Takes & heap of water

of earth is required for its roots; it finds
nourishment in a dry soil and amid “barren rocks, and yet, green in winter as in
summer, it towers tie highest of all the

treesof the wood toward the sky, and
with least of earth makes the greatest approach to heaven. ‘So it i§ with the tree
of

God's

planting..

With

the

least

of

warth about it§ roots, it towers the nearest
to heaven;
deriving nourishment, not
from the earth below, but from the sunbeams that: fall upon it, and the raindrops that sprigkle it, supported by that
hidden nouri§hment that comes from v God.
—John

Cumming,

D. D.

n

foil CR
Lh

KID--

Jaundice,

every one wondered what he had to- say.
He says, “I want you to pray for me;

RY

can

IT

Constipation,

Cata-

<

Lyndonville, ve.
5

Lewiston, Me.

‘W

HITESTOWN SEMINARY.—This Institution
is one of the largest and best in the State.
Terms moderate. Send for Datalogue.
i
J. 8. GARDNER,
Principal,
.. . Whitestown, Oneida Co., N. Y

‘TEST

NOY

VIRGINIA

COLLEGE.—

Tayler Co., West Virginia.

EE
<

2

ia

remington,

offers to students important and peculiar adv: anta- |
For particular information, send for a circu-

to Rev.W COLEGROVE, LL. D., President. .

WELLS, RICHARDSON &€0., Propristors,”

THERI
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1.

church

for

M. JONES, Sec., |

Buy it at the Druggists. : Price, $1.00.

save a poor sinner like me,I want to be
saved.” And we did pray for him, and

fe

@

and Female disorders.
ai
- KIDNEY-WORT {is a dry vegetable coms
pound and can be sent by mall prepaid.
[J One package will make six qts of medicine.

»¢ What is it; sir 2?

Freewill Baptist _Publicatios.

You say, perhaps, you have tried to stop

swearing and you have failed, You have
tried to get control of your temper and
failed.

over

You have .tried

to get

youn have

You have tried to.get the control -

your passions

and

you have

Tribune.

curses and

Well,

the

man’s

countenance

he

personally

"wrote

of

Sunday.—N.

:

i

Gideon F. Draper,

who

utterly

failed. You have tried many and many
a tim®
to
get the victory, and you have
failed, and now you say; ‘‘ What will be-

come

of me?

If I

should

become

tried and tried and am trying, - butl am

growing worse all the time.”
+“ Well,” I said, “‘I know all about it;

I-have been there.”
¢“ What,” said he,

swear P”

+“ Yes.” ,
“Well,” s;

£4

‘did

70k

you

ever

he, « how did you

did

get

you ever stop?” I
ed ; it stopped itself.”

450

Cy
Ey HL

Christ come in\oJthis heart of mine, and
I have never Wad
since.” =
|
++ Ig that so?"
‘Yes,

any desire

to

swear

St. Paul's church in New

Rev. Dr.

Tiffany,

pastor,

a

y

Far

Ww

eaat hic

ia

Re

hiae

a

SR

\

recent

teacher

sions,

$8,682—$27,865;

Church

—$16,228.

:

;

possible that you

ever

swore.”

“ Well, it don’tto me. Iam a stranger
almost to myself. I wonder at myself.

1879.

God—to be a Christian.”
he, ‘“ go to church P

Why,

Why,”

He
a

said

Oh, I can’t do that?

what would people say?"
3%

of

+ +. Oh,"
.

are out of fix buy it at your druggists and save
a‘doctor’s bill,
«
o
Lovely Rosebud Chromo

Cards, or 20 all Mot.

to with name, 10¢, Nassua Card Co., Nastia,
;
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17, 7679.

Summer

Term

cents; postage, 9 cents.
The Treatise

- contains

‘held by

begins

Principal.

room
istry.

rent

free
.

to those

preparing

for

Spring term begins Feb, 17, 1880.

May4.

Fall

term

Aug, 24.

the min.
;

Summer term
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married the youngest daughter of Chancellor K. O. Haven of Syracuse Universi-

fell.

¢ Come in,” said he, and the tears began
to trickle down his cheeks. He couldnt

exclusive

Rev.

blasphemy, and [ would just like to ask
you why you treat your Lord in that
way?”
er gous Ait

But I can imagine some of you say,
«t How is it about my old sins? I have
become confirmed in a great many sins.”

your appetite and

week,

am told that he has given you good health,
and they tell me all that he has received
been

that
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average of fifteen for every day of the

I am told that he has given you a beautiful
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detail, the early events
history.
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The
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Department, New
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urion with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00.
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times to stop swearing, and I can’t: do it.
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ashamed of myself. I confess that I am
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/ No Scituata B. I.

COMPLAINTS,

PY act efficiently.”

cata

~ APHAM INSTITUTE.
—N
Scituate,BR. I.
For particulars: address the Prin
i
:
i
~ W. 8, 8TOC
E.-

Constipation and Piles.

And 80 I said, ¢¢ Go right down there;

church. a

asicallle

IRVING
B. BMITH,.

Ridgeville, Indiana. <<

KIDNEY DISEASES,

I would find her in some church. Men
are under the poweér of the devil when
they are attacking the church and saying
that the church is not the purest institution |under heaven. To be.sure it is ndt perfect, but if you want to find holy, , godly |
‘men,.you will find them in the church.

into-the

Toy co

0

.

, will commence August 26. For
dress the Secretary

- PERMANENTLY cures |]

in, St. |

not fit.

thorough work in Academic
instruction. With three care.

IDGEVILLE - GOLLEGE, —The Fall Term

Louis I would find himin some church ; if

* Why," said he, ** I'm

i

-

they have a mind to against the chureh,

says I, ¢ God will makg’you fit. Go right

BE

ot
]
Y
8.

may say all the mean and cutting
ng 'things'|

I wanted to find a, godly, sainted

a

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co., New
Pros This school was Jevir i Botios Sony

church, but the longer
I live the more I|

bat if I wanted to find a holy man

“r
5

tion for dof
tion. No pi

am convinced that the best people in . this
world are in the church, after all. Men

shed tears for sin. It is manly to-do a
great many
mean
and contemptible
_things, but it is not manly for a man to
of the friends after the meeting was over,
‘t Who is that man that drives up every.

+
.

the | §

take your stand amongsf

have

o>

against

‘they put up their handsto their faces, and

all that. ' It is not manly*for seme men to

nas

ADVERTISEMENTS

however unfit it was for life, it would

the

. “does too much com

sengers.

evenings

or three evenings—I noticed one night
that the tears stood in his eyes.
He was

cowie into vogue to make prayer-meetings attractive are pitiful: They are -an
‘ Limited express,” he said, ¢ 41} pal- apology to the world for the want of digace cars” and two, dollars extra for a nity in worship. ‘The hymns that must be
Good enough, but I don't like it.”
. “ Episcopal P" I guessed.
3

listening, and after

he had been there a number of

GLEANINGS.

your run is regular and you go on schedule

| in a careless way

he was assuming’ that he didn't care
particularly what was going on; but I

of

To

. don’t oiten go to church, and when
have to

25, 1880.

:

+

“l.through a lovely country; these river ing to do, and what was going to ha pen, said I, ** you have wotto trample that
roads always do’; river on one_side and and when
I bad got quite:a crowd, and i under your feet.. Never mind what they
hills on the other, and it’sa steady climb
began to preach the gospel, and after’] say. = Do right because it is right. . Now,

Selections.

time, and don't

=

Di

Sabbath School
are

for adults an:

ertion Books
children.

LESSONS for Every Sunday, ,18, postage 0
STORY of Jesus,
¢
WONDERFUL Worke of Jesus, 15,
“
®

|

Marks, few shop-wern copies, 60

ON

.THE TRUTH OF

THE

BIBLE;

10

an excel.

lent book for all who would ‘‘search the Scrip.
tares 7. Twenty-two lectures on the most impor@nt points of-Bible study, 1.00; postage, 9

Hate, Soleiikig, Theological, Commercial, Pre[
t
»
Tracts
1
:
paratory,
usic and Art
artments. Elestive
studies. Admits both sexes.
Best of religious in
were not stereotyped - till within the last tew
fluences. ; Thorough
and
ean.
Finest college | years, and we can turnish only tife. following: 7
2
buildings in the
Northwest.
Tuition,” incidental ots. per dozen ;60 cts. per hundred. '
and ‘library 'fées, oly Slo year. Bo
, $2 to
On Denomination, whyh contains a histor.
$2.25 8 week. Room, 40 to 75 cents a week. Schol.
ical statement, and a
brief notice of our doo.
arship for Commereia: com se, unlimited time, $30
trinal vasis.church polity ana institutions,
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
On
Faith
-&
Covenant
18
a confession of17 ar3
For
Catalogue address,
| ticlés ot (aith and a desirable church covenant.
(1111 Dv WiC. DURGIN, President,

Printing

Hillsdale,

|"

EBANON ACADEMY
— Pupils fitted for bus
ness,

scientific

PR OU!

schools

rs,

or the best folleges.

B., Prins pol. Ly)x ELEY

ress

[}

YES, 860. Trustees.
P nop
' W. Lebanon, Me., July 25, 1878,

RIS

hi

courses

Commercial,

of

study

Phird. tetmbegins Jan. 26.
are

the

AUSTIN

= Normal,

College Preparatory and two

courses, viz.: ©lassical and Scientific.
Board, (including room rent) $2,15
For further iniormation apply
to A.
TON; A. M., Rie Grande. Gallia Co,;

»

Blanks

College

per week.
A. MourOhio,

ACADEMY.—Center Strafford, N. H.

Rooms for self looming and board in ‘private
wmilies at reasonable
« Two full courses,
English, and Classical.
Fon further information
addres the.
ncipal, Rey. 8, C.. KiMBALL, A. M.,

:

uf

.

Marriage Certificates,

"10 ots. doz.

Q: M. Cor. Messengers’ Certificates, 6 “

"

GEANDE COLLEGE.—Rio- Grande; Gallia
0., Ohio. The college
year consists of four

terms of ten weeks each.
The

!

Establishment is a brief historical

statement, &c. Published by order of the Gen
eral Conference, and for gratuitous distéibution.

Church Members’

Certificates,

Engravings
Of Dr. G. T. Nar

“le

’
Y

+ 463. L. Phillips,

The

6

;

above named books

.

are.gold.by

at 20 Ror cent. divoount for Gash with
or on receiving
the books.
Send your 0! fers to
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the order,
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~ For sale also by
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F- MOSHER,

Editor.

Al communications designed for piibiication

should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
Len business, remittances of money, &c., should be

fe

‘addressed 16the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

INFLUENOE OF STUDY.
It has been said that study is: unfavorable

to

piety,

that

students

in

schdol”

decline in spirituality. We hear of a
theological student who once made this
- excuse for his coldness and formalism.

3 v
{

But he was sharply rebuked by
ciates, who testified from

his

‘asso-

experience that.

" hard. study was a help and not a hinder"ance to their spiritual life. It would be
difficult to find more sincere, earnest con-

secration to God,or more: genuine revivals
/ with permanent results than
may
found in the records of our ‘schools.

be
If

there is a literary institution in the .land
where religion does not flourish, it isa
- reproach to that institution. /‘Few ministers
have been more devotgd
-or successful than Harlan. Page while in
school. It was Judson’s férvent. love to
God and souls at Andover, that sent him
to India.

Nothing has. happened in
i the
=I present in“influential laymen do anything to deprave 1.
" OURRENT TOPICS.
:
:
‘the pubtic morals, but that regret passes ——ONE becomes so, accustomed to the I stance.
:
oe
.
into astonishment when ‘consecrated lips talk about sensational preachitig that it is
Tu
Golden
Rulehas
its
own
notions,
are défiled with wines, liquors and eigars, apt to eseape the attention that there is in
one of which is that ** a church that pays
and reaches its culmination when hey
it a Positive evil. Is the church using: its
a
debt of $80,000 on its heuse of worship
proclaim it to the world.”
authoritative voice in rebuking thisserious
B
It is-a most striking comment; that of and outright sin? ¢ The Model Walker” that eost three times that sum, is not to beall the social clubs.in the larger Eastern| Was recently announced by a popular congratulated, as itis a shame to any
Christian society to spend one half that
cities, many of which doubtless
use clergyman as the subject of one of his
“wines, liquors, and cigars” at their Bible discdurses. - It is simply a -piece of |. amount for a house fo Worship God when
Tneetings, this one in which these, clergy- ‘ministerial prostitution to associate ‘the ‘it could have built forty others. in places
where they are needed.” " Thes¢ words
men figure so prominently -is almost the base sensationalism of the
walking’
only one that makes public proclama- matches” with one of the sublimely practi- néed all the more emphasis whenwe consider that as a rule among Protestant
tion of the fact. cal passages of Scripture where’ we dre
churches,
the more, costly the house of
‘Indeed, the Century club of New York, told of Enoch, who ** walked with God.”
worship, the more exclusive and selfish
on.which, St. Botolph’s is modeled, has If we stop to ‘soberly think of this method
such clergymen as Drs: Storrs, Chapin, of attracting large audiences, we shall be- the songregitions which gather therein.
Bellows and Taylor, and such laymen as come more and more convinced that the
Wm. E. Dodge and Charles L. Bruce; -church has a duty to do in ‘the mater, be- —=A BrLL has .been introduced .in ‘the
Senate of the South Carolina Legislatare’
and it is stated ‘that such men as Rev. sides ‘extenuating the “conduct of such
to
prohibit the carrying of *¢ pistols, dirks;
Drs.. Dexter, Clarke and .Lothrop are preachers. We fully ‘understand
that.
batcher-knives,
bowie-knives,
swordmembers of the Union club in Boston,
divisions may bé caused by any just disei-*
each of which has had, and we believe pline in the matter; and the local’ church Lines, spear-canes, metal knuckles, razors,
now - has, a restaurant attached to its] may follow the pastor into some indepen- or any other pide arus.” With this array
clubhouse,
with
“ wines, liquors and dest form of church organization, and all of weapons in mind one is*not so mich
cigars” for such as want them. But the that, ‘but it is-directly applicable to such surprised to learn that in three counties of

that State the Courts have ten cases of

fact has not been.given the publicity that

cases that Christ

has attended the forvoation of St. Toisipire
club.

peace but the sword into the ‘midst of
men. The question, who Shallbe on the

didnt

come

to bring

private domain.

Edwards while deeply exgreised

But in the case -"of gen-

and who

shall be on the side of theT.ord
on the side of the world: ?

in thought had a heart: filled with divine
"love, and felt that all nature was praising
y+the Lord. John Knox would pray and
study, study and pray all-day and some-

tlemen of such prominence and ‘influence
as these that we have named,it is difficult
to'drdw the line between those social acts
that-concern the public and those that do‘time$ ail night before preaching to. an not. To. the inquisitive modern public
assembly wherein hundreds’ were -con- nothing is purely personal, and almost
nothing is “private.
Certainly the Allverted iiA one meeting.
- It is not true, ther, that ignorance is the | seeing eye beholds every act, and we are
‘mother of devotion.
Rather it is the bidden to shun the very appearance of

and

he was opposed to the sheddingof an un-

who

reasonable amount of blood, yet he should
oppose the act as unconstitutional, and
that he preferred ‘ the education of a
healthy sentiment,” as the means of lessening the record of murderous crimes.

wnTHE arbitrary action of the Chicago

School Board in deciding that no married
women Will be permitted to teachin the
public schools of that city is a piece of
upwarrantable interfering with private
matters.”

As a matter

of

fact

.. templation. There

truth, and its proper

is

harmony

in

all

Hereupon

results.can only be

reached, when it is faithfully applied in
the conscience and life. It is not for

the

N.Y.

Tribune

remarks

persons

whom

mere speculative or personal fame,but for

we

are

accustomed to

‘speak of as politicians. ” They have their
use in our daily duties.
part in the contest. ‘We may call them
. © The student thereforé should be de- machine-men, and office-seekers, and all
~vout. The best scholars are the most that—and often - they ~ are only that
*, modest, with deepest reverence for God —but it is not clear that
their absence
. and sacred things. Our schools should would be altogether a benefit, nor that.
be fountains of knowledge and - piety, their activity is altogether to be deplored,
riers all the faculties are cultivated and Admitting their influence
to be on the
disciplined into a symmetrical character. whole bad, the greater blame. belongs to

same journal continues:

Kansas, asks an answer in the: Star to the

If we would deal successfully with the
class which is such a

fearful

‘menace

to |

Europe, .we must try to understand how a
man feels who owns nothing, and never
expects to own anything, who is. aware
at the pittance he can earn depends
scarcely at all on his moral character,who
by “himself, who

knows

‘éxercised within
the last fortnight
over the appearance of a new social club
in Boston,

called the

St.

Botolph

and having’in its membership more
two hundred and “fifty eminent

among

them

being several

club,

than

citizens;

professed

‘Christian laymen and nihe clergymen.
~The club opendy proclaims its intention:

As

to

candidates,

the,

names

ambitions, and who feels the temptations
of hunger and cold and rags as we can not

most

frequently ‘mentioned are Blaine and
Grant and Sherman, We mention ‘their

names. alphabeticallyfor
; want of sufficient reason toput them in any other order.
At the same time, it must be admitted
that there is apparently an increasing

feeling in favor of Senator
Cameron movement,

Blaine. The

to pledge

the

Penn-

|.

imagine.
We believé that the Christian
world ought to setitself to this study in all
earnestness, praying for the help of Gad,
and sincerely willing to sacrifice its tastes
in so far-as nity be fuund necessary to the
success of its hoiy mission.

speech as well as in their writings, upon
the duty of mutual helpfulndss, and have

licensed

by a

6"

which he was a member,

and

his

recommendation, and the Q. M. referred
to by our correspondent would undoubt-

LAN acknowledgment is made by the
-Springfield Republican which should at-

sylvanja State Convention to Grant, is re- tain the character of a national ‘acknowlto use ‘* wines, liquors and cigars” at its acting against ifself, -if we may jadge -edgment.
That - journal
remarks that
~ meébtings, and thus, although perhaps from responses to inquiries made by a the tact with which Mrs. Hayes, of the
_ not meaning to do so, openly ‘defies New York daily, which show the voters White House, ‘has carried through her
hy the temperance sentiment of the Com- : of the State to befive to one for. Blaine.’ opposition to the ‘offering of wines to
Ohio is Secretary ‘Sherman's stronghold, guests evidences her strength of chatacmonwealth. It would not have been at all surprising but even in thab-State there is a strong ter, both as'a lady ‘and as a Christian.”
to have found some clergynfen identifying Blaine party. Another New York daily, This vidtory oftemperance over intemper-.
themselves with such a club as this,” but which seems to have had its course mark- ance, especially where the latter is made
wher such men as Phillips Brooks, James, ed out for is. by the position of a: rival | the accompaniment of high social festiviFreemaa Clarke, Dr. 8. K. Lothrop, and’ daily, —since it would not be profitable ties aid the universal adjunct of diplo‘Edward Everett Hale do-so, it is ‘a. cause for both to champion the same “candidate, mati¢ banguets—this victory of peace is
of unfeigned sorrow. All of these gen- | —is doing its utmost to destroy Seeretary certain] y. greater than many a glorious and
tlemen have insisted, in their” public} Sherman’s charices—with what success ia emblazoned triumph at arms.
not yet apparent.

ciently inaugurated

ministers? But every one of with any Gonfidence.

of the, English Epfscopalians

rymen

ROW not only encourages

8 olof ligne by his example, but by
sealed

spine

eranc

his lips

consistent” advocacy of tem-

1 to ly

ed of, but it is doubtless only talk. Senator
Bayard, of Delaware, .is in favor, and
several other persons are mentioned, but
there seems to be.no general enthusiasm

i he has thrown

; yeét over any, of them.

Jif is always a’ matter

place and exact date
‘Bepjamin 'F. Neally,

Bore dt

names

Mr. Tilden is talk-

CC EPWill any A our2 roudars: give us the
of death

of Rev.

regret,”
ot,” says a committee, of the
originally “from
husetts Total ‘Abstinence Societys Vermont, and our first missionary to

to conser this mate, “whe f witigan v.:

.a

iol

fe

°

relief fand.

This unsolicited tribute to the Life
Day

comes from

of the

a person

who has lately procured and read the book:
The elegance of the press work, the value of
the matter, and the ridiculously low price
make it seem more like a gift “thana purchase. .I am more than pleased with it and
think it ought to ‘be in the hands of. every
See

widkery

pris

incident to

the- present presidential campaign,
Weekly
Notes seems to see * that this is $0ing to bea
* bad year for’ the

Ten ‘Com

to make it the duty of those

iandments,

and

Who feel the im-

mense importance of |political morality

to the

It will be noticed that it is

not to'bé tonfined to ministers alone,
any good man or woman may share

but
its

benefits. © After the membership fee has
been paid, it will cost from six to eight.
dollars a year to carey

$2000, ,*

an

insurance

of -

Poubtless the aman Joferfod to in ‘the ;
Staras now making ‘baskets to support
himself could, while in the ministry, have
paid this amount,

v

late Rev. Geo, T.

in-

{The above is the briefest-8kétch that
can be given showing the design of this

. Liberality to the mission cause must charge:
terize the Baptist denomination if they would
close the present financial year of the Baptist

liabilities.

draw

and

now

drawing in

installments from’ this fund, might

be

compfortably provided for. - This work is

not to interfere in any way with the reg=
‘ular mission of the Association.
« It is an entiFely distinct department and
the only superintendence the Association,
will have will be to appoint the officers
of

this'department, and audit the accounts.
The organization

will. be

single.

No

funds: will be kept on-hand—hence

no.

temptation to an opportunity fof fraud.
There will sitiply be needed a Secretary,
whose duty it will be to issue the assess-

ments-and pay over the assurance on the

The aemnational well- -peing, to set-their faces as a flint|, certified death of a member.
“bership fee and the tay of ten cents, it is’
against all such proeeedings. »7
- In a lecture last week before the Harvard Phi- expected will defray alk bis expenses inlosophical club Dr. Wm. James strongly .de- cluding
salary,
Tick
—

fended the doctrine of faith, taking thé ground
that in all questions of general

purport,

some

degree of it is exercised, and that it is quite as
necessary in Scienceas .in Theology.
“ The

part of wisdom,” he said,

* iseclearly

lieve what one desires, for the

to be-

belief is one

of the indispensable preliminary conditions of
the realization of its object.”

A pretty thorough search “after the® bright
side has revealed to the St. Louis Glébe-Democrat that *‘ a season of prosperity. in India
and China may make the silver dollar worth’ a
dollar; and then when the prospect of eheating

anybody

with

it has vanished, it will, cease

to be the: idol of repudiators, and silver bullion will be left to take its own" chances . of
reaching the Mint.”
:

Membership in this assurance will not
be restricted to the Association, but ministers or others-in
Any part of thé land
may share its benefits. This proposed
“Relief” must commend itself to those,
especially, who intend to make
the
preaching of the gospel their life: work
and who at the same time desire to be
free from anxiety in regard to the

neceséfties of old age.and the fitting interment

He immediately

cut out the piece which was stained, because
by consecration the wine had become the pre,
cious blood of Christ, and burned- it.
The
Board of Guardians bad thought of prosecuting Mr. Cole for mutilating their property,
but were satisfied with his explanation and "offer of payment.

Benominatignal Bets, |
a

“A Ministers’s' Relief Society. "3

Nothing could be more timely than fhe
article in the

last

Star,

with

the

heading. ' Itis a fact to which

above

we can

not close our eyes, that our aged and infirm ministers have in. some instances

rémains.,

The

Central:

than organize such a mutual assuraice for
worthy laymen and ministérs.

As an illustration of the’ extrenit tendency
to Ritualism' in England the following=incident, which
ogeurred “at the Horsham workhouse, {s apposite:
The Rev. J. F. Cole,
lit
ualist, in administering the communion +to the
inmates chanced to spill some of the.wine on

the apron of one of the girls,

of their

Association, Genéral Conference, or both
can not do better in this Centennial year

LSU

J. H. DURkEeE.
ER
A

.

’ The India Remittance Once More.
“After opening to-day ‘s—Saturday’
mail we still lack $920.00 of enough for .
a full remittance ®n the 25th inst.

Mon

day's'mail will bring us the last we can
get into this remittance, if “we make df

on time...
What cheer will Monday's "mail
bring ? Will the Lord send us $920.00 of
his money

on Monday next?

Doubtless,

if his people will do his bidding and mail
it. The silver is His,and the gold is His.
He might, for he is able, open a mine be:
fore us and bid us gather till there should
be, enough. But if it shall come—oh,

for

the

faith

to

bring .it—he

will

send it by “the hands of
his people. What a blessed érrand to run on for

been left to

suffer.

What

influence

him.

An unusually large numbet of
.

this

all the years of active life, the church and|. let

edly have the right to ordain without the denomination ought not to see hinx ‘suffer.
But we do not always find what ough# to
letter, if it chose to do so. But we deem
be, existing. We know there are bat
the gecommendation of the General Con- |
very few ministers indeed who receive a
ference a good one, and think that it |
salary sufficient to enable them to lay by
ought to be observed, -especial y in the
case of ministers presenting themselves anything for a-** fainy day.” Indeed, our
for ordination at so great a distance, frcm ! churches do not-plan for this ‘in voting
the pastor's salary. If they give him
the place of their last pastorate,
sufficient for his present needs, they feel
We had not attached quite. the signif- they have done enough.
I view of these fasts, that meet “is
icanze to the. expression, so-called
churches”, that Bro. Ball seems to attach everywhere, almost all dénominations
to it in ‘his article in
i another place, but have attempted in some way to create a
we do not yet see sufficient reason to fund for the benefit of old: and infirm
modify what significance we did attach to preachers, and for their proper interment
it. ‘We were speakingas a Baptist, and after death. But a fund raised by ~voluncertainly the church, gccording to the tary contributions must ever be inade-

the offerings continue to pour in that

our waiting may not be- in vain.

E. N. FERNALD. °

Lewiston, Féb. 21,

:

P. 8. Monday's mail brings twenty
dollars-and seventy-two cents ($20.72).
Brethren and sisters, Belp!
E. N. F,
°

:

0

-oh 80

ii

hk So-calledd Churches”)

I quote from the Star of Feb. 18th, under
‘ Questions Answered.” What does ‘ ‘so-called
churches” signily?
The language strikes me
as out of place, out of

harmony with ‘the gen.

eral tone and specific language of the arficle in .
which it appears, and also out of harmony
with the gospel truth and the general teach-

ings of the Morning Star.

The phrase

*

im-

plies that the right of the parties mentioned to

baptized believ-- quate to the demand. Some better way|. Soculed churches, is not fully recognized.
baptism is should be devised. A way, gpeibiely | j »
the Star intend to teach that churches

:

for“us to call

Persons totally disabled, may

stallments on their assurfnce as needed
“to the amount; of not more than $1,000.

for promoting Christianity” among the Jews
‘has not'Been in ‘vain; atleast it is said that
there are 130 Jewish ministers in the church
of England.
The Evangelical ‘Messenger does not refrain froin declaring that ** the people who. go
to hear: sermon, without #,. preparation’ to
hear aright, are but little less guilty of wrong
than the minster who -entérs the pulpit to
preach without preparation.”

{ Baptist idea, is a body-of
Now is the time for the sovereign peo-.
“THE Independent priblishes 4‘a bal ers. But the Baptist idea®f
en letters from college officers on the immersion. Hence, it goes without say- which the ministers: may create their own
notably enforced that gospel precept ple to make their influence felt. In the priwhich makes each person his brother's mary meetings they may. do much towards: subject of co-education of the sexes, ing that to a Baptist there is a difference fund.
The Central Association at its. last anjer. They all have many young peo- securinga good nomination. And it must They were written to be read at the sym- between an organization of immersed and
especially, in" their congregations, be borne in mind that the candidate must ‘posiuta on that subject, not long ago, at one of unimmersed believers. It ‘was nual meeting took action looking toward
Hes must be strongly iufluenced by, their | be generally acceptable in order to be ‘the rooms of Mrs. Joseph Cook in Boston. that difference only that we had ili. mind T this very object. The following resctuelected, and that he must be chosen by a There is nothing new or strange in them.
when we uded the words * so-called”, | tion will’ be found in the Minutes of that
The ovil, particularly. in prirlirge cities, decisive majority in order to be inaugu- Presidents, Seelye "of ‘Amherst and But the difference isnot, in’ our mind, ‘a meeting : ’ Resolved, That the Trustees
Williams + do not vital one, 80 far as acceptance with God be requestedto consider and if found leasrom which young men now need to: be rated, after the experience of the past, four ‘Chadbourne ‘of
favor such a plan of education, al- i8 concerned. We freely fellowship all ible ta devise a plan for mutual insurance
is' that of intbxicating drinks, or five years.
should such. persons look for help ’ The Democratic campaign is not ‘suffi-. though President Chadbourne thought such churches, apd never hesitate to under the auspices of the Association.

warning more confidently than "to

liable to an assessment of $2.10.
Sr
- Relief,—On the decease of a member
his heirs shall receive the sum of $2,000,

“A .subseriber” asks us'to- give our ¢ opinion through the Star concerning card-playing
‘among Oliggians. »
‘Our. opinion
_is that
Christians do not play cards.
°

The efforts

sufficiently well of the plan‘to be teacher
in the old East Windsor Hill academy
two years and in Wiscopsin University
three years, where young men and women
study together, and his letter is followed

term them Christian churches, but it is log-

. This work

the ‘Trustees. afterward

&.

ferred fo the Executive Committed: They

of unimmersed

Christians

ticle, refers to

the

unimmersed,

tists ngree are not’ baptized.

not truly and

which

Does

“ure ir the matter of baptism, really

Bap-

their fail-

shin

them, 50 that we are compelled Sa
them as * so-called churches,” to
ing fulse doctrine? I am far from

deter
Sao
eving,

and trust that the

be

Star

will. always

from teaching, this.
n
The immediate connection

far

in’ which “ soy,

called churches” is found, is as surprising as

that phrase itself. “ We hold that the practice:

ically iinpossible that a Baptist should not
think differently of a body of baptized

at a’ subsequent meeting

thut we used the word * exceptional”,
The qualification was purély mental, but

‘agement of the officers. of the Association, ‘recognition of the

sketched the fol-

are

unequivocally Christian churches? = The connection showsthat, *¢ unbaptized” in that ‘ar-

of recognizing as valid and Christiad the communion service of churches of the latter class,
(we meun so-called churches of unbaptized

[immersed] ‘believers from what he lowing outline of a plan, for mutual relief:
Name,
Central Association Assurance.
‘thinks of believers who have ot been wo
by one from President Bascom, of the. baptized. The difference is, of course, a
Object, —To provide for the heirs of persons), should be ' exceptional,” sounds
strangely. -Is it then doubtful whether regen. :
same University, who: naturally finds ceremonial one, but it is a ‘palpable ‘one, deceased members apd for ‘the relief of erate
persons in *“ wo-called churches,” have a
much in favor of the, ‘co-educational 8ys~ and it is in respect to-that difference only ‘the totally disabled.
i right to celebrate the Lord's Supper? Are
tern. President Barnard of Calumbia, and

President Angell of Michigan University,

oo -X

been enrolled after the age of 50 shall be

pure reason has nothing to do ‘w ith them fof
to recognize them.”

| cept

such errands have been done in the last
Torus with him ; he joins a church here
and hetwo
weeks, as the next Teport of receipts
may
have
in
deterring
young
men
from
pastor of that . and other churghes. The
pric
to which he now belongs make
request in
entering the ministry it is impossible
to | will show.
its letter to the Q. M. for that body
appointa fell, big it is Well known that very many
- But-some have delayed. If they wait
comifiittee to examine said minister; and, if found
beyond
Monday, then the remittance
men;
after
reaching
middle
life,
withdraw
| worthy, ordain him. Has the Q. M. the right,
| according to the Usages of the Free Baptist wholly or in part from the ministry, and must either be short or behind time.
church, to ordain him without his bringing into engage in some secular calling, in order The last remittance, though late, was full.
the Q. M. a letterof commendation from the Q.
| to secure for themselves a home in old We must not send a short remittance
M. to which he formerly belonged ?
now. If the necessity should come we
'. The General Conference ~ has recom- age. . This will explain why we - find orshall
delaya little, but hold on to the
mended that such letters be taken by dained m¥rchants, farmers and mechanLord for a full remittance.
The returns
ics,
from
Maine
to
California.
ministers” going from one Quarterly
from
Monday's
mail
will
be
telegraphed
It
is
true,
when
'a
man
has
faithfully
Meeting to another, . but ‘it was only a
But
served a church and denomination during to the Star before it goes to press.

i

:~

CIGARS.”
somewhat

Suppose a minister, having been
‘the church

is little respected By others, and hence
little respected

following cownmunication :
Q. M. in one of the eastern
States, moves .to
Kansas, brings his letter of commendation from.

Such are true lights and safe guides, a the persons wtio, seeing the bad influence that the great world regirds him chiefly
rich boen to those who enjoy their facili- and being able to counterac it, ‘content as a part of an ugly muss, a crawling antt
hill, and does not care to learn "his namé
5 Hes, 2nd |a Neoit to the world.
themselves with merely ‘scolding about ‘and the peculiarity of his dispossition, who
td
has found out the futility of his highest
+o
it
:
“ WINES, LIQUORS AND
Pablic opinion has been

are. quite

At the same time, as our conwe hear our brethren telling how to reach tributor suggests, Christianity is to be
the masses, we have the convietion ‘that | promoted beforea creed, always.
the problem presents ‘many difficulties
which they see as little as we.” The
Usage. A correspondent, writing from

too" strongly the activity of the

|

abits, may become a member on passing

It is su-

perfluous to say that we do’ not. question a medical’ examination and the payment
of 85 to the Treasurer,
their Fight to communion.
:
di
:
Assessments, —On the decease of a
member each survivor having beer ena
BRIEF
ie
NOTES.
rolled before the age of 50 shall be liable to
¢ In the'language of the Alliance, “ the great
trdths of our religion ae not debatables; The ap assessment of $1.10, and those “having

Speaking of the political

Gary should remind himself that every

it is true

unless in exceptional cases, we

condemn

the great Household of Faith.

Copies may be had at this office.
in another column,

with a good’deal of force that ‘¢ General

| at sea.

pending struggle, and make their power
felt in a wholesome way. Let us not

years of age, sound in health and not adof dictedto any, intemperate and immoral

fions as Christian churches, nor prevent

our fellowshiping them as members

yougg man in the depominution.

that young women upon’ marriage will time a blooming young Southron is fined
ht
choose to leave the profession, but, as the £100 and iniprisoned six ‘months for makmotherof superstition and skepticism. evil.
Inter Qcean says, there certainly is not ing a masked battery of himself, a most
_ The unthinking, the superficial are the‘‘such ‘danger of women forgetting their decided step is taken toward the creation
~ + mostready to cavil and scoff at religion.
PRESIDENTIAL,
|
duties ard proprieties as to call for this ofa: healthy. sentiment.’ ”
* ‘We donot deny that men of intelligence,
“I pity the ministers,” remarked a
admonitory
action
of
the
school
authorilearning _ and position have been. unbe- friend the other day in reference to the
lievers and opposers. Other causes have pending Presidential campaign. “It isn’t ties in Chicago. ” The same newspaper ——THE ‘American Bible Society thinks
is not afraid of freeing its mind'in regard itself justified iin makinggespecial prepara8) procured this result.
Pride,
ambition,
strange that he should pity them. The
to this Subject, and. goes on to say that tion for the semi-millerMial celebration of
- selfishness have misled many..
They be-. most of them will doubtless find it moge
Wickliffe’s translation of the Bible into
came wise in their own conceits, and 80 or less difficult to draw the “atbention of * there is a.flavor of the dogmatic interT English.’ December 2d of the presefic
meddling
of
the
officious
committeeman
rejected God.
.
their parishioners away from the already
Intellectual application will not insure absorbing question of Presidential eandi- of a past age and a suspicion of the puff- year is the date, and Dr. Storrs; of Brooklyn, the man to deliver the oration. Wickpiety or even sound knowledge.
The dates. - The more desirous they are to ed-up importance of the upstart school
heart needs disciplineas well as the mind. build np and revive their churches, and examiner of a later day in: all such ac- liffe was born about 1324,andyegnsequent-+
three
The motives must bg pure, the will to see the membership give its first at- tion.” The common notion, which has ly had nearly filled the allg
score and ten years when, about 1380, his
"upright, to insure a true issue. Strong’ tention and chief interest to spiritual con-- been so generally held, that. a woman,
~ -and learned men ofien fail here. Not un- cerns, the more, doubtless, they will be just because she is a woman, is not to be Evglish translation of the Scriptures from
frequently thexe is a proclivityto error, ettitled to the pity of sympathizing per-. judged and paid according to the ability the Vulgate was completed. He had
already sent forth his Sor Priests,” and
arising from their own corruption; and sons—that is, if" the ministers be at all|- and attention she gives to her occupation
was himself gladly listened to by the
is
fast
giving
away
before
the
force
of
an
,he impurityof their imaginations they | sensitive and inclined to take the spiritual
enlightened reason. If the work of.the common people. This pioneer reformer,
assign to the Bible. Mistakes which they apathy of their hearers much to heart.
one who bdttled hard and long against
Chicago school teacher ‘is - satisfactory,
"= ascribe
to the Divine. Word are but the
We do not condemn, and we do not
the
abominations of the Popish church,
what
concern
is
it
of
the
school
committee
offspring of their ow conceit.
hear any right-thinking minister condemn,
gave
up his. earthly trust on thé last day
whether
she
is
married
or
single?
There
is
It is not worth while ‘to spend: much this growing interest in the:
campaign.
one remedy which can be applied to the of the year 1384.
time on such meteor prophets of evil, or To: be sure, it often
takes unfortunate School Board in this metropolis of the
>
_ their vagaries. There is so much precious directions, and exercises
“itself in ob- North-west, and that is to fill a postion of
WE
are
not
sure’
but a contributor on
truth to be studied, so much noble work Jectionable ways.
“But let the people be their seats with women.
an inside page uses rather more sweeping
to a
one can not afford to waste dead to the questions at issue
in the
—
language than the facts will warrant in
one’s strength on rifles. The world of campaign, and both nation
people are. free to give their
and.church ‘—S6E
nature without and within us is rich in would have. speedy cause to deplore
Jo%
opinion as to just the methods which, be- Supper. 8 Wien
it..
we let go all claims that
fruit to those who search with a candid | But this is self-apparent.. Our chief ing put in opération,
will bring the /baptism is at least an orderly precedent
and earnest spirit. It is closely allied to desire is that ren of faith and
largest number of non-church-goers into
zeal, and
the moral and spiritual ‘universe, all in- especially men of character and ability, the churches. The Waichmdn is not a to the Supper, always to be desired

"_viting to most Sublime and elevating con. |

a

homicide on hand, nor at the introduction Missionary Union out of debt. It needs 8150,
of the above measure into the Legislature. 000 between now and April 1, to meet its.

on the What should occasion surprise is that a
private matters, and that public censor- side of the world? is closely followed . by prominent Legislator should declare in
ship should be cautious of ‘invading the .the piercing inquiry, who <n the church the “debate “pon the measure that while
side of the church

. We are aware that these are, in asense,

=

mig

7

+ Control,—1t shall

be dider” the: man-

Baptists boiad-to withhold a frank and Sear, ,

” among ‘‘them
favor the plan, and so does Prof. Mead of we hold it to be. logical and unavoidable, ‘Who shall be. responsible for its faithful valid and Christian”? Does the Star intend
to ‘cast suspicion upon the validity of the
Oberlin—also, as was to be expected. Bat this 5 does not in the least affect our administration, ;
141t. is the | Mexpovied, that; “happens; y practionl recognition of such’ organiza |. | Membolsbip,-pny |person ‘under 50 ‘Lord's Supper in unimmersed churches? The
Yjumgusre quoted plainly implies this,Ay
:
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then. heirs.”

“If children

- ChriStian life.

it under their care, place a judicious man there,
and keep him there, and the church would
co-operate, no doubt the blessing of God would

“tion is its primary thought, while separation
controlling
is the primary and
‘unto God
uséd in
always
word
the.
ecclesia,
of
thought
attend their labors. . But where is the man?
The ritualistic atmosphere that, |
the gospel.
Where is the money to sustain him? = And
misto
_ to a large degree, environs us all, helps
vs
¢
echo answers,‘ Where?”
churely.
the
of
idea
true
the
obscure
to
lead, and
, celes
Mr. and Mrs.T. B. Seekina, of
of
minds
our
ss
Itis hard te disposse
of God.
There
brated their crystal wedding, Feb.-11.
the false motion that the organization is the
was 8 goodly assemblage of relatives and
that
idea
l
Scriptura
the
fo
back
get
church,and
and ‘friends at the home of ‘the worthy eoupie, and
separation unto God is the real substance,
the ewercises consisted of Singing, congratulaand
that: organization is a subsequent affair,
. etc. = The after} tory addresses, gift-makingy
individthe
with
begins
Ecclesia
h.
outgrowt
.
noon and evening passed pleasantly.
personal’
that
‘fact
the
nal and never forgets
Rev. S. W. Perkins, of No. Gray, invites €orwhich
separation unto God is its root idea,
respondence: with reference to ‘engagement as
prerogatives.
controls: all its functions and
asupply or settlement as a pastor.
are
God
unto
d
separate
Fence, 8 people truly

.

Le. A. H. Hutchinson, of Cape
izabéth,
a true church; much more. than | hisaccepted a call to the pastorate. of:
“an ecclesia,
est
a church* so-called,” and fully privileged “to Lebanon church.
Lord
do and enjoy

any

47 has appointed.
takes the duty o

~

and every thing thé
If, like the Quakers, it miswater baptism; or, like the

It is intensely illogical

to allow this fact, and deny its prerogatives. If
it is a fact that a bodyof unbaptized persons

are

truly

they

God,

separated unto

are

a

scriptural church, a true écclésia, and entitled
to the Lord’s Supper, and it is a sin against

truth not to confess it. Tuining from the real issue and forcipg a
false one, over methods of ‘expressing the new

b

ices

ick and will commence
Sunday.

his labors there

&

«

once

-

Randall,

Randall, a near relative,

and

Mrs.

2

a pre-

in two

. QUERU’S

Jan.

26, together with the

good

Pasker

bas resigned

| middle of April:

bronchial

and general debility.

ing 23 in all. . . . Although the

the>pas-

yet

Various changes

in

the. relation

of

pastor

and

and

afternoon

.
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|
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“will

not

glm,
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2000

Druggists’ “have. signed

= _y

‘1. Rudiments

2,

to: learn

that Bro.

.

could: not

above named churches

are in the country; and

it is surprising to_see the
the special meetings. Our
Only one broth- ly settled in these counties
During the realize the fact, hundreds
a church, they | other parts.
men of experi-

prosper. Since that time nearly every person
who was a member of the church at that time,

has either died,or moved away.

‘erand

a few disters remain.

twenty yedrs of their effort

as

. have had several pastors, some

ence, 4ome in the strength of manhood, and |

city, probably more,

At the present time a

* dark cloud is over them. The church is small,
the congregation scattered, and gone to other
+ meetings, and no oneto go ahead as 8 wise

Western.

leader.

- ¢ By whom shall ‘Jacob

arise!’

This

ville:

The present term or Rio Grande" College is

progressing finely.

Profs.

Peden

and

Dav{8

began & protricted meeting, Feb. 1, which has
resulted in a revival, Feb 8, five were baptized

; is ‘a hard question" in relation to this
church; It is always true, ‘except the Lord

and others stand ‘as . candidates for, baptism,
The interest. seems to hé daily’ increasing. « A

~~ build the house,they labor in vain that build it."

‘number have also been

It is aléo true that the people must have a mind
‘The sword of the Lord, and of
to. work,

1

Gideon, divine and hufiian agency, must go to-

‘gether,

But'ywho shall be human agent? Two

oe

reclaimed,

and are tak.

ing hold of- the work with more zeal than
heretofore. The meetings are being continued,
and they hope to see many more converted.
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* “Phe Weekly MUSICAL: RECORD
gives
nearly 30 pages of good Music per month, $2.
per year.”

OLIVER DITSON & C0., Boston.
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Notices.

¢. |. Ditzon 4& Co.,
843 B'dway,N. Y.

svYoRTRY: M. at North Ellsworth, March 19—
E. HARDING.

* HENNEPIN (Minn)
12-14.

LOWDOIN
-Fexurn, will
R., to those
March 2—4.
none will be

Q.

M.

t

J E. Ditson & Co.
1228 Chestnut St, Phil. .

i

at Minneapolis, March
J. 8 STAPLES, Clerk. ,

Bveiyvhers known and prized for
Skill and fidelity in manufacture,
Tasteful and excellens improvements,

Q. M. Tickets for one fare, and" good. to
be sold at the stations on the Me. Cen. R.
attending the Bowdoin Q. M. at Lewiston,
Ask the Station Agent for the tickets, as:
furnished at the meeting.
Com,

Elegant variety of designs,

Corrected.
RENSSELAER Q. M. will be held with the Stephentown Center church, gomumenclug, Friday, P.-M., at. 1,
o’clock, March 12
B. COLEMAN, Clerk.
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Feb. 15, "Mr. William Conly, of Smyrna, and Miss Carrie Miles, of Otselic,
«In Ohatjesten, Vt. at the. residence of the ‘bride's

Rev. D. I, Quint, Mr,

Charles

O.

Helton nd bles 1 a M. Hamilton. |
In West Ghatleston at the parsonage, Sept, 30, 1879,
b Ley D.1 + Quint,
r. Wm. Bruce and Mrs. Lucy
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large attendance at Society” on Saturdity evening.
This Seciety
people are so thick- holds a meeting on Saturday evening of each
that one cafi-hardly session, Good essays und selections were read,
to and also a. very interesting communication
having Jomigrated to.
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| from Mrs. Jeremiah Phillips.
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* Next session with he Rome church.
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some quite young, and sometimes they have |
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Ohio.
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making a feeble effort to live. . There are a few _and people are contemplated in Holland Pur- |
McKenny and family “of Mt. Fleasant have
.
" humble, self-sacrificing Christigns here, who
chase Y. M. Among tthe churches to be left been quite ill this winter.
WISCONSINY. M. MINISTERS’ INSTITUTE, to be
are loyal to the denomination, who are not
held in connection with the next Y. M.- commencing
aJe, Sherman and Elton,
without pastors are:
Wednesday preceding, at 10 o’clock, A. M., June 23:
willing’ tosee the church of tifejr choice béBro. Knapp, of Dale, will probably go to Elmi- |
+ ORDER OF EXERCISES.
come extinet.
Though never a strong church,
ra. Revs. Cook, of Elton, and Edwards, of
Wednesday Morning. 10 o’clock, Meeting for prayer,
service
good
-led
by
the
president;
10:30, Eiection of officers and
much
it has done, in yeurs pasf,
Sherman, are among our best and mest sucother business.
»
MouxD City Q. M.—Held
ity last ‘session
for the Master, and the blessing of God has
Afternoon.
2
o'clock.
Recitation $h Haven’s Moral
cessful pastors, and will no donbt find good
with the First Mound City church, Feb. 6—8.
Philoso) hy, Chapt. 4, O.H, True, teachér.
rested upon it. ‘My visit brought fresh to my
fields of labor. ...The committee appointed Owing to the changeof the time of holding
Evening.
7:30. Sermon, Rev. B, F. McKinney, Text,
1:1, 2;
8:30, The administration-of the Lords
mind, the beginning of the F.-BT interest there,
by the State Association desire to Telp make the Q. M. some of the churches were not rep- John
Supper,
E.D,
Lewis, E. N. W right.
resented by letter or delegation.
The brethren
--and she organization of the first church. About
Thursday morning. 8 o'clock. Recitation in Winstransfers come a little easier, and
will gladly
came
together
in
the
spirit
of
the
Master
to
|
low’s Intellectval Philosophy, Chapt. 4 and 5, J. M.
the year 1888, Bro. C.. Quinman establisheda do all that i% possible, but to de anything they
try to do business for God. There was a great Kayser, teacher; 11 o’clock, Recitation in Vinet’s
Homileties, Chapt. 2: Kidders, Chapt, 12;°E.'D. Lew is,
* meeting about three milés from the village of myst know of contemplated changes as eardeal of business to do which was done with disteacher.
the
in
patch. The meeting was spirited. At the covHallowell, which a was means of good
. Afternoon. 1 o'clock. Introduction of Tesoliitions
ly as possible.
enant meeting
Saturday,
many
expressed
relating to the vital .questions of the age: 2 o’clock,
place, and he extended his meetings to the vilThe charch at Indian Falls desiresa "pastor
Recitation in Butler’s Theology, Chap. 19, R. Cooley,
their
hope
of
heaven,
but
time
failing,
a
great
lage... In Dee., 1836, he held a series of eetto conimence labor the 1st of April hext. Com- many were not permitted to speak, so they ex-: teacher. 2,
- Evening. 7 :30 o'clock. Sermon, Rev. A. G. Brand.
ings at the village assisted by Rev. 8." Curtis
pressed their love by rising and voting for
munications may be addressed to Dea. Wn.
Text. Rom. 5:1,
Jesus. On Sabbath morning, the sun shone
The ase ignments for essays as.follows:
and the witter, whi¢h resulted in & glerious
B. Hopkins, Ira H, Walker, James McAllister,
The Judgment, G. H. Hubbard : Ferpititioh of the
with unwonted glory. and people came from
outpouringof God’s spirit. The CongregationalScriptures, J. B. Gidpey; Annihilation. O. H. True;
L. E. Arnold or John Clark sd Tndiap Falls,
afar
to
bear
the
word
of
God,
which
was
Nature and extent of the sufferings of Christ, - A, G.
"ists, at that times were without a pastor, and
preached with power by Bre. R. Mclenon.
Genesee Co.,N. YX."
Brand: Conscious sxisteties of the soul between death
and the resurrection. ¥. B. Menlton: Nature and neNext
session
with-the
Valley
Ridge
.¢hureh,
kindly gave us the use of their house of worev. H. N. Plumb 1s at liberty to corressessity of regeneration, M. G. Pett: The Resurreetion,
commencing Friday, May 77
ship, and very cordially united with us in the
E. D. Lewis; Second Adventism, R. Cooley; Scripture
pond with any church desiring - his service
;
A.
J.
JOHNSON,
Clerk.
subjects
of Communion: J M; Kayser: The relation of
supthe
fo
contributed
generously
work, and
faith to Justitication, J. J. Hull, Ail other members
after April 1. Address at Elmira.
of the Institute to present Sketches of sermons.
port of the meeting. | The Methodists and C,
GIBSON Q. M.—Held its. last session with
i
G, H, HUBBARD, Clerk,
Pennsylvania.
Baptists, some of them an léast, took an inter
the Greenfield church, Jan. 81, Feb, 2. = OwERE
EE
di
AL
1
|
a
and
general,
Rev.
A.
Losee
writes:
We
wrote
a
while
became
which
ing
to
the
bad
condition
of
the
roads,
the
atest in the work,
2
Post-Qffice Addresses.
tendance
was
smiller
than
usual.
We
were
the
since
of
a
precious
revival
‘of
religion
within
deepand powerful work of grace attended
REV. E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributirns
cheered by the presence of Rev, D. D. Brown
the churches for our Beneve ions Societies should
effort, The meeting continued nearly three _the bounds of the Rockdale church, and of the of the Owego Q. M. A profitable season was from
be sent) Lewiston, Me.
Of
weeks, day and evening, and between 80 and organization of a branch to that church.
C.A. Hilton Treasurer, North Parma, .N.: Y., to
enjoyed? Quite an interest was taken in the
whom all mijgsicn money within the bounds of the
ject of missions. A collection to the amount
160 were brought to Christ, and many others late we have enjoyed another most 3 excellent
Central Association ‘should be sent.
52t
of $60 was taken in money and pledges for the
It is spoken of in H. at this
season of grace in the church proper.
I think
deeply convicted.
Rev. C. H. Sui
L imerick, Me.
Greenfield
church.
“The Con
I never saw- a deeper work in the church and
time as, “the great reformation.”
Next session with the Jackson church in
among the converts who are remarkably faithgregatiohust church received large accessions,
June,
T. C. WHITNEY, Clerk.
Money Letters Received.
’
C. Baptists and Methodists a few, and a F. B.
ful. Between twenty and thirty have put on
LANSING Q. M.—Held its last session with
C B Atwood—L W. Authony—T W Angell-C F
church was organized, as the fruit of this. re- the new life; nine huve been baptized and
Ahbott—E K Amazon—J F Ames—M Atwood—Mrs K
the Bath church, Feb. 68.
Not quite as full
“vival, Jtwas a &alm and quiet meeting of more will go forward next Lord's day.
Baldwin—E N Berry—F C Bradeen—Mrs J C Bean—A
a delegation as usual were in attendance, owF Bryanl—J W Barker—dJ O D Bartlett—dJ Burr--8 H
the
and
great power and thrilling interest,
ing to sickness and death. but the meeting was
Barrett-*H J Iirown—J M B—C E Bean—3 G Bootiey
Nova Scotia,
‘an interesting, and we trust a profitable one.
An aged Congregationalist
—8. Cole—Miss’E M Benedict—J M Grandall-C©
fruit of it Jasting.
Rev. B. Minard reports continued interest
Cook—C- Case—D Cox—Mrs A F Calef~-G
W. D
On
Sabbath
morning
Brethren
Linderman
this
in
intergsted
deeply
was
who
brother,
Chutehil}-S Cole—CT D Crockett—Mr»A Carter—C
and Norton were both called away to attend
in Halifax. Since he last reported seven have
Chace—F
F
Crommett—dJ
B
O
Colby—H
G
Corliss—
‘ticket
the
at
day
work, and may°be seen every
funerals, leaving but a small force of minis> 1 Davis—T K Dow—dJ Davidson—~Mrs R J Cowles—
united ‘with the church.
office at H., where he has served ever since
E G Eastman—Mrs H C Elliott—I C Emmons—G Wters at the Q. M. The Leslie church is holdFletcher—B F Fox—Mrs L Fish—F Files—Mrs S J
ing a reviva ‘meeting at present, the only one
North Carolina. :
the road was opened; speaking of that revival,
Greene-8§, Haywood
Holbrook—B
G Hatch—W
in the Q. M.
Harmon—Mrs F Hurd—C D Haselton—C A Hilton—A said, the fruit was goad, it would keep sumRev. B. F. Fox writes: We have attended
Next session with the Duplain. church, May
F Hutchinson—F-Huyes—L R Holbrook—dJ Hutchindemer and winter. For several years, a fair
Hardinges | amilton—L A Hyde—C 8 Jlunt—
three 3 Ms. in the Eastern North Freewill 7—9. Opening sermon Friday evening by 6Gson—E
L Johnson~11 4 Lewis—G-P Linderman—R H
J. C. Ferris. Let every church be sure Lambert—T
gree of prosperity attended the church; they
W Lubee—G B_Loud—J P_Longley—ABaptist
Conference 8ince our last report. ; ‘Rev.
and send in théir b cent apporfionment,
Lovejoy—C Laogley—Mrs J L Meloon—-N Milliken—
built a small chapel, and maintained public
Shady
Grove
church, Greene Co:, held its
BATES,
Clerk.
Mrs
J
8
Morril—R
Martin—8 8S Nickerson—W A
can
done
worship, and the amount of good
Neally—J Nason—G B Owen—M
F_Odell~J W Parlast ‘session; Saturday and Sunday, Jan. 24, 25.
sons—W H Peck—dJ C Plerc
C Printy—A Phillips
never be known till the final consummation of The church met and transacted their business
—A J Peck- J M Pease—G H Quimby—D
IL
Quint—S8
MAKANDA Q
M.—Held
its
last session
Russell-W N Roberts—Mrs L A Rutter--G H
Ricker—
all things. From some cause unknown to the
with Mt. Grove
Vo
Franklin Co., IIL.
on (the previous) Thursday evening, thus
W
C
Stinson—T
H
Stacy—J
A
Rogers—dJ
C
Robinson—
prospects,
their
This
was
the
most
interesting
meeting
of
the
+a, writer, a dark @loud came over
W
H
Smith—E
B
Stevens—I
Small—S
:
D
Smith—J
B
leaving Saturday and Sunday to be spent in deStearns—E Skillings—E W Smith—W. Simpson—F 8
9 M. A very large delggation was present,
brethren who had been leaders, and ready for votional exercises. Preaching by the writer
Smith—T A Stevens—C Straight C D ‘Sargent—Mrs D
1
churches
being.
represented
except
one.
Towne—S Thompson-—Mrs H A Smith—W
W Smith—
every good work, became discouraged, the and the pastor, Rev. Ellis Dixon.
Two were licensed, and still the -ggod work
The conW H Sterling—W I Wentworth—L D Wilmath—A 'H
interest declined, 3abbath meetings were given
goes
on.
Makanda
Q.
M.
and
the
churches
are
Wemple—M
C
Walters.
.
gregations were* large; especially on “Sabbath,
up, and finally the chapel was sold, and a part the services were reviving and seemed to be in a more prosperous condition than ever before,
Books Forwarded.
of the church united with the church in AugusNext session will be held with the church,
much enjoyed by all present. Friendship church,
BY MAIL.
.
ta. Deaths, removals, changeof business, no
Williamson
Co.,
Ill..
on
Friday
before
2d
Saband
Saturday
session,
its-last
Greene Co; held
Rev B F Marsden, Sherburne.
N-Y
”
skillful leaders, or too many leaders, or poor
‘bath
in
May,
1880.
J;
A.
JONES,
Jr.,
Clerk.
i,
“
D
D
Mitchell!
Money
Creek,
Minu
Sunday, Jan. 81 and Feb. 1. The Conference
* J D Prickett, Cortland, Ill
pastors, or having no “pastor for months, or
was opened Saturday at1 o'clock, at which "WAYNE CO. (111.)-Q. M.—Held its last ses* NM D Granger, Lisboa; N H
love of popularity, of want of denominational
“ J M Brewster, 91 Smith St, Providence, R I
sion with the Bone Gup church, Jan. 31 and
time the business of the church. was dispesed
+B W Bowman, Zelaski, O
. attachment would tend to bring on discourage- of in a satisfactory manner.
Feb. 1. Owing to the roads being bad the at© Rev A H Morrell, Harper's Ferry. W Va (2)
- .
Services at 7.30
in
‘tendance was not large, but the meeting was
* ment, perbaps alienation that might end
Express.
o'clock
were
conducted
by.
Bro.
Jaseph
“Harper.
full of interest. The Q. M, appointed a Hame
dissolution. Whatever the cause, it was a sad
Sunday by the writer and the pasMission Board to act in concert with the Y< al
M8 Hall, Fredericton,
N B,
blow to the prosperity of the F. B. interests in Preaching
M.
Board.
so appointed a board of Trustor, Rev. C. H. Hart.
The first annual “gession
were
H,
at
~Hallowell, How long the meetings
tees of the Q. M. te have power to receive doof this Conference
was held
eleven years
nations.and hequests to the Q. M. and .to try
"discontinued, I do not know, but prior to. 1862
Married
decided.
was
it
and
church,
this
and procure letters of incorporation for the Q.
they had been opened again and about that, ago with
In Smyrhas Dec. 22, 1879, by ‘ ReviG. R. Fostér, Mr.
M.
Also appointed a committee of three towith
session,
time a church was organized,and a neat chapel to meet at the last annual
. C. Loomis, of Hartford,
Conn.,and Miss Etlie Dye.
gather historical facts with 8 view of getting
Jerusalem . church,
of Smyra, "Feb. 8, 1880, Mr. Deritlo Jackson, of
erected, and public worship established. . In them again this year.
np 2 history of the Q. M. from its first organSmyrna,
apd Miss Mary E. Phillips, of Norwich:
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evening of the 18th were the severest of the
winter; yet the parsonage was well filled with
friends who left the pastor cash and its equiva-

;
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it. ‘For sale Ify all druggists, and E. H. TRUEX,.

Since the esting in Fairwater was last reported, six more have asked for prayers, mak-

the

ate with the church at West Charleston with
the last Sabbath in March. and ‘would correspond with any ghurch Sentin’h pastor after
thattime.
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of the church, where they spent a * very. pleasAfter supant evening of
ggcial enjoyment.
per they prese ted their pastor with $8
Taking into consideration that it was one of
the coldest nights of the season, and the roads
almost impassable
the recipients felt that many
thanks were due, both for courage to brave
the cold, and the geuctons gifts that were be-

former
in Rochester and the latter in Dover,
Rev. B. P.
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York for coughs, colds,

tbe church and friends gathered at the vestry

died last week,
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cheer that they brought, must have been doubly ;grateful.
The Friday evening following,

next

Lovey
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“Rev. L: L. gy
of Hampton, N.. H.
continuesto supply Instruments of Music on
easier terms than any other dealer.
He rents
‘good instruments for $2 per. quarter, and rents
are taken from the price if any rexting wish to

will be in need of a pastor.
Communications
may be addressed . to John #faylor, Kewanee,

session, Saturday and’
1862-8 their pastor feeling that the debt on the | Lenoir Co., held its last
was
house (about $600) must be paid; made a suc- ‘Sunday, the 7th 4nd 8th inst. : Conference
pastor,
the
by
o'clock.
1
at
Saturday
opened
cessful effort, and had the satisfaction of seeing
7.30 o'clock
the debt canceled, and the house deeded-to the Rev. R. Hobbs. The sery ices at
society. But, sad to say, there was not that consisted of preaching by~ ’Bro. L. King, and |
. Preaching,
The celebrating. the Lord's Supper.
love and union that.insures success.
the pastor. . Th8:
Master was ‘wounded in the house. of pro-| .Sabbath,-by the writer and

Fe

as pastor,

church, March.21.
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are’ enjoying

Dr.J. A: Sherman,
mand-for his

"Rev: J.C. Robinson closes a very pleasant- .gecured to the.patient by a single teaspoonful ofi}:
this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
pastorate: of three
years
with the Burns

observed the first and second Sundays in the
month.
#
.
Mrs. Mary S. alidden, a granddaughter of

writes as follows:
Sabbaths with our

it weak,

Nothing 18 uglier

shoe; straighten them
Stifferers.

The good work of grace that begun at

:

“Rev, D: I. Quint closes-a three years’ pastors

church at Hallowell, and found

of Bro. Cuttler,

er neighborhoods.

terest in the Pine St., church, Manchester.
Meetings have been held each evening for
three weeks, and between forty and fifty conversions are reported.
The rite of baptism was,

Rev. Benjamin

presence

ton office on
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays
and in New York on’ Saturdays,” Mondays and |
Tuesdays of each week, till further notice.
1. HIS
K on Rupture gives the most reliable
proofs from distinguished professional gentlemen, |.
clergymen and merchants, of his successful pracNo better acquaintance with the progress
popularity therefrom throughout his
tice -an
of Religion, Eduestion,
Science
and
] country ‘and the West Indies
Invention, can be obtained. than through
ae afflicted: should Toul it and ifiform: themselves,
the medium of Currént °
It is illustrated with hol
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a crooked boot or
ah ERIODICAL LITERATURE. « , *
bad cases before and. after cure, and
with Lyors Heel extremely
mailed to those who send 10 cents.
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ey beg to announce hat we have prepared
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ifested in the meetings, and, is Teaching |to’ othr

A correspondent reports an encouraging in-

Maine.
Waterman
spent two
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letter or

the

Bushivess Hotues.

re-

Nov. session of Oxford Q. M. at Lynn is man-

New Hampshire.

Eastern.
Rev. Dexter
¢ Recently, I

somé

Michigan.

Burnside.

weeks.

~The 1st North Bef:

torate of the Candia church, to take

.

and

cious revival of God’s work in their midst undex the labors of Rev. G. B. Cuttler.
About
80 have decided to'live
and die in ‘the service’
‘of-the Master. The good work ‘is still ‘going
ov, ... The Lynn church has secured the serv-

Rev. C. H.Smith has accepted a cull to the
pastorate of'theF. Baptist church at Limer-

for God approves
GEO. H. BALL.

Winisters and Churches. :

converted

The
|. many have been turned to the Lord.
Henry Co, 11. a
;
‘meetings have been held two weeks, and the
Wisconsin,
work is still going en. ... Revival work in
several parts of Palermo is being signally|- - Considering that Mrs. Rev.. B. F. McKenney has been a long time an invalid, the re|. blessed, especially at Carr’s Corner and in the
cent visit of her friends and ‘néighbors, on the
“Drake school-house.
>

but must approve them when they do
manded,
requires,

were

y

The

derfully blessed in the town of Brighton. Very

life-in Christ, is indefensible. - If separation to
God is ot sufficiently expressed to give reasonuble assurance of the fact, we are not bound
to recognize the privileges which depend upon’
the fact. But such cases do not come under
the rule. The question is not about unrecognized Christians, but recoghized ° ones. In
churches of recognized Christians, should a
recognition of *‘ the communion . service” ‘‘ as
valid and. Christian” * be exceptional”? We
may rebuke them for omitting what is comwhat the. Lord
them.

Some

claimed. Two had unjted with the church and
others will join soon. Others seem to be inquiring the way to Zion.

wick church will be in need of a pastor after
March 31.
|;
of baptism,the righ®privilege and duty belong- ‘The labors of Rev. John Robinson, formerly
ing to the called out unto God, still remains in of the F. B. church in China, are being won-"
full force, for the faith and the life in Christ re-

- mains a potential fuct.
¢

N. Hi; beginning April 1.

eithér by

We were cheered by

and labors of Rev. H. J. Carn, of Athens.Q. M.

with thé church, aided by the pastor and his

wife.

Rev. Thomas Spooner has accepted a all to
the pastorate of the F. B. church in Whitefield,

“Pedo-baptist,mistakes the duty of believers’ baps tism, or, like the sprinklers, mistakes the form

verbally,

Resolved
to build a memorial church ‘in Milton, Jackson Co., 0. Appointed a committee
of one from each church to arrange for a centennial celebration,
There was a ‘refreshing season at the last |- Next session with the Milton church, SaturY, April 24th, at 10, A. M.
session of the Blue Valley Q: M. at Prairie
: THOS. E. PEDEN, Clerk.
Ridge, ]Feb. 8,9. Brother and Sister Harvey,
*
of White Rock, -were there, where they bad
been labefing day and evening for three weeks
‘|

Society could take

ed, or if the State Mission

Qur word church tends to mislead. Organiza-

.

churches were ‘reported

(two
Yi have Shirgested themselves to the writer. “eight or ‘nine 2 Sonvoreions thus far
If one of our neighboring pastors could take. weeks). There are several more inquiring the
way to Zion. A deep and solemn interest perit under his care, and preach to them: Sabvades the entire neighborhood. g
bath afternoons, and do somie pustoral work,
Kansas. wt
with God’s blessing the church might be help-

The caution some feel about recognizing the:
‘congregation
churchly ‘character of every.
springs from Ainatten-:
of real ' Christians,
prerogatives of: the
essential
tion to. the

25, 1880.
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Sold only
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THE
stantly Srowine city, th v “have been de:
molished, and in their
ace a fine" boutevard extends through the city. Remnants

‘ princely admirers, he always: remained unhappy, and never found any peace outside
his ndtive land until he went to that Dlace,,
where
Bir
|

®

® «

* earth's measured vision,

-Obscured by time and stain,
Gives place to glance elysian

Dainty little maiden, whither would you wander?
Whither from this pretty house, this city
house of ours?
¢ Far and far away,” said the dainty little

Across the starry plain,

One thing which strikes the traveler
from America, very forcibly is the quiet
and slow way in which everything is done

maiden,

in Denmark, bor eam he help noticing the

8 All among the meadows, the clover, fd the
lematis,

broad good nature and pleasant humor
which prevails everywhere. The- Danes
whén saluting one ahother in-the street
—Alfred Tennyson in St. Nicholas.
always ‘remove their hats, a custoni
O00
0-6
Mh 2 an an ox
which is really somewhat annoying to any.
‘THE TWO MYSTERIES.
_one who has a large circle of acquaintance.
‘We know not what it is, dear, this sleep so “Copenhagen
abounds in broad and shady
’
deep and still;
lqvely walks along silvery
The folded hands, the awful cali ‘thie cheek so’| 2g
flow-

.

: Wek know not what it means, dear, this desolate heart-pain;

sparkle in the sunlight,

This dread to take our daily way, and walk in
other sphere

slanting

as it streanis

through

the

in

be-

perfume to the flowers,

Then , might they say=-ibise vanished ones—though we

7"

‘We may not tell it to the quick—this mystery
of death—

dren sent.
Nothing is known.
But I believe that God is
- overhead;
And as life iis to the living, so deatll isto the
dead.
2
;
—Scribner.
os

=

more

dreanis.”

Grek,

melodious

SUR

Co
+ AE

is

:

Alas!

ure fled.”

®

the smile of ‘pleas-

his knife and
door.

|

TRA

in Natal,

closet wo

while

The ordeal of passing through the cus-

the curious battery, The Kroner,

ers, is avery slight one in Denmark; .at

the distance the Swedish coast. or
glimpse of the beauty and fashion
city, as il hurries past in carriages
horseback,or leisurely walks along
ing the fresh sea-breezes. As the

There is no

diving to the bottom of trunks, no upset8) Joes, throwing their contents

turvy to look for dutiable goods;

in

the

Zulu

King’s

-To

answer that he ‘‘ feared

for Dis

ing

get a
of the
or on
enjoythrong

But his food seemed to choke him. In
a few moments he started up again in agitation and said:

“Little one,”

bands
hands
hurt a
The

old ‘man forth to be

while

We

he

and

fourth)

continue

the

work froin the time of Constantine, taking

up

peared

said,’ holding

out

his

with a pitifal entreaty, * shake
with me, won't -you? J Wouldn't
.
hair of your head.”
mother’s heart gave a throb. The

went out.
Six months

‘he talked

with

might be opened.
health seems to be on almost éverycheek.
There is somuch to be seen, so mueh to’ So while still on his knees he was killed
by the assegais of the soldiers. This man
ei coach, I soon find } be enjoyed in Copenbagen, that for several
days, I find myself drifting here could say, * In all these things Tam more
:
ng: through the substantial
and
there,
wherever my fancy leads me, than a conqueror through Him who “hath
~ but analy paved streets of Copenhaloved me."
gen, through St. Anna-Place, into Broad but I must now commence to look ‘about
:
© 0-5
prove ti prorat
ess of the Danes.

systemtically, or I shall not be able -to

little girl saved me. I came home instead. It wasn’t too Inte,”
OB

OR

OBEYING PLEASANTLY.
Harry

bad seen

their kites from

some

older

boys flying

the tops of houses,

and he

thought it would be nice fun if he conld do

+0

80, too. So he came: “to his anut and said :
DO MORE FOR MY
|.
‘“ Aunt Mary, may Ingo to the-top of the:
MOTHER.”
.
f these there ' are many, mostly
“where hotel Ditngleetere ds situated,
vever, Lutheran ones, this being the
1s there any vacant place in this bank house and fly my kite?”
which is equal to almost any in arope |
His aunt wished’ to do everything. to
religion of the country, yet which I could fill?” was the inquiry of a
* in elegance, and inferiorto none in com- Hy
fort, for. which reason most travelers from almost every pther’ denomination has its’ boy, as with a glowing cheek Je stood please him, but she thought it was very
unsafe, 80 she said :
church or chapel. The oldest and most before the president.
_‘“No, Harry, my boy. ‘I think that it is
| celebrated one is Vor Frue Kirke (chtirch
* There .is none,” was the - reply.
a
very dangereds sort of spon. 5 Tather
of our lady). It was “erected about the “ Were you told that you might obtain a
you
wouldn’t go.”.
¥
;
year 1200 and was like all the rest of the situation here ? - Who recommended you?”
earest in the ori
«All right. Then I'll go out on the.
old
churche
s
original
ly’ Catholic. In . * No one recommended me,” was: the
Presently 1 find Haag their midst, and
‘bridge,” sald Hurry.
in full ‘possession of’ that feeling of su- 1807,when the English bombarded Copen- answer; ‘‘I only thought I would see.”
His aunt smiled, and said she hoped that
preme mppiness, only ‘experienced by hagen this church was partly destroyed. . There was a straightforwardness in the he would always be as obedient
3
as that.
those who after a long separation find The extorior of the present edifice is only manner, an honest determinationin the
¢ Harry, what are you doing?” sald his.
themselves faceto face and. hart to heart a shadow of the old one, but its interior countenance of the lad which pleased. the mother, one day.
decoratiop is much hdhdsomer. ‘It con- man of bnsiness, and induced him to conwith those they love,
¢ Spinning my new top, mother” ’
In due time I sally forth to jmapest’ the tains some of Bertel Thorwaldsen’s most tinue the conversation. He said, ‘Yon
¢ Can't you take the baby out ‘to-ride?
t city, is a beantifol ‘morning, ‘the sunis .celebrated ‘works, namely, the more than ‘rays have friends who could aid youin a Gut out the carriage and I'll hing him
shining clear, but its rays are mild, the dite size statiés of the Saviour ‘and the situation ; have you advised with them P" down.”
twelve apostles, ‘and a most beautiful ; The quick flash of the deep blue eyes
“ All right,” Shouted the boy,
he put
baptismalcfont (an angel kneeling and was ‘quenched-in the overtaking wave of his top away In his pocket, and. hastened
‘holding a shell). Over” the altar is. a sadness, as he said, though half ‘mosing- to obey-his mother.
HEY 3
bass-rel
ief of Christ on the road to Gol- ly, +* My mother said it .would be useless _** Uncle William, may I go to your shop
; y attention is the neat appear-

thermometer only stand

set.

gius and a friend, ascended the Capitoline hill;

see all.

“” FUUST

So Iwill begin with the ehyrch-

at 60° ad dur-

current Jaumber of

of

Good

Company

in Seraphina,” by Sydney‘Hall ;

id
I

him
the Buptist preaching in the desert.
i year
| mext oldest church is St. Noealais it as Jife.
a ‘them og, erected in the beginning of the 15th. cen- “%¢
“appearance. ‘But |ary 2and }is a very ancient looking -struc- ply,
¢| with
of the city the streets are

John

the buildings
| bandsome and |.

‘Copenhagen

was until a.fow |

ago surrounded by high earthen

ar ed with foes; outsideof thede
bridges

’y lied with
&
water and

led'to the gates

hit”
That walls hiv: in fore
proved an scellont protection.
invading

e

, ‘but | ‘moder

{1

be glad to have you.”

|

: | Tousen

‘church

‘dn

Fifteen Years.”
Austin Bierbower sets forth
with much distinctness the fandamental differ-

ences of the Republican snd-Democratic
ties.

par-

There is a careful account of the Treasu-

ry department, and its present head, Hon.
John Sherman, by © David Copperfield.” .Mr.
G. M. Towle’s biographical sketch is about
Victor Hugo.

reposed themselves among the ruins of col |
umus snd temples; and viewed from that com.manding spot the wide-and various prospect of
desolation.
The ‘pluce and the object gave
ample scope for moralizing on the vicissitudes
of fortune, ‘which spares neither man nor the
proudest of his works, which buries empires
and cities in a common grave; and it was
agreed, that in proportion to ber former greatness, the fall of Rome was the more awfil and
deplorable.
* Her primeval state, such as she
might appear in a remote age, when Evander

There are also * The Indian as,

he Used to-Be,” “ Roman

Mosaics,” * Ada

and Eve;” and poems by Mrs. Wyeth, and
Herbert Hall Winslow, the young westérn
‘poet whose creditable work is to some extent
familiar to the public; also the editorial de-

partmeits. —Springfieid,
pay.
ie
#

Mass. : Good
XL

——
¢

“I musp do more for my mother.”

i

on of a Danish_peasant, through

there no way

tw bring

Ties woe]
Brave-words! talisman of Success: any- | dering sheep but.
by worrying. Bim to,
Where, ovprywiers, Théyeank into the death Pos Thomas, Fuller.
Teena

ri

~

ComPhy

5

The Mouth and the Teeth is the title of No..

i

7 in the series of * Andérican Health Primers.””

entertained thé stranger of Troy, has. beén de- |
lineated-by the fancy of Virgil. * This Tarpeian | It 1s written by Dr, J. W.. White, than whom

rock was then a savage
in the time of the poet,
the

overthrown, the

there Js hardly a better authority ‘on the suband solitary thicket:
it was crowned with | ject. —Lhiladelphia: Lindsay &Bl akiston
pic; the temple is

golél has

it]

pillaged,

Be

wheel of fortune
has accomplished her revo
tion, and the sacred ground ay ain distigured
with thorns and brambles. The hill of the
Capitol, gn which we sit, —
formerly the

head of the Roman empire, the citadel of the

earth,
terror of kings. illustrated by the
footsteps of so many triumphs, enriched” with
the spoils and tributes of so many nations.

This spectacle of the world,

how. Shanged| how defaced!

how is it Aallen!
The

path

of vic-

tory is obliterated by vines, and the benches of
the senators are concealed by a dung-hill.

Some of the

most

elegant

desig

of 3ab-

bath-school reward cards thay: we have lately’
seen comé from Gibson & Co., Cincinnati and
York.
New
The near approath
nrakes them especially desirable.

Y fe

of Easter

The Bibliotheca Sacra for 1880 will contain

a thorough discussion of the. doctrine of the
Sabbath; some controversial papers on the

teachings of the Bible in regard to Temper:
Cast your eyes on the Palatine hill, ‘and seek
ance; also onthe doctrine of Future Punishamong the shapeless and enormous fragfents
tlie marble theatre, the obelisks, the colossal | ent,
Articles are expected from Prof. Duff,
statues, the porticag of Nero’s palace; surve
‘Jr., of England, on the Pentateuch; from’
the other hills of the city, the vacant space. is
Prof. Park on the Structure of a Sermon;
interrupted only by ruins and gardens. he
from Drs, Qurdiner, Gerhardt, McIlvaine and
forum of the Roman people, where they

Mommnbert; from Rev. Dr. Hill, ex-President of

Harvard College,’ and Professor Ezra Abbot;
of swine and buffaloes.
The public and pri- | of Cambridge; from Professors Robbins Ladd,
vate edifices, that were founded for eternity,
and Means; President Patton of Washington,
lie prostrate, naked, and broken, like the limbs
D. C.; Dr. Gearge Mooar, of ‘California; Rev. 8
of a mighty giant; and the ruin is ‘the more
G. Frederick Wright, of Andover, and various
visible from the stupendous relicy that have
other pastors. No other Review in the coun.
survived the injuries of time @ind fortune.”
try publishes so many
m
articles as the Riblio-, rs
The remaining volume, which we suppose
theca Sacra containing quotutions from G reek,
is to contain the'index to the whole work, will

complete this ¢vivid narrative of one
most marvelous epochs in all history. ~:

Hebrew, Arabic, and other foreign languages,
the meaningof the Bible.—W. F,
w illustrating
; Drager, Publisher, Audover) Mauss,

of

RE

1

‘One of the strongest pleus of the day against
Romani

is made by Rev, E. J.

Stearns,

D.

+» of Maryland, in an examipation of Archa
Gibbon’s: Faith of Our Fathers, the
Iatter bejng a pretended
Exposition and vin-

The Popular Science

opens

with

a

Monthy

discussion, .by

EY

for

March

Dr. William

James, of ‘‘ The Asseciation of Ydeas.”

Dr,

James is assistant Professor of Physiology at
‘dication of the principal tenets of the [Roman]
Harvard, and takes up his mental problem
Catholic ¢hurch.”
The slovenliness of the from the physiological standpoint. . * Dol-Archbishep’s work, his concealment of fundamens in Japan,” by Professor Morse, is an in-.
‘mental doctrines of Romanism apparently : be- structive popular
n, in
archmology. Je
cause they are objectionable) his garbled quogives an interesting account ef these ancient
tations from Protestant writers=nd the general’ ‘und curious stone structures, and their suppose :
als of deception about the work are siereiless- ‘ed uses, with many original illustrations, An
ye x posed
20s Stearns’s book, ‘which will interesting paper is that on ‘* The ‘Study of repay a reading im the Sas 3 ny person who Political Economy,” by Henry George, auwould keep dish on th
rent discussjon of thor of the new work on ¢ Progress. snd Poythe questions at issue, [New York: Thomas. erty.” Its author is » writer of uncommon
Whittaker.
pewer and originality. Professor Leidy, of

Philadelphia, has » puhgent -disquisition on
Liding, on Half- a:Dime Dm
a
of a pamphlet

which

describes

is the title :
how’ a lady,

having lost, by misplaced confidence,

a

suffi:

cient, income for her comfortable support, from
Government bonds, thus being reduced to a
little homestead whose entire income was ‘but

museums and their uses, under the title of

“$ Ward's

Natural

Science

Establishment.”

An article entitled “The Force behind Natjure,” by Dr. Carpenter, has something to. do

with materialism. “ New

Views

of Animal

Transformations,” by Edmond Perrier, is a
striking article that will take hold of ail biolegists. Perrier is a young French Academician, who was a resolute anti-Darwinian; but .
| he began a series of researches oi Protoplasm,.
‘Added to this is. a poem, :An Abundant “which converted bim tp evoldtion; and which

why he did not stay as school anpther) iki ii“
But .I can not spare you fo- day, Hor} ‘Entrance, which the author
threw a new light on the composition and
was accustomed
or two, and then. enter into bsioens ry,” said’ his ‘mother,
“I want’ you to’ go to use as a lecture before she | 3 physically | ‘building up :of the organic series. “The.
ig
‘|out with me.” You: shall go 0 the shop|. disubled from appearing on¢ the platform, The Duty of Enjoyment” is a practicul lesson from
I have no time, was the Instant. re) | another day. x
; pamphlet may be had, for 25 Ci y of Mrs. Ls the * New
Ethics,” ‘ Intemperance in
“but I study at home, and keep wp
4¢ All right,” said Harry; and he ot on CoHy Monmouth, Canterbury} NH
tH
Study? by Dr... Tuke, enforces impressively, .
the other boys.” «
and from large observation, the perils of study’
with his breakfast. oii
:
.| under, pressuré, It is an important paper.
Thew youve a'place alecady? said "No matter what: Harry. was asked t0 do, |

1529, Hans |.

5

“ The Threshold of the Gods,” by Maurice
Thompson; “ A Little Traveler,” by Miss 8.
O. Jewett, author of Deephaven; and * After

The National Temperance Society has Tast, W. (0, Conant contributes a timely. article on
published, from the pen of’ Mrs. Julia “MeNair
| i$ Water as Fuel,” which, now that there: is a
It Selene by Martin
his constant . reply was, + "All| ‘Wright, The - Curse and the,
A “1 have not Jekt, an answered the anything,
ol oi]
i
Qup;'a- tory rational prospect that «water will supersede
right
HH
Germap' ‘preacher, Sent’ by Martini ther, boy quietty. e mever stopped to ‘worry or’ of considerable interest, .1t'is founded
en,
upon’ coal as a source of heat, will. be read with
at the request of King Christian, the
J Xes, ily wishi to dave ite What tease.’ He never ' as d, *“ Why can’t12?” ‘well-authenticated faets, and outlines the ‘ta- avidity, |“ The Early Free Schools of Ameri .
or “ Why. ‘musn’t Ie "Hatry had learned reer of u family whereof), after -the death of lea” 5 ¢ Prehistoric Ruigs in Southern Coloray
‘Second.’ Although quite a good orator, his is the matter lad
manners and gestures were so odd that
Convent of the Oapughing”;
For an instant the child hesitated ; thon 9) only to obey,’ ‘But, he had learned tig the husband and futher, the children, were ins dor} “The
f=¥olved in much suffering and the mother: was * Athletics in' Schools”; “ The Matamata”; |
they attracted mere attention than his he replied with half reluctant. frankness,» obey. 4n good ‘humor.— Carrier Dove.
ibeid dl
:
_brought to & pauper’s grave ubrough’ drunken= 4 Frost-Phenpmena in’ Southern Russia”; ‘and
li dB.Sn SE og

words, YHe did not gain mahy adherents,

. -

.

Story,” by Mrs. E. D, R. Bianciardi; and “Old
Barry’s Son.” There are these shotohess —

‘his. interrdguter., “Why did you leave it?" or what réfusal Hemet with in asking for

Bat inthe same

x

Aunt Hetty’s

> streets. ‘Copenhagen, “com- gotha. In front of the entrance stand. to try without friends ;” then, recollectin g this - morning? ” said Harry one day at $40 a year,
resolved to hold the homestead,
pared with New York, is.a paradise, of two gigantic bronze stdtues, Moses: and himself, he apologized for the interrup- “breakfast; '‘‘ I want to se¢ those baskets {incur no debts,
and live within it. She did’ it,
again
that
I
was
looking
at
yesterday.”
clennliness. Its streets are swept, washed | David by Bissen and Jericow, and over lion, and was about to withdraw; when
she tells us, and continues to do Sopnctially
+44 Oh yes, Harry, sal his Aocle,, hei | shall
d
cleansed throughout, every . Say, the same ina niche a magnificent group | the genfleman detained him, by, asking
living on five cents a day,
also by Thorwaldsen, [representing

A

Houghton,

eral really #ood articles, while there is nothing
in it that is really poor. The stories include
“ Better Times,” by Ellen W. ‘Olney ;, “ Cous-

from the Capitoline bill in the fifteenth

later, the- lady reces
an
ill-spelle letter from Pottsville.
the
great
One.
'
He
then
knelt
down
and
enact their: laws and elect AB
whata great many happy and merry_faces
-at work here,” it said. “That I hag péembtoled
s, is now enclosed for the cultivation
there are if it, and that the raddy. glow of pprayed for the King, his officers, and. his planned to join the boys again. But your ofmagistrate
pot-herbs, or thrown open for the" reception
people, that their eyes

_ the sae ere! ¥gpned and Ai in’ -moves past me I can not help’ noticing,

Street, across the King’s New-Market, the
+ largest and handsomest square in the city

the

workman! I am Jim century. Here is a sample paragraph from
‘discharged yesterday|-.the last'chapterof Vol, IV:
In-the
last days of. Pope Eugenius the
prison, where I have Fourth,
two of his servants, the learned Pog-

served out a sentence for burglary. I
was a decent man once: I left my wife
and my old mother up ‘in Pottsville, and
—my baby.”
‘While he spoke his eyes were fixed on
the child with a terrible bunger in them.

if he

moments’ rrespite,

complete

The

Anastasius figured, and “closing with the fa"mous descrjption of Rome in ruins, as it ap-

°

+] .am- ‘pot-"a

dominions,

He begged for a few

to

number

»

(No. 6)—what
is gained by leaving the name
of the month off from this magazine P—has sev-

his celebrated dealing with, the religions of bis
‘time, through the period in which Zeno and

a child for a long time.”

him for

executed outside..

more

(the second, third

“I beg your pardon,” he said.
“It's
your child, of course.
I—I.haven't seen

Floyd, and I was
| from Moysmensing

death,

i

‘|:had followed her from the nursery, and have already called attention to the especial
stood in ‘her white gown in the doorway, features of this edition, and need only -add
her fair curls tumbling over her face. that the promise of the publishers to furnish a
The. tramp recovered _ himself witha | standard work, complete, and at a price never
“before attempted, all thinks considered, seems
hoarse laugh.
to be fully redeemed.
The volumes at hand

this he made’

not

“leaving oni

good

this sterling Magazine, — Boston:
Osgood & Co.

“The American. Book Exchange (New York)
issues four more volumes of Gibbon’s Rome,

The lady's litle girl, a child of tien,

»

to

a

tJoimoy

could learnmore of such love as that of man was just out of prison.
But the baby (surely God sent it ran
the Saviour.” The missionary went and
pleaded with the King, who would not forward smiling, with both hands out.
Jim kneeled down beside it, the tears rollgive him a definite promise of exemption
‘*It is so like
of the old man from a public execution, ing "down his cheeks.
which was laid down by Zulu law, to be Fog hnny!” ' he Hutered, | “Ig: is so like
carried out by-the soldiers, upon all -who Johnny!”
“Youll go back to Johnny sad your
professed to believe in The Saviour. The
wife
aiid old mother? " said the lady.
sentence was not carried out immediatély,
He would not promise.
*‘It's too late
but after a short tine the soldiers of Cetyto make a decent man of me,” he said,
wayo appeared at the entrance of his hut, and presently putting on ‘his old cap, he
‘and summoned the

the

and

coming

‘where bis home was.

changing panorama of the Sound, with its
hundreds of vessels coming and going,

tom-house, so much dreaded by all travel-

then

tors’ Club completes a very

its character

as ac AInpaign volume.

Johnny!”

further reaching. The missionary warned
him’ of the penalty he would most likel y
be called upon to pay if he were taught

;

c

and

sat staring at the | ‘mach more to'¢ommend it than

fork and

“Who's that?” he cried.

Wessel was a great genius, but given
to recklessness and dissipation. The following lines were written by himself as

between eighty and ninety years of age,
having heard the gospel preached while

here and there a rustic seat or an arbor,
where'one may sit and watch the ever

~

least I find if so in my case.

violets
a

‘A ZULU MARTYR.
Mr. Witt tells of one old man, who was

and elevated walks, shaded by trees, with

COPENHAGEN.

~

.

>

harbor, is laid out in charming drives

oYri

;
i

;

scented

- which was written by Mr. Horace Grant, and
So General Swift proceeds to ‘set Forth ina
i originally: brought oyt under the superintendvery favorable light the salient features of the
kind, and I ani much obliged to you.” So
ence of the Society for the Diffusion. of Useful
x-President’s ccureer. He claims that Grant
Knowledge. It is designed for the: instruction
saying the boy left, little dreaming that won the first
great victory of the war (the capof children between the ages of 8 and 7, and
his own fobleness of character had been tute of Fort Donelson), “follows ‘him
through
as a bright glance of sunshine to the busy. the struggle till it ended by the fall of the Con- may be nade highly ~useful,’ It is sure to *
catch the attention of children, and that is the
world he had so tremblingly entered, — federacy, describes the Jjealousies which beset first thing to be
done in- any departthent of
and
tried
to
‘hinder
him,
traces
the. course of, instruction.
S. 8. Times...
The original work has been eareevents in the last five years, shows what he
fully edited and prepared for American oils
believes is the greatest need of the country
dren by Mr. Willard Small.
to-day, namely,
a strong man,” and closes |
—
with a frank appeal for his election to a third
“During the hard winter of 277, when
The
Atlantic
for
March
has a model ‘table
thirty * thousand unemployed workmen
presidential term.
.| of contents : the ** tivo or three articles which
Gen.
Swift
is
4
stirring
campaign
pbaier.
haunted the: streets of New York, driven
everybody will want to read,”
larger
to beggary,’ ‘obtoa often theft, a man rang This book is| written as he speaks. Here is an number from which most peopleandwilltheselect
at
extract ‘which shows his style of expression,
at the door of a house itt one of our lar- his spirit,
least oneto be read quietly and enjoyably.
and his views of the present treatAmong the former we should place the second
gest cities, and asked for something to "ment of the colored people in the
South:
| paper of ‘¢ Reminiscences of. Washington,”
eat. H¢' told a glib story of his discharge
To-day there is no government in a majority | * English in England”
and * The Memoirs of
from a woolen mill, and said He hada | of the Southern States to protect the life, liberMadame de Remusat;” and among the latter
ty, or ballot of the finority.
wife starving not far away.
the remainder of the contents, which includes
in the old Byzantine wars the conquerors
“ The, mistress of the house made it a. ‘chained their captives together in bands; ‘and ‘Mr. Howells's ‘serial, “ The Undiscovered
their eyeballs with red-hot irons. To
Country ;” Charles Dudley Warner's delightrule not to give alms that winter, except ‘pierced
‘the léadér they would spare a single eye, that
-alter personal examination of the caseeof he might guide his forlorn and sightless com- ful biographical and critical essay on Washington Itving; two excellent short stories, “ Acejpanions to their mountain homes.
each appliéant.
Unless the Providence of God intervenes .to dentally Overheard, ”by Horace
E. Scudder,
) She went into the kitchen and otllored create a new and better political sentiment in and “ Haunah
Dawston’s Child,” by Lucy Lee
South, the inhuman discipline of * home
a substantial meal sat before the man, the
Pleasants; Frapeis H. Undeérwood’s engaging
rule” will blind with ignorance and fetter with
debt the doomed blacks, until, losing heart ahd
who ate ravenously.
account of
yp} under the Pharaohs,” and
hope, they will slowly’ wander back ‘to the poents by 'T. B. Idrich,
He was a young, honest-looking fellow, degradation of that. Bondage from.
Miss Sarah ©; Jewett,
frou which it was Celia Thaxter,
r 'Laighton, and Louise
but there were heavy marks of \dissipa- | thought they had merciful
: Chandler: Mo
ne A diversided ‘Contribu+ The book 1s eminently Epa
tion on ‘his face. Suddenly he Sa
and has:

so

Eg

fo

the

"(To be contfaued.)

" The favorite promersie] in Copenhagen
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head

He never to labor at all felt inclined;
Found at last even living too much
“mind.”

hig Surely you were brought up, you sweetest of
_singers,by Amor’s
Care and receive from the Sharp point of his
arrow your food,
Thus your throat was tainted by poison, and
now by your warble
es
You
irresistibly lead
men: into amorous

R

=

his

There also rest J ohan Herman’ Wessel,

heard a nightingale for the first time; I

:

z

round

bloom!”

‘ He ate and he drank, had always the blues,
He ever wore crooked “the heels of his shoes ;

shall néver forget the strange thrill which
Ye may not tell us, if ye wonld, the mystery of
passed through me, as its clear, ringing
breath.”
~~
_notes, sweet but full of sadness sounded
The -child who enters life “Comes ‘not with
through the stillness of the night.
As
knowledge or intent.
So those who enter dgath must go as little chil-- Goethe says:

¥ amily

Make

strains from ‘the birds than I have noticed
There are several other diirates of
anywhere else. The cause of this, I think,
which I should like to speak, but I
is the remarkable fresfiness and buoymust close with these, as space is limited,
ancy of the atmosphere, which produces
and we have still to visit the castles, the’
on myself an ufinsual feeling of tranquil-|
museums, the picture galleries and the
ity. It wasin one of these gardens I
Places of public entertainment.

and see!

-

church Protect “him with your mighty
wall!
?
Stréw on his grave your golden’ leay es, ) fall!
Swell, organ, like an ocean Strong and deep.
Linger ye tunes where ‘Evald’s dust does
$v
LJ
sleep!
Shine, warming sunrays, on the poet's tomb,

his own epitaph :

thatit fills the heart with gladness to listen
to them, This I observe throughout my
stay inDenmark wherever I g0';:a stronger

one of us could say.
“Life is a mystery as deep as ever death can be;
Yet oh, how sweet it is to us,.this He we live

.

“0

Butat his death,

low ; while birds flit in and’ outand sing—
yes! sing as [ have never heard. them before,—such happy, merry, joyfal strains,

‘But this we know: Our loved and Sal they
"+
should come this day—
* Should come and ask us, “ What is life?” not

ee

horsebicek.
In the churchis the tomb of Johannes

Egald, the immortal Danish poet, of whom
a Oehlenschlager sings:
:

broad

golden patches or on the greenwood

we do not know. ;

may tell ye naught;

beams,

branches of statgly trees and falls in soft

the loved

"who leave us go,
Nor why. we're left to wonder still; nor why

and blessed is the thought,
# So death is sweet to us; beloved!

Second
on
vard below

margin, stretching their necks towards once Denmark's greatest humoristic poet
those that pass; in expectancy of receiv- and a contemporary of Eyald. of whom
‘ing a, delicate morsel; public gardens Baggeser wrote:
where roses twine and flowers bloom, filling the air with perfume, where foyntains ¢ Tears vanished in a Smile when Wessel’s hu- mor bid,

Hes over all.

it again;
We know not to what

Russian Bupress Catherine is said to have

driven to the top of this tower and backagain, in a carriage drawn by four horses,
and accompanied by the Czar- Peter the
Great and the Danish king. Frederick the

lakes, where: white swans glide: along the

pale and chill}
The lids that will” Dot lift again, ouch we
~ _ may call and call;
Le
The strange, white solitude of peace, that set-

-

is 111 feet high and a broad, winding
brick walk leads to its top from which
a magnjficent view of the city andthe
surrounding - courntry is obtained. "The

ND

many

Me

his

A

‘by

twill

been

se

arms

have

gm oN

open

you

jh

with

that

wm

ceived

please her, sir,

——
NM

Dainty little maiden, whither would you wander?
‘Whither from this”pretty home, the home
‘where mother dwells?
“Far and far away,” said the dainty little
- maiden,
¢ All among the roses; auficulas,’ anemones,
Roses and lilies and Cauterbury- bells.”

andf want to take care of-her.

celebrated round tower iis ‘situated; "This

ho

>

"THE CITY CHILD.

Lee & Shepatd (Boston) have ‘issued an edi
tion of Arithmetic: Sor Young
Children,

A

‘{-and pringes to Denmark to visit him.
Through a great injustice be was compelor led%o leave the country, and although re-

mp SATAN

a

large, clear type.

+

brought kings

Peed

the 16th century, whose renown . traveled.

| all through Europe, and

Why do you wish to do more for your
To éhow his impogtant share in the momentmother?”
aus events through which the nation has passTears filled his eyes as he replied, “My
ed since 1861, and to présent some of the reafather is dead, my brothers and sisters are | sans why millions of ‘the American citizens
My next, visit isto Trinity church, built
whose fidelity to-the flag never faltered regard
dead, and my mother and I are left alone’ bim
«s the true leader in the grave emergency
in 1657.
The church itself. is. not ‘very
to help each other, but she is not strong, 1 depending on the election of 1600, this
book As
remarkable, but at its southwest end the,
written about Grant.

A Danish Martin Luther he boldly battled on
Nor rested from’ kis labors till his mission was
done.”

Mr. Thomas Hughes's The Manliness of
Christ, and Spu rgeon’s John Ploughman’s
Talk and Carlyle’s On the Choice of Books,
—the first at 10 cents, and the last two in one
f
cover at 12 cents. These publications are unabridged: and unaltered, and are printed in.

pe

; Night and day, at home, abroad,
‘Little ones are’e safe with God.
:
7
= Fxchahge. -

‘ten with a view: to influencing -Gen. Grant’s
chances for the Presidency , far the author himself says in the preface: .

' renown

in front of Which stands the'statueof ‘Tycho Brahe, the ‘greatest astronomer of*

God gives every little hird.

honeysuckle

town
%
the meantime you needa friend, come to’
No name like his in Denmark 80s Sudden gained + me. But now give me your confidence.

Pe

Some green bough and mossy sward

=

ditches

into lakes. On another
;
:
remnant
an astronomical observatory has been erected,

Bebirs,

' ness,

The danger

of tampering : with

strong

a biographical ** Sketch of Carl Ritter,” com-

drink, even for medicinal use, is SeEibingty Plete the. list of this admirable nuniber of
sliown, as isthe guilt of the State ig Ji
5: “The Popular Beience Monthly. —=New York:
tempiation. Its lesson for total at
BeAppleton && Co.
:

laa
NY tk

the walls converted into hills the

.

itn

im

_| struction of a splended™botanical” garden,

Some little nook or sunny bower
God gives every little flower.

:

heart of the listener, recalling the radiant |
most pressive; and should be ve
ry wigely..
past. Grasping the hand of thé astonish| rend==New York: IN, Stearns.
for the new: faith. and from t
tie the ed child he said with a quiverin) Ln
|
Lutheran religion was established in Den- “My good boy; what is your name ? ABOUT GRANT: “By Joba, Swift. Rogan 3 LE “Fank & Go. (New York),
purstitng
Lee & Shepard... 16mo. . pp. 208. hs 00). their experiment of * publishing
mark, Ingeman sings of him:
| You shall fill the first vacancy for an’ ap-,
standard
[For sale by E. J. Lune & Co.
books at the price of cheap novels,” have is."
“Tt was the little plough boy from |RfKende- prentice’ ‘that occurs” in the bank. If in
It can not be denied that this book was writsued

th

' Glod gives every little vine.

\

25,, 1850.

|

- have, however, been left standing. Some
parts of
ese have been used in the con-

Something round which it may twine.

kingeups and
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. |. Wales’ visit to India ealled. forth: many
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He who invents a pen that will ‘carry | tators pay: for it.
being

will confer
a great

dirty

boon

y

upon

clogged,

educated

|

when I see the church coming so far short
of its great mission to preach the gospel ‘tiop with pens and ink which is yet un5
occupied.

urging ag-}
|:

church,

gressive effort on the part of the

and declare that if the poor will not come

to hear the words of Christ, the message
'“nust be carried to them. This is a noble

uniting blindness and folly and it is the
good

that more

fruits of
not

is’

The‘recent

class of people who are not church-goers.

enormous

advance

in

prices went up so tremendously
most. papers advanced their subscription; when

For the

of

time

buried

without

cuted at the expense of foi.

me into the church, already. organized,

re

———

in the pursuit of the

ex:

there are poor people at-home
courts;

This last clause

in

:

eat them.

Nowhere

and

the former clause can not be true.

We

may be courteous
and even warm-hearted
(and this can not be generally granted)
to the poorest, but the caste spirit’in such

* There

sinks this mountain
af caste into an insig-

nificant motechill. * 1t is that the human
giving of pews to the poor

business.

Yvs,

we

i

usurpation,
and as it seems to me,

like practical blasphemy, for any

ie

Un

has

been

tals:

Professor

Max Muller

©

.

who;when

-

asked

-

to as-

i

:

nephew

metropolis of Italy.

his

office,

curing to my. friend

we

understood.

. The

found

him

I was io-

thought not oc-

might be mis-

gentleman

to

whom I

and the opinion of Dr: Rollinson, who was
one of the consulting: physicians and’ surgeons, and made the post-mortem examina.
Hon, wis asked.
In amoment he remarked:
;
‘I have his heart, and would like to
show it to you.”
:
;
Stepping to a closet, he brought a glass
jar with the heart in spirits, andwe examined

The central point of

‘glorious home above.

.

it

with

minute

attention,

Dr. Rollinson djscoursed upon

while

it.

Smith, you said *you once officiated in
the pulpit, Did you mean
by that that you
preached?”
‘ Noysir; I held the light to the
man that did préach.”
** Ah!
the court understood you differently.
It supposed that the
discourse came directly from you.” ¢ No, sir;
I only threw light upon jt.”

A Milwaukee man

At the

brains out, and then his
try it again, John, you
goes about now saying
weman.

last meeting of

the Liverpool

neering Society a paper was read
probable

Engi-

touching the

exhaustion of coal, in which

thor advocated

the au:

the substitution of the tides as

a produeer of motion which would outrival all
“other sources of mechanical power.
A'correspondent of. the Builder, too,is of the same
opinion,
A compressed air chamber fillyds
by the tide at Brighton, for instance, would, he
18 confident, run-an atmospheric railway, such
s Brunel
invented, from fhat placeto London
If the tides could be thus utilized, all dur rail
ways and factories, all the work now done by
the steam. engine could be performed by them.
There would, moreover, be no jerk, no steam,
no smoke, no noise.
Apart * frorff the fact that
the present generatorof steam will in time

~cost more to produce than it is worth, coal has
so many disadvantages

Norwegian

church

the gospel to the poor outside of its own
oors? Is it not sumeltiag more serious
and awful than vanity? (sit hp hypocrisy?

pa

5

du]

ol

_ GLANOES AF THE PAPERS.
“The New York Zimes plainly

weclares.

_ that * ths prinviple of wxing small savings is a vicious one.”

coast-town of Nidaros,

Harold

Hardrada

‘busy,

modern

reigned

long

‘Christiana.

oi,

a

a

upon

thought of, is now remembered only by
antiquariess But the most striking instance of the kind is undoubtedly Russia,
which has changed its capital no less
than five times. First came Greut Novgarad, next, Kieff,

then Vladimir,

not sure that

do nothing that

I

= =

shall.

It

was

will

compromise

you

in

any way with your brethren, I will be free
to take such action as my sense of duty to
my late friend Dr. Jones, and fo his family,

may dictate, on mature reflection.”
Before sleeping I” went to a, judicious

then

friend of

* A gradual change is taking place in the

Dr.

Jones,

his

most

friend,” and told him-the

story..

retirement of his study we

had

intimate

Ian’ the

wept

like

two children when Dr. Jones died, and we
were now so much
under
the power of
personal sympathy, we were in’ danger of

attitude of the native population of India
towards. the Imperial ‘Government to

»

kkep it to yourself,”

have
Irely

through no ageecy or purpose of ming that
the fact has ¢8me to me, and while I will

ever

Moscow, and finally St. Petersburg.

doctor, and now that you
the
possessor of a. secret,

you to

“Iam

before

“That is wise advice of the’ Golden Rule : ‘whose authority. they are subject. The
‘If you ean vote but ence, choose the efforts which England has nade to éstablish a system of education has occasioned
““"gaucus in preference to the electivn.
ima

medical
become

where

was

to see the

time

when it will

by another agent.

When:

be supplanted

thisis to be

question of the future,— Journal’ of
merce.
Pay ;
.

-is the,

Come’

profession!»

standing us British subjects...

deciding
\

without

Accordingly

we

reason

and- judgment.

proceeded

cautiously, so

that no one of Dr. Jones's family should
ever hear of it, whatever mightbe the. re-

hie

Anything
watchword
We have
“Want a man

to beat Grant is the literal
of the New York Sun:
1
a candida e for President, We ities with an ability’ not sirpas<ed in any
who will heat Gen Grant and Western cquntry. The native lampoons
the Third Term. . . The man who can are: sp. bribiant,-@nd are becoming so freo~

hE
),

rere

cemetery,~a-

lonely.

and

dangerous.

jour-

| ney and service,—&" deep ‘ incision was
There has sprung up in India an exten: made into the gravé of Dr, Jones, and the
sive native press, under the managementof glass jar was deposited with its precious
pative writers, which discusses curwent pols enclosure. It is there now, and will be, T

~

.

iy

Lucy M. Averr died at Crystal Lake, Fla,

met

(Wis ), and wife of Rev. O. D. Augir, of Crystal Lake. ' Also at the same place diad
Sept.

trust in

of his family,
sorrow and’ loneliness fill their hearts and it becomes hard and seems. unnatu---

with

ral to say * Thy will be done’
But grace
gives the victory that the flesh in weakness

the

‘hope, till the resurrection of the just.

But

if if some future desecration of rural cem.

eteries, for the runningof streets or other
i

He

RRP Te

:

A

In 1853, a F. B. church

heaven, ~The more precious

died in Corinna, Me., Feb. 5. The former
residence of Sister Mills was in the western

part of this State, where she and her husband
obtained a hope in Christ forty-eight years ago,
Forty-five
and united with the F. B. church.
years ago they moved into this town and united

with a

F. B. church here.

twenty-four vears ago.

Her

husband

deeper

z

died

She was the mother of

“ali

the "Morning

is but just that CASH should

accompany

at

the

words.

rate

of

FOUR

CENTS

PER

Star,

it

the copy

LINE

of eight

VERSES fire inadmissible.

Mgs. MaJor SmrcH died at her home in the
town of Tuubridge, Vt., Jan, 6, 1880, aged Td
years. ~ Sister Smith was converted in 1833.

She united with the F, B. church in this town
in 1836, and from

that time to the hour

of her

death, she walked worthy of hef high. calling.

To speak’ of her spoilcss, integrity, her firm
fidelity, antl the benevolapt qualities of her
mind and heart, would only be to reulter the
voice of this whole’ community.
In all ber
‘home duties, and social relations, we doubt if
[a single
transaction could be produced in
which she failed to act from the strictest sense
of right and duty. This love for “right, and
Ffuithfuliiess to duty was noticeable among her
chief friends, and won for her their most implicit confidence, . She had a kind heart, and
her nature was tender and sympathetic.
Hep
feelings were: easily moved id md of worthy
objects; and any
act of cruelty or wrong
towards any living being enlisted at once her
warmest sympathies und earnest protest. She
wag always busyslooking out for the‘tinterést:
of her own household, and yet, always at leisure to receive her friends aud in’ her own
generous way, making their stay at her
home
very pleasantto them.
She blended in
hers
self’ the “qualities of mind and heart which
made her a blessing in her home, @nd a bene-

WirLiaM H, Bisnop died in Brownfield,
Me., Jun. 20, aged 27 years and 7 mohths,

About seven months since he

gave

up

.

up

WoobworTH,_
64

years

church in M., then under the pastorship of Rev.
Mr. Cooley. Livingan earnest and conscienss
tious Christian life, a very few years ‘after
he
was chosen deacon of the above church, which
office
he
always
filled
acceptably
to
his
brethMrs. ErLizaBeTH R., widow
of the. late:
ren and for the advancement of the chyreh.
Thomas Yeoman, died in Lowell, Mass., Feb.
He was ever ready to visit those in affii¢tion
9th, at the residence of her son-in-iaw, No.
16, Ash Stree® aged85 years. Mrs. Y. wasa and his kind words of admonition, his cheerful
and his untiring devotion
to the
pative of Englund, and came to this SsunLIY | counsel
Lwants and needs of suffering humanity always
nearly fifty years ago, and has ‘made Lowe
made him a welcome visitor. to the - sick and
her residence most of the -time since. She
dying. A Christian, devoted to the honor of
leaves four children, viz.: Mrs. Gideon Leavhis Lord and Master, he was no less a patriot
itt, of Melbourne, Canada,P. Q., Mrs. J. B.
soldigr,
servimg-intwo N. H. Regtssiduring
-Currier and Mr. Robert T. Yeoman,of Lowell,
the
late war.
He was also honored by the cit
Mauss., and Rev. W. H.. Yeoman, of Richmond,
izens of Middleton in being elécted to many
Maine.
A mother in Israel bas fallen. o :
officesof trust.
A kind huskand and lovidg
:
:
JOM.
hy her has departed, leaving'a
widow 'and six
\ i: Com. .
MES. Rector HAYDEN? giother ‘of the ] oh dren to mourn their loss.
writer, died at the residence of her son, Warren Haydenyin Corinna, Me., Jan. 17, aged
92 years.
Seventy years ago she gave her
heart to the Saviour, being then but 22 vears
of age; was baptized by Rev. Samuel
Hutchins, and united with the ¥. B. church in Madison.
A few years after ber marriage, she with
her husband, Mr. Enoch Hayden, moved int;
the town of Corinna, then a vast - wilderness;
and, consequently, hud to endure the manyprivations and Hardships that arise in the life
of a pioneer.
But with a strong constitution,
she was enabled to bear them all.
At the age
of 47 she ws calledto part with her husband,
‘thus leaving her to battle with ‘the. cares of
a family of eleven
life alone. She reared u
Isa ‘sure remedy for
children, all of whom slirvive her but one.
Coughs, Colds, Whooping

She was

an™ affectionate

und dearly beloved:

mothéF,
8 €nsistent “and devoted Christian,
éver ready to contribute of her means for the
support of the: gospel. While neuring the
shore, on being asked if she feared death, * Oh
no,” said she, * I am all ready to go.” Sadly

do we miss our aged mother; yet with the |
‘blessed phurancaghal she has gained a home
in heaven, we feel

to bow «in

submission,

and

MRS. CAROLINE _E, COFFIN, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John Foss, and late widow’ of

was

baptized

this notice ‘was an. almost constant atiendant
on all such gatherings as came within her
reach; and she was there as a worker for God.
A power attended her utterances that thrilled
the hearts of the hearers, and they wondered
at the gracious words she spake.
A portion of
her early life was devoted to teaching.
April
3, 1839, she was married to Elder Stephen

Coffin, of Wolfboro’,

whom

she

~~

She

leaves

a mother

row

Cough, and

all Lung

dis-

eases, when used in season.
' Fifty years ago, Elder
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in his labors till the year 1867, when his ‘death
severed the relation. In 1873, she married
Mr. Benjamin Brooks, and in June, 1877, was
a second time left a widow, ‘Her health bad
became much impaired and continued to “decline till death closed the scene.
She welcomed the hour of hes release, longing to depart

and be withW hvist.

DOTS’ SLR)

is

greatly aided

mail
to every one. AG-The Specific Medicine 18
sold by all druggists at $1 per package, or six
packagés for 85, or will be sent free by mail on re.
ceiptof the money by addressing
;
J

. |

THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.
No. 10 Mechanics’ Block, Detroit, Mich

98

years of age, two brothers and a sister.
She
was'a patron of our denominstional enterprises |’
and has lfc monuments in Bates College,
storer College, and the India. Bible schoel.
In her will she bequeath d $100 each to thé F.

B. For. Mis~., Home Miss., and

Ed.

Societies.

For a .numb:r of yeurs, she bud been a memher of the Washivgton St. church, and in its
house of wor-hip, her funeral obseguies were
condneed by the pastor, Rev. F. K, Chase,
and Rev. I. D. Stewart, who, in accordance
His
with her request addressed the people.
text-was, “1 would not live alway.”
=
:
~M. M. H Hnris.

JONA. BICKFORD died
words and evenness

of

|
|

f and

Size of an ordin
American Dents

life.

He sought and

from the old fuith. but, loved

the cause

last and died i its consolations. ©

to the

*

+ SISTER ELIZA E., widow of the late Nathan
Smithyot New Hampton: N. H., died in Ixlelon, Cal., aged 78 Sears, Sept. 6,1879; Less than
a year previous, she left her place of residence
wmccount’ of

the, death of her

~

DR. N. 6, WHITE'S
PULMONARY

daughter,

Mrs, E. B. Cummings, and went to live

with

her obly remaining daughter,
Mrs. L. B,
Drew.
Not long resting here in the bosom of
her new home, climatic difficulties: bore her to

good Christian woman, sympathetic in feel
ing and quiet in manner, loving peace,
Gud
Long has the light of|
the
and the good.
She

in, her

heart

and

life.

was a member of the F. B. church at Ash-

land, N. Hy
HENRY

Jo ERSKINE,

NickrrsoN

died

in

Tamworth,

on

{ == POR ~—

!

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,
© Whooping Cough,

~

meet and rest with loved ones gone before to
the “Heavenly Eldorado.
Sister S. was a

Christinu hope shone

BS

i

oh
Send for Free aie to
one Cq., 287 Vine 8t., Cincinnati, Ohio,

|

found the Saviour in the great revival on the
Neck in 1835, under tue labors of Eld. John
Hill, by whom he was baptized and became a |
member of the old KF. B. church there, holding |
a worth$ place in it till its destruction in 43.
Through
that
exciti ment he Bwerved not

on

nmb-—sece

New York ITerald, Sept. 28; Christian Standard,
t displaces all Ear-trumpets.
Sept. 21, ete.

in ‘Meridrith Neck,

N. H., Jun. 20th, aged 87 years.
Bio, B.
was emphatically w good man, remarkable for
his kindness of heart, love of peace, fewnessof

;

And other Lung Affections.
ee

The astonishing success of this Elixir, ana _

the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of

* its superiority over sll other remedies of the /
kind, for

S

‘Lung and Throat Affecgions.
¥

~

but he did ‘met give up all to. the. Saviour, but

-

we

Dea. Whitehouse’éxperienced
and 3 months.
religion in 1841, and united with the F. B.

Rey. Charles
Mills, of Hillsdale, is well known
to the .readers of the
Star.
Sister Mills
would have been ninety-eight, years old the
8th day of March, 1880.
CoM.

work,

as he drew near his end, he expressed a will
ingeas to depart, and that God’s will might
be done. ~ We f-el that he is at rest. He lenveg
i dear wife,fo. whom
he had been married
about three years, to mourn her ‘loss as no
+

May

ton, Feb. 12, of kidney dixease, aged

a large aod respectable family, ‘one: of whom,

Christian at the age of fourteen,

*8.N, White, of Bloomfield, Ont., writes to:
the New Nation of the Perfected Butter Col* of Wells, Richardson & Co., Burlington,
t. ‘It so far exceaded anything I had ever
used that I ordered a second ‘lot, which gave
rich, natural, summer color to butter, making

gons who do ‘not patronize

our friends, the |

of separation.

DEA. A. W. WHITEHOUSE died in Middle-

These are being mitigated, and in a soon afters and united with a F. Baptist church
large number of cases wholly
- removed, in Strafford. Her Christian life was a very
by the use of‘ Compound ©xygen,” the earnest one, and her superior Sih in prayer
faithfully de- |
‘new-revitalizing ‘agent which is now at- ‘and exhortation were early an
to the Master's service.
In th ¢ early |
tractibg such wide attention. Our “ Trea- -voted
days of the F'. W. Baptist denomination, when
tise on Compound Oxygen’ sént free. Drs. few of its churches had pastors, the Quarterly.
Starkey & Palen, 1112 Girard Street,; Phil and Yearly Meetings were rare spiritual feasts,
adelphia, Pa.
;
and drew large assemblies. The subject of
4

anguish

|.

© | in Barrington, N, H., April 13, 1804; became 8

The Tortures of Neuralgia.

the

live for a gathering that can not be broken
by Time’s fitful winds or ADETY wares

Mr. Benjamin Brooks, died in Stratham
,N. H.,
Jun. 24, of dropsy of the heart... She ‘was born

a general awakeningof the Hindoo mind’ sult. Laying the facts of the- case before:
a wise'man, whose name_is well known
According to the Weekly Notes:
and a generation is said to have grown up throughout this and othér countries, we’
Mr. Geant's support consists “of two . which is largely imbued with the practi- were guided by his advice, and .our own
very, different ‘elements,—the
stalwart cal and social doctrines of the best Eng- ‘sense of justice and propriety.
The result is speedily told.
Our counRepublicans of both Nor h and South, lish text books. . Moreover, in the words
selor undertook to perform the service
and the minority of the Southern Democof the St. Louis Globe-Democrait:
personally, that no human being but ourracy who are dissatisfied with Bourbun
He called
There are thousands of Hindoos per- selves might know the facts:
mle.
oe
.
ot
fectly familiar with thé principles of: the at Dr. Rollinson’s office, stated the case,
diction to this whole community. "Though
and suggesged the expediency of avoiding
The New York Tribihe thinks the British Constitution, and “thoroughly in~ a lawsuit #nd exposure, by - delivering to dead, she'yet speaketh, ‘and her cheerful and
doctrinnted with British theories of the
influence remains.
She was: a reader of
State of Maine is ‘to be congratulated rights of the subject. As a consequence, him the treasure. No words were neces- theoly Morning
Star from its earliest
publica.
sary.
In
three
minutes
from
the
time
he
tion,
She
was
#
life
member:
of the Foreign
“Pillsbury, the originator of the lite un- the present generation of Hindoos are beentered, the jar was in his possession.
: and Home Missiomary Societies; and at her
"successful burglary, has, decided to take ginning. to assert themselves, and they go
That same. night, in silence and dark- death she was the president of the woman’s
Com.
. up his abode in Boston, ‘to practice. his about it with a vigor and acufeness that ness, 4 secret expedition was made-to the missionary society in this town.-

can dot fail to spon give them a different

care for_und shield . © —
» . E, TIBBETS.

Sept. 18, 1879, aged 50 years, daughter ef the
late Dea. G. Munger, of Honey
Creek, Q. M.

say, “ Oh, Lord thy will be dones”
>
MARY. A. LUFKIN.

that'no one will regret

~ @bituaries.

as an organized body’ to set ott to preach

and

God

Ir

"ADVERTISEMENTS:

made three unsiifcessful

‘attempts to blow his .
wife told him, * Don’t
haven’t got any.”
He
he owes his life to ‘that

the German Federation, thanks to Prince]:Dr. Luke and’I soon took our leave, and
them out to the poor.
~~
Bismarck, is no longer Frankfort-on-the as we reached the sidewalk, I »aid with
Until the poor man and-the rich man, Main, but Berlin. Seville preceded Ma- ‘Some violence, *
marketinga pastime.”
:
’
;
*¢ That is a great wrong.”
.
:
=|
until the accomplished and “the illiterate, drid as the capital of Spain; Cracow, antedated Warsaw as that of Poland. Scot- |. ¢ What is? I do not understand you.”
have equal privileges in the meeting Jand has exchanged for Edirburgh the ‘ The vidlation of a sacred trust, the |
house, can it be said that the gospel is | “Dunfermlinetown” of her "old ballads. abuse of aholy confidence, carrying off by
preached to the poor in that house?
Ghent was the political center of Belgium stealth a part of the remains of a beloved
PARTICULAR NOTICE. Obitugsies should be
and father.”
4
And until suche church becomes puri- before Brusseld, Amsterdam that of Hol- husband
‘You are excited,” he said... ¢* The fact BRIEF and for the public, For the excess over
Shakespeare
|
laid
before
The
Hague:
‘fied, and the money-loyers are driven
has immortalized: the. period. when the is I forgot to mention that-you were not a ONE HUNDRED WORDS//and for those sent by perown walls, i8 it not vanity for that

them,

F.
B's,
Thence in-1852, they removed to
their residence from which she. went to her

you get the quantity
out from the radical?” ConFresh: * Rub it out.” .
:

nor myself that the

title had two meanings, and

as the

seat of Danish royalty was not .-Copenhagen, but Helsimgor (Elsinore). The old

patience

Lhmgtin Falls, O., and there united

bail the other day and sailed for South Admerica.
:
wl
EN

His life was terminated

troduced as *‘Dr.”—=«—the

capi-

with seourgings from its ttoor, until: the
gospel is preached to the poor within its

sea

children. ' The church
misses her
Jabors, and the community a worthy :
of society.
The children are living
on the farm, and caring tor themselves
interest and knowledge beyond theig,,
Chey have the entire sympathy o f.the

community. May

D.

tists in Russia, Herkimer Co., N. Y., where
he-was a member.
In 1849, they removedto

poet,

under bonds at Boston for forgery, jumped his

and

A

four chil: | 15, 1879, EUDORA M, AUGIR aged 24 Yedrs,
dren to mourn their loss.
E. J. DOYLE.
1 and Dec. 27 A. MARION AUGIR uged 22
dutighter
of 0, B. and Lucy M. Abgir.
SISTER MARYETTE, consort ‘of Bro. M. C. vears,
Sad indeed are the visitations of God’s proyiWalters, of Clay Mitts, Jones Co., Iowa, sudtake from us those we
e.
denly but peacefully fell asleép in Jesus, Nov. dence. when they
But When tits it added to stroke and blow
14, 1879. She embraced religion when about return
upon blow, the heart cries out im its
twenty years of age; and united with C.. Baptists, ‘In 1843, she and Bro. Wi: were married bitterness, My sorrow. is greater than 1 can
hear!
So to our brother and to the ‘remainder
and shéftly after united with the C. Bap-

ne

of 'the

Bro.

his Saviour. He leaves a wife und

‘estimated cost of $640,000.
~
~ South Carolina Republicans meet at’ Columbia, April 28, to send delegates to the national:
convention
at Chicago. "
2
:
Ee
‘Stephen Longfellow,

ort

§t Clair. |

‘the grim monster death with a strong

It is proposed to build a hew railroad of narrow gauge between Portland and Bath, atan

and the ownership of them.

Ushered into

:

Rome has supplanted Florence

os

CvRLAND Jed Jn Ines,

his sickness with Christian

Ty

has been invited to

lgeture to the German students of the Univer»
sity of Vienna.

the

[ang lower: ull lile Went out, und be cuicted: 7

professed faith in Christ about seven years ago,
was baptized by the writer and united with the
Lynn ¥reewill Baptist church, and remained
a faithful member until his death.
He bore

if she had religion, replied that she had slight
touches’ of it qeeasionally.

- Gradually

| Chords of life gave "was, the lamp blned low=

and obliging. - Many will remember the kind
4 orphan
hospitalities they have received xt his home.
faithful
In his death; a companion, one son, #nd one
member
FR
yi.
sister. deeply feel their lors. ©
together
Li,
. MM. C. HENDERSON.
|
with un
years’,

pa

* Many are like the woman

INgy-| daughter,
and many relatives.

with two of ber children united with the F.
B. church oF Ageney oi: «Mr. Moody died in .
Aug. 1878 leaving
I’ Mrs.
M. to care for a family
ed¥ly age came with his parentsto W., where of
seven children, the ®ldest fal
4
he resided seventy-five years.
He. indulged 't youngest three years old. _ This she did with
hope in Christ when young, but’ never made a commendable .ecomony, and asa Christian . .
publie profession. Asa neighbor he was kind mother. Her death is a sad loss to these

no dssue of silver 5 cent

“knows of, but I’ve been waxinated.,”

of* tombs

with anothér medical han, and

rnb

their original

GOODWIN.

‘A clergyman asked a boy if he had been bip- | FREDRIC DORMAN died at Lynn,
tized. ~¢ No, sir,” said the lad,“ not’ as ¥ Co., Mich., Feb. 11, in his 56th year.

drop in and see Dr. Rollinson.”
1 said:
¢ I never met hime but would be pleased
to do so.”

at

ropean States retain

more

sume to vwn the pews and so have the
rright, if benevolently inclined, to dole

+

(Ua

=

Sh

=

suddenly, Feb. 2, aged 81 years and 6 months.
He was born in Sanbornton, N. H., and at an

Bi

L Weekly.

LETTERS.

places. and

of his profession.

essence of the gospel invitation:
If-it is
‘The New York Zimes points out the
truly-the Lord's house and has. been dedicated to his'ude, it is a piece of gross singular fact that only three tor "four Euae Ulan

hae

can not grasp.
May the good Shepherd care
for them, and lifting them from their depths
(4) the removal of corpses
after bufial.
their .
of sorrow make bis ¢ grace sufficient®
of’ six members was organized there, includA committee of fifteen citizens of St. Louis
Under the first division he mentioned
Let. prayerbe offered in their behalf.
ay.”
ing Bro. and Sister.W. Sister Walters
was one
will
go
t6
Washington
to
urge
that
the
DemoThe little church to which their religious life
some cases of the violation of social ifnot
cratic National Convention
beheld. in that’ of the excellent of the earth; greatly beloved
4nd labor- have heen concentrated since comcivil Jaws, which make a fitting introducby all who knew her, and those who knew her
city.
e
=
.
A
hest, loved her most. She was kind and af- ing to this State, has sutlered a great loss.
tion to the following series of facts in
in Israel and two sisters, ornaments to
my own experience:
By May 1 five of the fast freight lines which. fectionate, deeply devoted to the cause of _ mother
any society or people, taken away at’ a time
The story I am about to tell is -true to ‘ do their business over the Erie-road will be Christ, and warmly sympathizing with suffer- when we are yet few, and not strong, being humanity, always seeking opportunities for
Juraing into New England via. the Hoosac
the letter, except the proper names. These
comes a sad affliction ‘to "all, and sinks our
welkdoing. ~ She will long be wissed by family
:
!
o
‘are changed, so that no injury may be tunnel.
hearts in sorrow.
The loss comes heavy upon
and friends, and the fragrance of her memory
us, both socially apd religiously.
The folly
done to the feelings of the living or the] The assessed valnation of real estate in: will long remain.
_H, BLACKMAR.
of earth seeking and
earth building is clearly
memory of the dead. Of late years it has New York the-currént year is $946,526,650, an
become painfully common
for the grave to increase of $28,393,470 over the valuation of | MRS. BETSEY MILLS, widow of Luke Mills, manifested. We niust seek ‘and build for

monumeiits,

process are multiplied, it is likely to come

fi

-

BENJAMIN MORGAN, of Wheelock, Vt., died

ats

Starving Irishman: “ I ask ye for a tatar,
{and ye give me an agitator.’-—Harper's

-—Forty Thieves.

of burial

ed

3

into wider.nse.

extracts the

—

lege of the writer to be acquainted with ber, | married to Mr.
Levi Moody, Aug. 24, 1856, by
she hus lived a consistent Christian life. She
Rev. Mr. Dickey. She experienced religion at :
died in the triumphs of faith.
.
‘the age. of 23 years. Not being
near any
:
:
. ~R. B. HUTCHINS,
church of her own choice, she: did not connect '
herself with any church, until 1878, when she

and copper 2-cent. pieces since 1872.

ceremonies; (8) the regulation and protection

by simple respect, tenderness and conso-

is, however, an ultimate fact which even

3

eral years ago, and since it has been the privi- | wus born in Topsham, Vt., Jun: 3, 1889, was

The work of the Boston letter-carriers was
trebled on St. Valentine's day.

lation, is most onerous and is often fol- was. introduced took me for an M. D. like
lowed under circumstances which render ‘themselves, and we were: soon--engaged in
it mest . reprehensible.
The: sanitary animated conversation, in which I partieisweetness of cremation will. give it a pated only @s a stranger. In the course.of
high place in the mortuary rites of the fut- it, something was said which brought up
ure and as. facilities
for conducting the the illness and death of Rev. Dr. Jones,

churches is still a great hindrance. There

i

en

Ni Melo drgy
|e ichafirba ill Guten | MiG Loin,

gathers no moss; especially

if it be a grindstone.

¢¢ Stranger than fiction is, by far,
The truth though hidden in a jar.

tae

;

et

Ah

Eh, YEG,

in the London School
y
Ale
:

'

“A rolling stone

A HEART.

ONE OF IRENEUS'

are in need of acts of personal courage of
this kind to oppose the tyranny of. custom
and fashion, often brutal, expensive and
oppressive. ‘I'he .[faskivn of wearing
mourning,
of funeral pageants
and
wakes, and of attaching any burdens to
bereavement beyond those rites dictated

its

is° denied

PE

z

:

o

of

.

volt

Te mike preserves keep all winter—Do n't

prose-’

pend upon the simple fact as to whether anxiety Thatwe have secured. FoF So: “the best physicians in consultation was
the gospelis preachedfu the poor inside "much we thank the Lord, the last Legis- put into requisition, but in vain.
They
- the meeting-housé
- of that church. I lature and Gov. Talbot. It was Dr. Gor- were so divided in opinion-as to the actuof the
disease, that they obtainclaim that a religious organization whose don, we think, who made the telling point, aled nature
the reluctant
€onsent ofthe widow and
affairs are officially maffaged by a Society that either the drunkard-maker or the her family to make a post-mortem examipachurch must -pay ‘the damages.” Let
tion.
Such a measure is often useful, and
as contra-distinguished from the body of those pay who get the profits,
surviving friends who overcome their natbelievers known as the church, that in a
ural reluctanceto allow -the precious form
The Springfield Republican, “it would of their loved dead tobe mutilated, in the
meeting-house where the pews. do not
belong to the Lord but ‘to individuals appear from the folowing, is a believer hope that others may be benefited, are entitled to sympathy and gratitude.
:
or a company
of *individuals—under
in cremation:
NE
The funeral was large,—at least fifty
All
honor
to
the
young
woman
who
such circumstances. the . gospel is not
clergymen
were
present,—and
after fit
committed hér remains to cremation at eylogies had been qvade, the remains were
preached ta the poor. The poor man
Washington, Pa., the other day.
She buried in one of the rural cemeteries.
with his family ‘can find no place in should
take her place with the women
. Some months afterwards I was walking
such a churchas this that can justly who first went upon thé dramatic stage, with
Dr. Luke,an eminent physician, with
be called a religious home. That fam- who first preached, and who first east a whom I was intimate.
As we “were apily are virtually paupers in" the meeting- vote, and with the man who first, carried proaching the door of ore of the leading
times or how emphatically we “are told
that the poorest are welcomed, or that

5

::

”

would have the path of drunkard-making by disease which developed rapidly, and soling
a thorny one—to be tred - with. constant | carried him off in a few days. The skill ‘of | “Mr

—the effectiveness of that effort will de-

—

5)

Y, {0d We must obey the OD.

tp

There are nine women
Board..
i a

has'the scientific frontier been so mercilessly ridiculed
as in the country where its
absurdity is best understood. Through the
medium of the native
press the great
body of intelligent Hindoos are rapidly
obtaining a grasp of their anomalous condition as British subjects.
i

~STEALING

hearts,by evolu-

of spirits.—N.

get into’ jars

the cost of printinga paper was reduced
they lowered their terms. Now they say.
that it is both fair and. necessary that a
tendants are to be directly brought into ‘portion at least of the reduction should be
the house of God, and consider the ‘next re:added. ‘The unanswerable argument
~ question of éarrying the gospel to them, is that, a8 everything else has gone up,
the only alternative for the publishers is
we are confronted by serious facts. If
to lose money or relate the price «of - their
the church as an organized body takes up papersto the enhanced cost of produc‘this work, it must have as an aim either tion. In Chicago: this* has “been done P be violated, that science miy have subjects | 1879.
:
:
for dissection.
In this: pursuit the most "The Boston Alvuertiser says that, « a vessel
to organize a new church, ‘a branch promptly ; elswhere it is talked about.
sacred sensibilicies sol humanity are" out- lately left the: shores of He new world for
church, or gather the converts into the
Fifty years
ago such crimes were benighted Africa; carrying 800,000 gallons of
The Christian Leader remarks as to raged.
tome body. It is a very superficial and
less frequent, and .when the body of a. rum and one missionary.
the
‘working
of
the
civil-damage
law*
in
ineffective motive which would make the
young lady was stolen from her grave in = We know of several enterprises, in which
the Old White Meeting House churchyard,
preaching of the gdspel a part of a mean- Massachusetts: .
Boston capitalists. are interested, work on
‘We are sorry to learn that the civil- the town was convulsed with wrath, which, which has entirely. stopped untit iron shall re-'
© dering lecture system. The chief defect
damage law does not stop the sale of | never was appeased until the spoiler was pede to a moderate figure.— Commercial Bul:
in much of the modern evangelistic la- ‘liquors.
etin.
3
3
Bat it is some compensation to-} n- State’s Prison, where every man,
bors is seen'to be in just this lack of have the authoritative assurance; that it principal er accessory, ought to be put’
‘We have often heard of people going toa
who engages in these. raids upon tke hal- identifiing its converts with a
local greatly annoys both proprietors and land- lowed
drug store after nails, but the latest oddity in
precincts of the tomb.~ But it is the
line is an old lady who went to a butcher
lords.
We
wish-the
men
who
are
in
the
church. _
gly
nf
de
°
Rot of such a crime I am writing now.
shop snd inquired- if they had.any ‘liver pads
business of making drunkards no -person.
The
Rev.
Dr.
Jones
was
my
friend:
But if there is a sincere and earnest ef- al harm. We in ‘fact wish them well,
| for sale.
:
able, eloquent; much belovéd for
fort, and the highways and hedges are Still we can not hesitate in our desire to learned,
Freshman in Algebra, while the professor's
personal traits of character, and his acsearched and the. people constrained to ‘cause them all the inconvenience possible complishments placed him in the front rank: ‘back isiturned (in a whisper) : *“ Say, how do

time being, if we lay aside the important
question as to how these noh-church at-

Ly

oy

:

:

=
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Queen Victoria receives $5000 a day.

By invitation T attended this eveningan
interesting meeting of the Medico-Legal
| Society of this city. ‘A very elaborate and
as learned essay was presented by R. 'S.

the cost of paper is the main factor in this
readjustment,
When during the
war

is a

Here in Dover

It is'not an insignificant class.

press of India, and is almost

ception treated as an English war

or

word or two'is to newspapérs from
Providence Journal. The readers of
Star will, we are sure, appreciate the
pricggat-which they ‘obtain the
: relig-

time.

te

Dy

pumaomarms,

native

and help to increase its circulation
-Guernsey, Esq., on thie
Municipal
and
they find opportunity :
=
Law of Burial! and Burial
The newspapers in many of the large Ecclesiastical
Places ig England and in the United States,
cities throughout
.the country have .in in which he considered—(1) to. whom
some cases recently advanced materially ‘does the dead body of a human being’ betheir subscriptionor selling price, and in long before burial; and how it may and
many other instances are declaring that ‘must be disposed of; (2).the laws relating
such an increase is only a question”of to the administration of funeral rites and

meaning. It may be granted that some
good may be done by those who do not
take in the situation, but these latter are

purpose

:

Féw of these

its ious paper of théir own denomination,

position to take if we comprehend

in the

A
the
the
low

si

Be

r=

=

=

=

:

a | process

pe8 wel
&r
:
af
culiarly pungent character. The Afghan
war has been extensively discussed by the

none which combine them all. There is
a field for inventive industry in _connec-

:
to the poor. _ °
are those who:are
The

LE

reception of her son and mukingthe spec= | Observer. J

;

| field for inventors:

|

.. ‘+ jomething® means to the world, yet I fade, does not’ exist. There are inks
am compelled to call it * something” which falfill some of these conditions, but

wholly ineffective.
Lef me explain.

3
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Le
Fins
te
cha
:
a mother and sister, ari only broth- | could
name he inay be | quent, that the Britich residents are actu- | business purposes, this jar shouldbe dis- | other can,
i
Test,
nd
UhoshlNt
ag
gould
to
oailed
was
since
moths
ten
about
who
er,
|
thoughtful
'and
scientific
no
let
covered,
in
light
ally fouling uncomfortable at the
the Sun. z,
:
Wh
{ which they are placed. The Prince of | young Tap rush 30 the cdhelusion that in ; part with » dear compation, Who feel . siply lived more than 62 years, and two- sons, 8

mankind and will also make a fortune.
None of the much praised and widely. adand one individual instances the good | wertised pens yet meet. these conditions;
news of salvation is apnounced to wen. some are better than others, but all are
' and women. The church also is doing more or less dirty and difficult to use.
Society waits also for a really good ink.
somethingin this line. I would not. un- An
ink which will flow freely ‘and. show
good
which
that
* dervalue the great
its color-promptly,
and which does not

than évil may be Seen

y

The New York Observer points out a] ouih a Queen Victoria for getting. up Mion,

g or

Mega

their labors, ‘as the good
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house

of God;

‘was

a tent

where

the

weary

servants

pilgrims

OID

Fares

A

Commentaryon

WANTE
CTE

one vol.) evi

“ an , comprehensive

the entire Scriptures

hlished.
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ice, $3.75.
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BOSTON -MONDAY LECTURES.

Lan

PRELUDE :—POLITICAL POWER OF . .

eit

ROMANISM.

_ Why

;

is it important to encourage ‘the

‘“cessibn

:

from Romanism?

....

~Deecrees, put forth with plenarytauthority,

of.

high interest that Cardinal Mimninz, Archbishop of Westminster, while sneering at Repub:

-

lican institutions, deliberately advises Roman-?
ists throughout the world to enter politics as’
Romanists, and to do this espgcially : in Fng. land ‘and the United
States. (See °North

i
:

American Review, Janupry, 1880.)
-

Romunists, as such, ¢an ‘not erter” polities
without breaking the civil:peace between Cath. olics and Protestants, g~result likely to cause
“incalculable mischief under universal suffrage.
8. Roman Catholics already, as such, in the
persons of their priests. have entered politics

Nn
..

*

in

the governments of the
cities.
tha

largest
:

American
=~
.

vIn New York City for example, the fesearehes of an expert have shown that the Roman Catholic Church in New York City has

7"

1 from the public

treasury

in

the pst

“eleveg years, $6,007,118." In 1878 alone, it drew
“$710,350.
©

1t has obtained from the city dona-

tions of réal estate to the amount

E

of

5,989

ment at No. 78, Hudson

academies, 1,136 ecclesiastical studeats, 2,246
parochial s¢hools, containing 465.234 pupils.

has 84 parochial

with 17,000 pupils; that of New York, 83, with
33,000 pupils.

.

avenue

old when she died.

The estimated Catholic popula-

Her

girlhood was

. liet’s Catholic Directory for 1880, p. 22).
b.. The Romish priests promise the -Romish:

mah named Jennings, who deserted her after

she was betrayed into a mock marriage with

and

remains

£:...Jand to the Church from the public tréasury,
¢. and local politicians almost never dare to run
the risk of lesing the Catholic vote in great

exempting

Ring in 1869 paid nearly $300,000 to the. Rom-

y the work would be aided by

_ ment.

;

fil

- In practice, therefore, it is found

that

tions backed
Ue proposes
gard to the
Springfield

city

politicians cannot be trusted to resist the

ag-

gressions of the Romish Church upon the

pub-

_ lic treasury, so that what bas happenedin New
York may happen easily in other

©

large. Ameri-

‘

Five

.

;

ecclesiastics endeavor to capture

the

with

Parochial schools are opened.

(2)

The confessional

is used

were

The

ly under the
dental delay
ed the latter
plosion made

common-

the

frighten

- chial schools.

"and.

thifty-five

was

laid

under

the

dining hall.. Owing to an aecithe imperial family had not enterplace at the usual time. The exa hole in the floor of the dining

wide.

The #x-

.

New York, died on Tuesday.

o ue If it ean not be avoided, a cry of liberal
ism i8 raised, and the demand made that Rom-

He was very

of

the

incendiary,

perished.

Riddleperger

bill,

city; and if that adoptiob does not take

:

thus

place,

_ Governor Foster, of Ohio, says

far,

in the

sible equivalent to

such

adoption,

and

ate of that State on Saturday by a vote of-23
to 17, all the members being present.—The
Hudson river.is open fe ghtire length. Steam-.
‘ers of the Poughkeepsie Company commence

running for the -season, Monday,——The

New

York Herald Irish relief fund now,amounts to
$257,000.— General Grant, ip replying to a
letter from” Acting-Mayor Isaacson, of New
Orleans, transmitting an invitation of the city.

council to him to visit-that city

from Mexico, says

travel

|

exist, he

that

on his

if good

return

fucilities

will return”to ‘the

for

Upited

States by way of San Francisco; and if not, he
will return by way of Texas, and visit places:
familiar to bim during the Mexican war.

- treasury is plundered.
=
a 8. fa Tebishion Williams of Boston and Bish-

af
Yi
:

~

nlog;
the
Toc ial
: “practi

+
;
:

y of Louisville, and Cardinal Man‘chibishop of Westminster, all echoing
l.syllabus, assure us defiantly that .paschools are to.be established “wherever
ile, and that Romish parents are for-

The

American

8to 10 per cent.,

Congressional.

Monday.

Inthe

restoration

Senate, those

of the Ponca

will recéive only such an education as will,
leave them fit to become political and ecclesgys-

Jn one of those dreadful

ag-

-. pling and degradation of the Romish populaition through parochial schools that their political action can be dictated by the priesthood |
and
the Vatican. For one,
T call this substanSally an infraction of the Monroe doctrine.
governed

nsisting

A

price of cotton,
to

items which the

#

providing

Indians

to

for

the

their

old

committee of nine to consider the woman-suffrage
question were the most important.” The Senate
alsodiscussed the five per cent. military land wa:rant bill. In the House, Mr. Weaver again failed

turn from Mexico.

The liabilities of ' Jumes Worthington, late
propriefor of the, Windsor hotel at
Montreal,

of the

are $300,000, with assets of $140,000.

’

The Inw abolishing slavery in Cuba was prorevolt of Independent Catholics . from mulgated, Wednesday, in the ofticiul Gazette at
;
ism is, therefore, in the United States, , Madrid.
4
:
3.05
yf
tical as well as of educational and
The Italian parliament was opened Tuesi

av
L

Amportance.

York
the

1

I rejoice in the devau

in
Dublin,
CE
"eras ir leading’
the Luinand Boston. Ifonly God's spirit
olic movement

upon our American Catholic

und awaken a wind of devoutness
the

tempestof

pop-

to

loa,

when a Romish fleet threat-

bas

been

established

arranging for an éxcursion

of

Prince, may become. the right ex-|
“triumphof the Independent

hé win

waa

at

the

Miss ParNorth-end,

in April.

Fare, Bostonto

party to’ California

San Francisco. atid}

return, $175. ; Sleeping berths,
Time, 60 days.
vin.

$45

the bell'in the tower

at funerals.

lishing Indians on homesteads

are to hold

title

in

of which

the

proposed

re-

before

the.

American-Spanish

claims

‘commission, and from the Secretary of the Inte:
rior relativeto the participation of the Indian com-

missioners in contracts for Indian supplies.
resolution was

passed

authorizing

A

the Secretary

friends

of the re

at

the ‘hands

of the

| and earried across the street, wrecking a tivo:
| story frame building ; loss $6000. = No
y. Was
hurt. ‘The roof of a building on First street
; wasalso takeoff. *

relations.

committee,

‘reached.

The five per cent. land warrant bill was
but

but

a

no

decision

action

we

bg

was

taken

not

thereon.

registered
articles.
A: bill was also passed
authorizing the completion and
printing of the
naval history of the rebellion. An effort to pass
the House bill admitting free of auty certain contributions from abroad in aid of the suffering
colored refugees in Kansas . Yaiied through the
persistent objection of Mr. Voorhees of Indiana.
¢ Senate resolution, authorizing the
retary
of the Navy to employ a United
States vessel to
earryjecontributions for the reef of the Irish sufferers was passed in the House, and a resolution
adopted
granting $6000to the widow of Congress-

of Missouri,
y.
-

Both brauthes ‘adjotrued

[S
WEP dn Lo
Bah
on ong

-

placed

in

house should be thoroughly removed and disinfectants freely used. Cleanliness tends both to
prevent ind mitigate the disease. Drain8shon’1
be put in perfect order and ventilated by a four:

;

SE

oe
x

dy,

:

mon £0 @ 85; GreenPeas 1 50 @ 1 85°

Ni

P
!

4 B8
a $

0

w

busingss.
He can not he a successful shepherd
unless he is a gentle one, and if he 18 compelled to
trust his flock to hirélings it can not be impressed

4

AE:
“4

gf

4

i

a
HT

Wax

oh

from

the

same

cause, but

will re

last year, Which was an increase of more than
per cent.,over 1878.
i
;

PORK.

her symptoms were

of cubic space:

After four or six hours,

open

Swellings,
Chafes, Calluses,
Chilblains, Corns, Frost Bites. Folsoning,

- wood, Ivy, Bites, Stings

A

ee

room and expose it to the aif and sunlight for a
week. Anything, that can be boiled without in:

a.

tions of the Skin; Scald

‘Spread the |

-

dake place

at the house where

the patent

elsewhere, unless the coffin remains

sealed.

Th

~

died, or

hermetically

tn

A LADY ON SamasTIos,
Lady Physician”
writes to ‘the
York

Temes,

and her

William's”

letter

contains

80

many

the seekers after health For years past I have
been convinced that the mania for gymnastic ex-

are injurious.

and

with

quite

too much vim, under the influerice of a spirit
of

“emulationor to win a bet, are productive of far
more injury than benefit. But, most of all, 1
wanted to call attention tosthe idea of daily bath-

ing.

It is a simple form of suicide, lacking the
form of the

Our young men are not content

ordinary

sui-

until they

are

raised

with,

lently

when

and

and

the

the “whiskers
fact.

that

fortunately

are

fashion

guards

benevo-

no

* Brown’s

5,

gn

tn

©

the barbarous ‘* coarse towel,” she must repair

—

:

?

and tells
her story, and the instances are not few

The

where, having gained such listeners, she hag con:

vinced them, and made ardent workers out of luke-

| Warm opponents. She has done: much ‘to dispel
the idea among young people that religion id"
something to-be dreaded; and shows in her books”

that the brighter, cheerier and happier people can
be, the better Christians they ave.
vid Frag
For list of the * Pansy”

;

Cleanliness is not’

WINTER

WHEATS.

Patents, choice. ... voverrrnis..y.....
Patecte, common to good...

_only * next to godliness,” but a very large part oF

“it, and it is highly important that bathing should

i021.
eis ages yhatarrnensss

$500 @
525 @
Sb0 @
L00@
700 @
vis

$800
700

.

@
@

-

L

ix

Flour,
bhi. ces sseiase

BER

a week

Dlr

.

1880.

suas unt ss ionrrreses

=

i

;

Prevented.

of DR. PREVEAR’S

Simple Method. The medicine sent
receipt of $1.00. “Box 1602, Portland,

DISCOVERY.

postpaid on
Me. - 4t7

"Agents Wanted six

52h
600
625
72
850

|

MOODY'S Over 850 Large Octavo Pages
JEW
:

16 Full-Page
ENGRAVINGS.

SERMONS
ron oxmr suse:
This grand volume embraces Mr. MOODY'S

700

700
72
725

775
265
550
625
700

best Sermons, as
and ST. LOYIS,. the

study.

delivered in CLEVELAND
results of two years hard

drag

ay

They can be Obtained Nowhere Else.
Agents will find a rapid sale everywhere for

2%

g this ‘Work. Our terms are
unequaled; Outfit
$1.00. Send at once for ‘this and: begin
the Can-

157,721

HERS

thé use

other choice Sun.

-

& CO., BOSTON.

Snoring

, IR,

ceoiuonas
an 167,006

DD. LOTHROP

a

By

850
700

«850 @

Michigan....;..
be employed as a hygienic force; but not the
VERS
W660
@
we
B30 a
shower-bath sthen an exhausted body is slowly: | Indiana......,
B50 @
waking from an unnatural sleep; not a.cold
J00 @
sponge when the day's duties have exhausted
260 @
Rye
Flour...eu
coivanns
I
i
Haha
|
a
mind and body both. To change fhe clothing Oat
Meal, good Western.......oceeve.
59 @
frequently and permit a thorough airing, to ex. Oat Meal,
(ANCY BYADAS. corres
ansssssn BU) @
pose the entire surface of the body for a few
Buckwheat,
#100 bs. .......... Pa
a
Receipts from January 1 vo Feb, 14, ©,
moments to thé air of the room on rising and

retiring, a light brushing with a soft brush ora

and

day-school-Books, send to

SPRING WHEAT.

FLOUR. Western superfine.
Common Xtras. .ocvvasinese
Wisconsin. .yseenees
Minnesota, bakers. .....
Minnesota and Wisconsin, fancy

or the

natural eliminations of morbid matter ; some
organ loses the harmony with its fellows which

a good bath once.or twice

©.

:

wi.
BOSLON- Produce Report.
Reported by HILTON BROS & (0., Commission
erchaiaund, dealers in buliar, Sheese and
eggs
ns
apples,
»
Cellar N
pik cy Market, Bostony
As
;
5 3
;
BOSTON, Saturday, February 21.

ence. Nature guards her outposts very jealously,
but she can not do. double duty in one direction
without signal failure in some other. Consequently, when the surface of the body is daily denuded
ot the cuticle under the vigorous application of

fine towel, and

CINCINNAZL,

PANSY AND HER BOOKS.

Bron-

THE MARKETS,

“The poor. body.is literally scrubbed out of exist-

is necessary to a perfect whole.

y

of which

evils difficult to conquegby medical rheans.

doubt they, too, would be ghampooed out of existence so effectually as to leave the “¢ coming
man ” without that very bécoming adornment.

damages at the expense of the digestion

JOHN CHURCH & C0.,

experience of those who have used and - testifiéd to
the »eflicacy of DR. GROSVENOR'S _ LIVER-AID
proves it to be a means of enduring relief from the
ains and penalties of bilionsness.
Headaches,
Constipation, Flatulency, Heartburn, Impurity of
the Blood, Piles and Feminine Complaints are vanguished by the LIVER-AID.

tamper-

them,

premium to.send.
Sample copy free on receiptof stamp.
Address
:

watched for and as eagerly read.

their aged
grandsires. Were it not 'for the
exceeding. tenderness and
the
quick ‘rebel

Hon

$1.50,

To be 'a Long Liver
«
Pansy’s style; whi'e natural and simple, is yet
Preserve asound liver. The bilious should hast- | brilliant. Even the reader who his no sympathy
én to avail themselvesof a remedy. If they ‘do with her ideas éan. not help being fascinated by
not, they may expect to suffer a complication of the skill with which she sets forth her argument

scrubbed bald-head®d by the willing barber; and
look in their youth very ‘“hear.of kin,” indeed, to

ed

PRICE,

No writer of Sunday-scheol ' Ntérature has
Cure that cough! How? With Adamson's
Boachieved a. wider or more enviable reputation
tanic Balsam.
than ** PANSY,” ‘nor is there one whose works
‘It is warranted to: cure coughs
colds, asthma and all lung difficulties.
have had a wore beneficla) influence upon all
Sample
J7{ classes of readers.’ It 13 eisy emough to write
io
free. Large bottles, 35 cts.
153
* zoody-gooily” books,~and there are plenty sueh,
with their impossible characters and obtrusive,
WHEN AND HOW TU GO TO KANSAS.
morals,—but to produce a strong, healthy, natural’
These two questions are being asked by hun.
book, whese lessons aré so skillfully interwoven
dreds who are satisfied “that Kansas is the best
with the story’ that they are unconsciously ab:
State
to go to for farming.~ A ‘frée
pamphlet,ansorbed and assimilated by the reader as he goes
swering these questions,
and
ng a large
along, is a gift which few_ possess. It is & gift,
amount of very valuable information about the
Es
|2
and fertile Arkansas yalley in Southern | however, which “ Pansy” possesses in a a bigh.de———
ansas, may be obtained by addressing
A. S, grec, and from the timé when her first ‘books surJOHNSON, Land Commisgioner, Atchison,
Topeka
prised and captivated the public down to the pres-and Santa Fe R. R. Co., Topeka, Kansas, . = .
ent, everything from her pen has been eagerly

element of crime, because done through ignorance,
lacking the horror, because it also lacks the crim.
son stains and mangled
cide.
!
-

genuine

ES

dumb-bells aid Indian clubs. The long walks,
frequently

SUBSCRIPTION

chial Troches” are sold only in boxes.

Nature rebels at * knotted ” muscles,
the full payment of a seriops penalty
folly is perpetrated of developing
business, through the swinging of
too

The

Subscriber.

Every _subseribér receives, free, one of eleven
elegant Premium Volumes.
The new Pictorial
Préminms astonish and delight everybody.
Full
particuiars and list of contents sent free.
‘(Mention whether you prefer vocal or instrumental, eagy or difficult, and we will know which

J. E. RANKIN.

Imitations are offered for sale, many

ercises, athletic development;and muscalar-power
has been productive of a vast deal of harm. Years

which are taken

Premiuma for Every
y

For Cou is, Asthma, and Throat Disarders,
use “ Brown's Bronchial Troches”
having
proved their efficiency’by a test of many years.

suggestions to the thoughtful reader that I would

* exercise.”
and requires
whenever the
Tiuscle as a

:

** Ev.

urches's Musical Visitor,

WASHINGTON, D. C., June 19, 1879,

ad

printed.”

with musical
sketches,
original
articles, criticisms, poetry, notes, musical news, and five to ten ¢
pieces of new musie.
3

Clergpman.

I do not doubt that it has great virtue.

remarks are worth copying :
“ Uncle

a Distinguished

ever

An Independent Journal of Music.
Every number contains 32 large pages,- filled

I have known of several persons who regirded themselves as greatly benefited, and.someof
them as permanently cured of diseases of the
kidneys and urinary organs by your medicine,
Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver Care.
I have
known, too} dF its use in similar cases by
physicians of the highest character and HA

—————

editor of the New

Rom

|

Best musical magazine

These are bona fide press notices of

RE)

the coffin, with disinfectants, and the coffin tightly

should éver

! : VISITOR. J

]

Whthem.” “The premiums warth—to a subscriber
whith a big heart—at least $10.”
on ian ag

4

If you have a friend suffering from any dis“order of the Kidneys send them a package of
floor washed with soap and water, to which jmay “Kidney-Wort, and you will make them happy.
Its great tonic power is especially directed to
be added ‘a little carbolic acid. "When
death octhese diseasés, and it quickly relieves the discurs, the bddy should be immediately placed in tress and cures the disease.
No public futieral

Scaly Erup-

Head, Out-

ward Humors of any.
:
Hemorrhoids, Piles,
Namb. *
:
ness, Wornis, Earache, Hoarseness, Sore Throat,
—
Coughs and Croup.
‘i...
:
Price 233¢. nd 50c..
per Bottle.
|
Prepared by H. R. STEVENS, Proprietor.
* Vegetine, Boston, Mass.
FAMILINE is sold by all Druggists.
2

By“

juring may be so tredted.
The walls and’ceilings
should be dry-rubbed or;lime-washed, and the

and finally closed.

happed

Rheum, Tet-

Byery musician and studént should
have it.” “The
| agrmusic in each number alone worth the cost of an
Wh.entire year.” ‘If any one wants to
posted
WR musical matters, this is the Jer
ical
for

months.”

A Favor to a Sick Friend.

1150;

by Dog-

Insects,

ter, Pimples, Itching ; Lf

Put them in a cool,dry place and the grapes
for several

of

Hands, Lips, RingwormaSal

layer of fruit; then cover with the cut straw
liberally
‘and lay on fruit again, and thus pro-

A

@

A quick and.thorough eure for such complaints as ;
Pains in the Chest, Shoulders, Back and. Side;
Burns and Scalds, Sprains, Strains, Bruises, - °
Rheumatic and Neuralgia Pains, Swelling
of the Joints, Stff Neck, Contracted
Muscles, Spinal Afféctions, White

carefully cut
fruit thinly cn shelves or tables for a
few days, to dry up the stems a little. Then cut
clean, dry rye straw in a straw-cutter, about an
inch long, and cover liberally the bottom of a |
suitable tightly jointed box, on which place a

will keep sound

$1100.

For External and Internal Use.

Joshua Woodbury made récord in the year
1761 that he had just set out two apple trees ** for
posterity’s sake.” The trees still stand on a firm
at Cape Elizabeth, Cumberlavd county, Me., and
this year bore two barrels of-good apples.
The California Horticulturist recommends the

ceéd.

bbl,

FAMILINE.

23

iar, a post-mortem examination was had, which
revealed the presence of a large darning-needle in

the

+

50; Western clear, $14 50 @ 14 75;

ADVERTISEMENTS

a little pecul-

following mode ‘of keeping grapes:

pri

Boston clear, 14 75 @ 15 00; Backs 1590 @ 15 50.

N. E. LaFrancis of Ripton, Vt., lost a valuable
cow, and since

FIua

Mess, 13 25 @ 13

One hundred and twenty-five acres of strawberries have been planted’in Florida this season
for the. Northern markets. The yield ranges from
4,000 t0,6,000 gbarts per acre.
Ee
;

subjected to the fumes of burning sulpliur as fol
lows: Close the room tightly and burn two and
one-half-pounds of sulphur to each thousand feet’

vass, or address for Cirdular.

427,950

:

I. 8.’Goodspeeqd & Co., N. Y. or Clnetnnati.

are all that an American can endure and retain
ORN. We quote sales of mixed and vel
59 3 20 ¥ hush, including 11 ki
health. Light exercise of those muscles
Fellow a
not called
;
8.
e sales of
No.
Mand extra’ white
into play in

An

Lp

the daily routine is also deéirable, | been at b0 @ 53¢; No~-2 white
at @ hie have
be calisthienic, not gymnastic; No.3 white and
No. 2 mixed at 57 @ 47%c# bu.
and should not include a vigorous poundiug:of : RYE. The market is quiet and the sales have
been contined 10 small lots at 95¢ 4 bushel, . TERMS : = $2.00 per year, if paid strictly in
‘the chest; than which, nothing can be worse for
“FRED. ‘The market for Shorts is steady at $22 @ ’ advance:
$2.20 if paid within the first> thirty
$2250
¥
ton.
Fine
Feed
the lungs.
and
Middling
55
g
are
scarce
days,
a nfl $2.50 ifnot.
fi
©
and prices.are nominally $22 50 @ $24 00
. The exercise which a light heart and a. clear
'or256 cents received we will &énd the Star ©
but

THE MORNING STAR

it should

conscience
will reqdire~of
man or woman will
generally be found to answer all the needs of good

health. Ft the system is enervatéd by excesses
and deranged by the use of stimulants, the will
may be needed fo rouse, the body
otion, If
over-work has caused the. reivcaon) surely, our

wisest teacher ie nature,

when sfie

drdws ‘the

poor body irresistibly ‘ to the couch and

benefi-

BUTTER, New York and Vermont—
Choice creameries, # 1b.......
| Fair
to
creameries.
Ll dairydairymade.........
inter
made, ates:
Dairies bo

$0 good an tinifation of Ohio butter is said to. be

PEDEIS

Cn

:

bo

28

25

2

Ijand.......
a

Do.» 40,

CHEESE,

Foil

@

|

#0 |

three months on trial,

:

Each subscriber will

please

@

notice

27 | of payment on the label of his paper,

~~:

,

the

date

and not

Fal

21
The Star is not discontinued’
when the time:
25 | expires for which it is paid unless persons re-

“@ "37 | notice and

28

re

Northern choicp, ¥- 1b 14%

time shall

have been given. =

@ 21
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rred toa special committee of nine members.
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The House ‘committee on Territories has
agreed to report a bill Yor the establishment of
a new Territory, to be called Oklahania.
"The New Orleans city council have formal {|
invited Gen. Grant to visit that city on his re-

in view of the fact, that one-fifth sof the
populationof the United States lives in cities,
the attitude of the Romish Church on parochi:
schools and in city politics acquires political
significaiee of national dimensions.
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and his reply had been that
"~~ 1570, petitions from one hundred thousand ¢iti-4 male applicants,

succeeded in effecting the repeal of this enact-

Rev. Mr. Cowley, for abusing the children
under his care in a New York charity institution, is sentenced to one year’s imprisonment
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A law was passed by the Albany Legislature of these applicants. He had, he .said, been.
imposing a perpetual tax of more.than $225, | approached by strong friends of the woran’s
movement, who had urged upon him the pro‘000 annually on New York City for tbe suppriety of making his selections from’ the fe. port of Roman Catholic parochial s¢hools.
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Carrol.D. Wright, census supervisor in this
State, concurs with thé superintendent of the
census, Gen. Walker, “in the opinion * that
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Collins she was discarded by her family,
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water or in atub of disinfecting fluid (three ounces
“sulphate zinc, one ounce “carbolic cid and three
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the”410
“otes of the Utica gallons wiiter) by the nurse before being carried
conventionon Wednesday.—\The Democratic through the house or haudled jy_any other perational committee assemble In. Washington, fon. They may be soaked in this fluid for an
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1t is better not to use handkerchiefs for cleansing
the national convention of the party.
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the nostrils and mouth of the patient, but rather
Cincinnati or St. Louis will probably be agreed
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upon and the third week in June a: the time. ‘burned. All vessels for receiving the discharges
——The post-office committee of the national
of the patient should constantly contain some disHouse 'of Representatives
present a bill to ‘infecting fluid. , Water closets and privies'in the
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also that the secretary of

She was married to a laboter- named William
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She once moved .in fashionable society in Washington and was a very intelligent ‘and highlycultured woman, dnd she was. only 25 years
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140 with 25,000 pupils; that of St. Louis, 106,
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employed along tbe coast

Jennie
Collins, formerly
Jennie Herndon
Tyler, daughter of the late Col.dW. W. Tyler,
and grandniece of the late President Tyler,
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There are 329 beet-sugar millsin Germany.
, There are twenty schools of forestry in Europe.
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